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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO

•m

STUDY

I. THE PURPOSE OF THE THESIS
StfJ:t.~men~

2t lll!.. RY.I:'.QO§e ~.

The objeotive of'

this thesis is to present a study of the political
impact of Communism on four individuals who at one
stage in their lives thought that Communism was the

~·=-==

best political system on earth, and who subsequently

I

became disillusion$d to the point where they oonsid·

ered Communism the WQrst politioal.syetem on earth.
This·thesis tries to answer some of the questions

ari.sing from suoh .a study. How did these four people
beoome so enamoured ot ·Communism and later so tborooghly disillusioned with it? ·What is there about OomrnUJli,.cnn

which oould so strongly attract and later so thoroughly repel intelligent people?

Was disaffection due to

the weaknesses of the people involved, or was it due
to weaknesses in the 0o1l1!rlunist system?

Where is the

truth to be found regarding the essential nature of
Communism: in the official :reports end propaganda of

~
l

[--i"

!
I:

i

II

2

the Russian government, or in the opinions of the
Communist Party members, or in the writings of those
who have been in close contact with the

sys~em?

'l'he

problem is to determine the nature of the attraction
of Communism a.nd the. nature of its repellant aspects
as seen by tour of those who have
~.

stron~ly

felt, in

'

turn, that attraction and that repulsion.
II. IMl?ORTANOE OF THE l>llOBtEM .
)Vortd-w!,de tmP91::!iMQI•

':t'he course of suoh a

study leads to same very pertinent observations ot
what Communism really is, in theory and in pra.ctice,
as seen by four people who were intimately associated
with it.

At the present time the political impact ot

Communism upon the people of the earth is probably the
outstanding political phenomenon ot our civilization.

If the Communists continue to extend their rule as they
have in the last decade, they will soon dominate the
earth.

Under such conditions, the ability of the

Communists to attract recruits to their cause and to
hold the loyalty of their members is of great importnoo
to the entire world.

Students of history

~nd

politics

·~====

L

------·---

3
should understand the drawing and holding power of
the Communist faith and whether it is a popular movement or a tyranny impressed upon the many by the few
in power.

Such a study as this should

r~~eal

much of

the actual nature of Oommunism--knowledge whioh is
vi tally important to all who live in this world today.
III.

LITERATURE ON THE SUBJEO'l'

L~jeraty.pe

.91

tttsilJ.!.UJ;\ornnen~·

'!'he "literature
ot disillus:t.omnent'• 1 written by ex-Oommunists and exfellow-travellers is rather extensive.

Even while this

thesis was being prepared, two more interesting end val•
uable oompliations of such literature have appeared;
~ ~ Ta~~ Fa~beg,

edited by Richard Orossman, and

!'ontaining statements from six ex-Communists of various
nationalities, and Iftrd&o:Ji

.9L Three P!OQdes, edited

by

Julien Steinberg, containing selected chapters from the
writings of thrity-four authors. with comments by the
editor as to the plaoe of aaoh wri·ter in the field.

-----l

Hook, Sidney, ''The 11 terature of Disillusion-

ment, n Steinberg, Julien. :V.erdtpt

9.t Tarte

P~stmdes,

p.6o6

IV.

CRITERIA USED IN CHOOSING PERSONS
DISCUSSED • SOUROES OF DATA,

AND

ORGANIZA.TION OF MATERIAL

Criteria.

In selecting the

characters

princi~al

for this study the following.criteria were used:
1.

They should be Americans.

2.

Their experiences should cover different

period

duri~g

the Communist experiment.

; • ·They should be people who have held prom-

inent positions in the Oornmunist l?arty or
in other radical movements. leaders in

their spheres of activity rather than just
members of the :J,'ank and tile.

lf..

They must have written ably and in oons.iderable detail about 0011lllluniam and 1 ts poli tioa.l

impact on them as individuals.

5. They should be those who were serious and
'

whole-hearted in their devotion to Communism.

Devotion to Oomm.un:tst ideals was considered
more important than actual

~arty

membership.

Two people chosen for study, Emma Goldman and

Max Eastman , were not :Party members.

5
SgufOfHl

.at s1.U.I·

The

four pe opl.e finallY se-

lected, whose stories are presented herewith in considerable detail, are among the outstanding Americans
who have contributed to the ttliterature·of disillusion-

ment. •• As. a group they probably knovt more. about OommuulBn

than any other tour Americans not now in the Party. As
e;ridenoe of their knowledge and interest in the subject,
they have among them written fourteen books which pro-

vided most of the material for this thesis.
Enu.na Goldman, died in 1914-0.

One of.them,

The remaining members of

~

this quartet are still active in fighting Oomm.unism., whiCh
they consider a political fraud and a menaoe to free

all over the world.

~ople

The oases of these f'our individuals

freeing themselves from the Communist illusion are presented

in the ohronologioal order of their disillusionment: Emma
Goldman, 1921; Benjamin Gitlow,

35; Louis Budenz,

1929-3~;

.Max Eastman,

193~-

19~5.

V. SIGNIFICANCE OF PEOPLE CHOSEN FOR STUDY;

'l'REIR OONTRIBUTIOl'$8 TO ttLITERATURE OF
DISILLUSIONMENT."

!mlm

Goldman.

The pol1 tioal impact of Oommun:iam

l=c·=-::-:c· ==:·:·.·=

6
on Emma Goldman is s:tgnifioant to the student of Oommun:tsm beoause Goldman was one of· the first Amer:toens
to.reveal the failure of the Russian Revolution.

Her

observations at the begin.ning of the Oo:mmunist regime
reve~led

the same fundamental weaknesses wb.ioh other

competent observers found in Oommun:i.smmany years later.
She was in Russia for nearly two yea.rs, from January,
1920, to December 1, 1921. 2 Lenin had been in power for
only three years.

To most .Ameri.oans, the Russian Revolu-

tion was still a mystery, made more mysterious by the

false official propaganda put out by Lenin's government.
Emma Goldman lifted the veil from this mystery for all
those people who read her three books:
M;t })isl*~J!Siomp.ept !.n Ru§sia, ( 1923),

M! Fytt;P,er Disil;t.usiPlYQen~ J.D. Rus@ia, ( 192lt), and
L!ving ·~ ~; Volume ll, (1931).
She was well

qua~ified

to observe clearly what was happen•

ing in Rusw:ta, tor she was born there, lived there much of

[
~
~

I
I·

l

~---

her early life, and, while living in the United States,
followed with keen interest all that occurred in Hussia.
When she returned to Russia in 1920 there was no language

f

\

\

l
I

7
barrier to prevent her from conversing with the many
people she met . there, for she could
speak Russian, as
.
well as German, Yiddish, French, and English.3 While
in Russia she.did most of·her traveling without the
restrictive intiuenoe of guides

and 1nter.pr~tera,

as

usually provided. by the Russian secret police to make
'

'

sure that foreign observers saw and heard only that
which the gove,-nment wished them,to see and hear.

She

knew many
people
in Russia: she had met many of ·the
'
.
Russian anarohists at meetings in the United States and
Europe ; she knew· many of the

m~mber.s

of the Social Rev ....

olutional:'Y Party, of which .she was a member; and she knew
many American anarchists and revolutionists who had lett
America to lend their enthusiastic assistance to the Rev-

olution.~ Her record of bitter disillusionment in Russia
should have served as a warning to others who looked to
Oommunism for the solution or the problems of this world.
Unfortunately, her books were neither widely read nor
published in great numbers and at present are out of
p~int

and diffioult to obtain.

·
' 3 · Gol~man, Emma, An~on!w;Q _and Other _...E...,.....
Se~ also Goldman, Emma, ~ !llilllftsi"'iim~,nji la ~~-
and Goldman~ Emma, L~xtne M;t ~.
I, p.

m.

1}. Goldman, Emma,, J;J.D~sillgsiorun..S!nt in. Rus~. p. 7
See also GoldmaJt, Emma, L v n Mt Life, Vot I!;pp. 6jRh2

8
!!enjem:ln Gitlpq.

Benjamin Gi tlow' s story is

valuable to those who wish to understand why people join

the Oo.Dllllunist Party and ,why they leave the Pt\X'ty. It is
the story of an· outstanding Oomnmnist leader· during the
first teri years of the OommUI11st movement tn the .United

St·ates • 1919 to 1929 • a leader who

'Was a

dedicated rev...

o:J.utionist trom his early childhood. • a. leader who loved

Communism more than lite 1 tself'.

When he finally became

fully aware of the essentially evil nature ot' Communism

he ohose to leave the Party and has been aottve in

fighting against
1t tor
the past eighteen years,
.
.
two books,

1948,

I

Qon1:~.§1.,

1939,

and

Thft

:!bo~e ~

lU.s

T!fei;r Lives,

give excellent information of the lite ot Gitlow

and the lives of others who were active in the Party

dur~

1ng thie period.
li!u;

leaatmrm.

the Oomm.unist Party.

Max Eastman was not a member of
Neither was he a Trotskyite, as

is believed by many.5 He was a Sooialiat ·and a fellowtraveler until the failure of the Russian revolution
left him disillusioned with both Socialism and Oommunism.6

5 Steinberg,
1ulien,
Ve;t:diot .a:.:rhrfr!e .t;!eo~§,es, p. 177
.
.
.

6 · Eastma.n; Maxi .Enj
also Eastman, Max, ~te ~n's

onmenr
f }tiline;, p.
uss a, p.·. 2
.2....,.

331. See

9
Sidney Hook,7 Professor of Philosophy at-New York Univer-

sity, gives Max Eastman first plaoa on his list of five
noteworthy Americans who have made valuable r>ontributions to the ''literature of disillusionment" wt.iioh has
been written as a result of the Russian experiment.8

Eastman's most recent book is ln;to:V:mflnia

lished in

19~8,

st. Litins,

pub-

in whioh he has vmitten the story of his

lite up to 1917. Now, at the mature age of sixty-eight,
he is writing the remainder of his autobiography

wh~oh,

when published, should be a very valuable aooount of his
reflections on his twenty-five years as a Socialist and

more than sixteen years as a fellow-traveler.
Lou'g

ByAenz.

Louis Budanz is probably the most

outstanding ax-Communist in the United States.

While he

was still a·member of the Party he held high oftioe, being
editor-in-chief of the

Party voluntarily, in

D~!+Y Jqr~e~.

19~5.

He lett the OQmmunist

and has since written two ex-

cellent books which give an inside picture or communist
Party activities in this country:

~!!.

!\!!!

Stgr~,

191t-7,

7 Steinberg says of Sidney Hook# he ••has ·gained

a wide reputation and following as a philosopher, acute
analyst ot social problema,· and scholar on Marxism and
other subjects." Steinberg, Julien, Vergigli. ~ ~hre2

n1saasut • P.

605

.

·8 1'hEt·other tour on the list are: Dos l>aasos,
Wilson Ricks, and·Farrell. SidnE'y Book, "The Literature
of Disillusionment," Steinberg. Julien. Jerg~o~ ~ ~ree
:QruuulEU2. p. b06

lO
and Min

W~~bg;t !Rq~§.

1950. He is now writing a third·

book which will deal with the Oommunist ideology.

He

was e. witness for. the United States government in the

1949 trial of the eleYen leaders of the Communist Party
who were oonvioted and sentenced tor oo,nspiraoy to overthrow the government of the United States•

;_
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CHAPTER II

THE POLITICAL IMPAOT OF OOMMUNISM
ON EMMA GOLDMAN
I.
~

l!.t!,

IiER EARLY LIFE

ill Ruggifl. Emma Goldman • s pol1 tical

career and her personality were greatly

~~tluenoed

:':·:'1

by

her early life. She was born of lewish parentage in
the Russian province of Xovno on June 27, 1869. Her
father, Abraham Goldman, was a petty government off!·
oial in charge of the government stage. 1 He was a highly emotional man, whose marriage with Emma's Mothe.r was

continually incompatible.

ing in Russia

ne

In hia efforts to make a liv-

was persecuted because of his Jewish

religion. 2 lrrustr.a.ted in his home lite and discriminated against in his economic life. he became an unhappy
tyrant who made young Emma's. life miserable.3 Nor was
her unhappiness ameliorated by her mother, who bestowed
little affection upon her.~
,•

'

~

['

! -u
i

'

!

12

Emma's first oontaots with authority in
the home convinced her that authority and tyranny were
~hus

one and the same thing.

She learned to ·hate her father

·and became a rebellious child, deeply resentful· of par-

ental authority.

She grew tq a.dol~soence durin~ a period

when the Russian government was despotic and tyrannical,
when the thinking people with wbam she oame in contact
resented governmental tyranny and
olution.

a.otiv~ly

plotted rev-

She learned to hate the authority ot the

government.5

oorset factory and later in a glove factory, where she
found the authority- of foremen and employers oppressive
to her youthful spirit of independence.6

Immifn:atton. .12 lb.! Ynitttsi §:teatgs. Seeking an
esoape from authority of parents, teachers. government,
and employer:s, . filled with hatred for all aut.hori ty over
of human beings. and thus prepared psyoholog-

ioally for her long

'

I[; -- -- ---~

omio independence from her parents by working first in a

li~es

I
~

--

u

At the age ot seventeen she tried to achieve eoon-

the

"

L ____ _

oareer as an anarchist;

Emma

1
(

13
Goldman immigrated to America with her sister Helena.....
the one person who was kind to her.

Soon after arriv-

ing in Rochester, New Yorlc, :mtnma found work in a clothing factory for ·two dollars and fifty oenta a week. Here
she found that

man~

of the girls were

as well as eoonomioa.lly.
the factory in Russia.

,e:xploite~

sexually

This factory seemed worse then
Her.e the girls

war~

..

l

not even

a1lowed to talk while working. 7

Ma;ra;:;J.age. !n February, 1887, Em.m:aGoldman married
J'acob Kershner, thereby obtaining American citizenship. In
addition to being sexually impotent, Kershner gambled away
part of the fifteen dollars a week he earned.8 Emma soon
left him.9 She decided that if she ever loved another man
she would give herself to him without being bound by the
law. 10
Emma Goldman vma an emotional woman, and deeply
sympathetic towa.ra the under dog•

!n Russia she had wept

bitterly when she heard ot the execution of a. group of

Nihilists who he.d assassinated Czar Alexander II 1n 1881.
Another time in Russia the sight of e. flogging threw her

~====---======--=

'

1~

into hyaterios, and the bloody picture hnuni;ed her tor
days •11 Her oom.pa.asion for the unde~ dog wtu1 atnlilarly
aroused by the conv1otion und hang.ing of the Ohioago
anarchists as a rasttlt of tllo Uayma.rltat Square affair

on Mt~Y lJ., 1886. 12
II • ItER 01\REER AB A!f

A~UlROUlf~JT

._ Her sympathy tqr theae ox•outed anarohi.sta led her

to attend soo1al1at and

nnaro~ist

meetings, where she met

two devoted ana:t:"ohiata, Alexe.~der Berkman and Johann Most.13
Both men paid

~onsid($rabl.e

attention to her and she was

svtept into the anarohia t mov eJ.nent, to beo.ome the outstMd•

ing woman anerohist in .AmeriOilhllJ. She $nd B~r~ and an•
othax~

oomrade went into :business together to raise money

tor the

n~aroh:t a.t

movement.

owntrs of a smn.l.l but

Ily May • 1892, they were the

thr1v1n~ l~obroom.

Tber deserted

thit3 ·en·~erpl~ino to attempt the assetHtinatic;m ot Henry Olay

wno hnd loolt•
ed out his W(>rka:rs and evicted tb.em from tbeix•, homes.l5
Friel<:, mnnage:t• of the Carnegie Steel Company •

Berkrnmn shot F1•iok thr~e times. but

ll Gol.dman, ~-. lt'L ~,
lba. J pp. ...10
.
13 lhi4·· pp. ~6
llf lli.sl,. ' PP. j~- 37
12

15 l.llU.· ~ :pp. · a;-87

tortunatalr the

~~

15
was of too small a calibre to kill. 16 Berkman, however,
was sent to ptison tor fourteen years. 17

While he was in prison, Emma Goldman traveled
In Vienna she entered nurses' training, soon
graduating with diplomas in midwifery and. nurs1ng. 18
abroad.

Back in the United States, she became best known as a
lecturer and publisher.

Her lectures were usuallY on

anarchism, but sometimes dealt with birth control. homosexuality, pacifism, the drama. and woman's inhumanity
She was always on the side of the downtrodden.

to man.

In 1918 she lectured in favor of the Bolshevik Revolut1on.19

Her lecture tours extended from coast to coast

and raised enough money to keep Mgtp.er l!fartlh her anarchist magazine, from going bankrupt between the first issue,
published in March, 1906, and the last, published in June,
1917. 20

B.u.

QUm12l:t

Dt. J4U, Bu:Jsio,u ruvgJ,u:Jl1on.

Far many

years she save her support to the revolutionary cause in
Russia.

In 190~ she joined the Sooial-Revolutionary party.a

She read the life stories

ot the prominent women in the

\

\

~
~--_- - - - - - - - - '

»_
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Russian revolutionary struggle, among them Vera Figner
and Oatberine Breshkovskaya, the latter a.:Cfeotionatel;v

'

called Babushka, the Little Grand~ot~r of the Russian
revolution. 22 When iabushka oame to the Unit$d States
.

'

.

,

'

I•

'

and made speeches in Frenoh, Gold~an'aoted as her interpx•eter. 23 Ot her oontaot w1 th Babushka, Goldman wrote:

"The hours with Babushka were among the richest and most
precious experieno es of my propaganda lite. n24 ·
Goldman found the news of the 1905 revolution in
Russia electrifying and thrilling, only to be plunged

into "blackest despa1x•" to hear that 1 thad fa~.led to
overthrow the Ozar. 25 She was a revolutionist with a deep
oonoern for the suooess of' revolution in her mother country.

In 1917, when Goldman and Berkman heard Trotsky speak for
two hours, they applauded heartily with the conviction that
they shared his profound oonfidenoe in the future of the

· revolution.

After talking to him they felt a political

kinship with him, and intended to accept his personal invi tat ion to go to Russia to help with the x;evolution. 26

This they were una.ble to do at the time. but they did

17
assist Bill Shatoff and his contingent of Rt1-asian exiles

to return by providing them with clothing and money tor
their tr:tp.27

In 1917 Gold.rnan hailed the October Revolution as
'·

the fulfillment of the promise indicated in the February
Revolution. 28 She felt that Kerensky's governtnf,mt had
'

'

fe.ile d in its purpose, end held sincere hopes for the
success o:f' the Bolsheviki.

She believed that Lenin and

Trotsky were following the "agrarian programme of the
Social Revolutionists and the .industrial tactics of the anarchists.''

She felt that they were fighting tor the revolution and gave them her enthusiastic support. 29 She
0

wrote:

I believed fervently that the Bolshevik! were

furthering the Revolution and exerting themselves in be•
half of the people.n30

lil.

HER DlU;:,ORTATION TO RUSSIA

Trial. .!.W.i pouv~cti.2ll•

ole.red war on Germany in

When the United States de-

1917 and the oonsoription bill

passed Oongress a month later, Goldman end her

Mothf)~

27 Goldman, kSl¢ni ~ &i!i. Vol. II, p. 595
28 I_bH., p.
·

29 ~an,-~ Dis~lJ..us~9Q11!ent

;o

Did~~, p.

x11

·

in. }lusst.§,

p. 1x

·
'1'.li'fi,$ttitude is corroborated in her obituary,
which appeared 1n TQ~ l,e~ Re?ubla of June 3, l9lf.O.ste.ting
that the prino,~ple t:r.ag~dy ·o~ do1dmnn' s life was tha:t she ·
placed all her revolutionary hopes in the Lenin government,
whioh later disillusioned her so thoroughly •.
June

3,

191«), p.

747

New Republ~g

~-------
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Emrth magazine lost no time in.condernning both the war
A "No Oonso:d ption League" was formed

and conscription.

and mass meeting held in many o! ties to oppose the draft.3l
The June, 3.917, iaaue of Mother Eg:r~b emphatically condemned the draft.32 Goldman and llarkmnn ware arrested
shortly thereaft€3r and publio.at:ton ·of

·~~o,iine~

~

i

Eprtb was

suppressed by the government •.33 Goldman· and Berkman were

ill

~

charged with conspiracy to defeat the draft. 1 . found guilty.
and sentenced to two years in pri.son unj $10,000 fine each.31t'

'l'hey appealed the case and were released on bail.

.When the Bolshevik! overthrew the Keronsky government in October,
action.

1917,

the American press .condemned the

aheviki. 35 While awe.i ting t.he outcome of her. appeal to
the Supreme Oout•t, ,Goldman conducted a lecture tour in
defense of the Bolshevik regime.
:r~g.t,h

She also published a

AboUii, .~ l,o_J:shey~!ti, in which she

defended them as oarry1ng on the apiri t of the revolution.36
l2£1PQ.rta.t~ov,.

~----~
~

[

Their appeal to the United States

Supreme Oourt fa.iled and

Go~dman

and Berkman went to prison

-

...
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-

-
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Goldman and Berkman • however, defended the Bol-

pamphlet, 1b:e

h

r

19
on February ~. 1918, to serve twenty-one months.

They

were released from pr:ton the first of October and deported 'to Russia on December 21,

1919, traveling on the

old troopship .Jtu:t'o.a;:d with two .hundred and forty-six other

deporteea.37
XV. HER EXPERIENCES IIi RUSSIA IN 19.20

z

Emma Goldman, Alexander Berkman, and their :fellow

deportees arrived in Russia January 18, 1920.38 In her
support of the revolution, Goldman was Jnore than errlfuus:taatio.
she was rapturous, for she believed that the revolution
had freed Russia from. the political and eoonom:to masters who

had for so long aubjegated the

'~rkers

and peasants.

The

'
~---~---~

[-

!
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1

new dalr was · dawning for her Mothex· Russia. and Goldman was
glad that she oould now give her unstinted efforts towards
making the revolution a suooess.39

Her ann words indicate

the joy she felt: "I preferred to be a.lone Vllb.en I touched
the sacred soil; my exaltati.on

W€ts

too greut, e.nd I fenred

I might not be e.ble to control my emotion. ,,40
F~rs;!t

1mPl'B§§*ons. On the tre.in

to

Pet:r:ograd, Goldman

tal.ked with her host, Zorin, vvho had lived fox· raany years

20
in America and spoke English fluently.

Zo:rin sounded

the first discordant note 'I!Vhen he told hart\ "Tammany Hall
!·,.

has nothing on us, and as to Boss Murphy, we could teaoh
him a thing or tVJo·:~f 1 · At the t:tmo Goldman· could see no
,.

''\

oonneot:ton between Tammany Hall and the Soviet Govern-

ment.

42

.

Zorin also told he:r. ·that her old

Amer~.oan

.

oolllt'ade,

Bill Shatoff, who had come to Russia earlier. had been
That same even-

sent to Siberia as Minister of Railways.

r-,'

ing in l?etrograd Goldmttn met Bill 8hatoff, who toJ.ci her
that he was in disfavor with the government and was being

i- -----··-~

sent to Siberia virtually as an e:x:ile.l+;
Since Shatoff did not leave tor two weeks, he had

c---

time to give O·oldman his impressions of the revolution.
fie told an inspiring story of the revolutionary ardor of

the people • and the sad story of: the blockade and the :t'righti'ul war against the l'hi.te Russians.

Shatoff v.1as stillal. anarch-

ist who understood the .menace of the Mal'xian . state ·machine
which the Soviet Government had become.

Even then, he re ...

ported., the new governmen·t was steeped in
oox•ruption.

~.nef'fioiency

and

Although Shatoff (lespised the diotatol'ahip and

t__
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its servant, the Oheka, and deplored the hie.)lhan<1ed
manner in which the thought, speech and initiative of
the paopl,e had bean suppressed, he was loyal to the
government and would remain so until the country was
free from the White Russian menneie.4lf.
Goldman he.d ftlread.y .seen several things t\tlioh

did not check with theoretical Communism. such as better food tor Party roen1bers in the Smolny ltotal dining ·
room, slu;w schools where children had every advantage
oon1po.red to other soh?ols where the

hw1gr~r

children were

her,1ed like cattle, thirty-tour different grades of

rations--ranging from luxury to near starvation, and
hungry prostitutes bargaining w:t th soldiers in the streets.
\!lhen she aaked Zorin, Zinoviev and others about these
things, the answer was always the same: tho blockade, the

war with the Whtte Russ,ians, the sabotage of the intelligentsia.-. ... these things were atarv1ng Russia end preventing the achievement of ·better conditions.

This defense

was usually follow·ed by an inviteti.on to help in the work
of the revolution.

Goldman and Berk:nmn were offered their

choice of positions and they deoidaa to aooept as soon as
they had found their bea.ringa.lf.5

22
Her\~e~t~P&

with the §narch3zsts.

During this

time Goldman wondered why none of her anarchist friends
visited her.

One day one of them invited her to visit

an ana.roM.st group meeting.

The meeting was held in

secret in one small room of a broken down house • much as
the anarchists had once met in America when the police
were after them.

Why should these people .who had done

so much for the revolution be foroed to meet seoretly?
Once there, Goldman listened patiently to their stories.
which continued throughout the evening and all the next
day.

Those vbo were workers in the factories told of

their enslavement.

Sailors from Kronstadt were bitter

against the Communists whom they had helped to power

~

to find that the Communists were becoming their masters •
denying them the freedom of their Soviets.

Another

comrade had been imprisoned for his anarchist beliefs • had
escaped, and was now in hiding.

Other oom:rades told of the

Red Terror in Moscow, and of the violent.treatment of workers and peasants. 46 Goldman learned how • on 'trotsky' s order,
the Oheka had raided the anarchist headquarters in Moscow, how the Oheka had arrested and executed many people

23
without trail.

Goldman was incredulous.

She would not

believe what she heard and told her·comradas that she
thought them guilty of lying to her.

She refused to let

them extinguish her ·burning faith in the revolu·!iion.tt-7
The anarchist comrades were indignant.

They urged her to

disguise herself and try to distribute one of Kropotkin'a
pamphlets in a Soviet meeting .and watch the results. ~ 8
~ey

urged her to get out of her tine hotel and live among

the people if she wanted to learn the truth. 49

During Goldman*s meeting with the anarchist group
Berkman had been in his quarters with a bad cold.

When

Goldman told him o:f their opposition to the aots of the
Bolllheviki, he agreed with her in condemning the anarchists for their uncooperative attitude.

They both agreed

tha.t revolutionary necer:u:tj.ty justified all measures which

the government us.ed against 1ts opponents.

Both Goldman

and Berkman were so firm in their support of Lenin• s gov ...

ernment that· they would not be easily disillusioned.50

47 Goldman, f;i vws ~ L~fe , Vol. II, p. 733
48 "Peter Kropotkin was·a lineal descendant of

the Ruriks end in the ·direct succession to the Uussian
throne. But he gave up his title and wealth for the cause
ot humanity •••• He became the most outstanding exponent of
anarchist communi~J its clearest thiQker and theoreticia~"
Goldman, Lbx~ng M:£ L f e , Vol. I , p. lb8 .
·
49 oldman;
u io e t J.!l ~ssi§., p. 19
50 Goldman, ;LiviJ.ns
Ja.t!, ol •. I~; p. 735

;-

Is.

f!;JCPera.gngeg JJl Pe!frosraQ;. One part of the

truth avid ent to Goldman was the. t the people in Petro-

grad were suffering severely from the cold, while fuel
was nearly impossible to obtain.

Within reach of Petro-

grad were huge forests where plenty of fuel was available.
Goldmfm asked Zinoviev about this in one of her interviews
· with him..

Zinoviev gave the -standard reply tha.t the blook;-

e.de and the war with the White Russians were to blame, in
htiving depr !ved the people of .manpo\ver and tra.nsportation.

Goldman asked if the population of. Petrograd could not be

~

i

'
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permitted to go and get the wood for their own use.

Then

Zinovtev told her that this would interf'.ere with the main
political polioy.ot the government, that of concentrating
all power in the hands of the Communist Party.
one reason

~Y

the

p~ople

Rare was

of Petrograd were f'rezzing. The

Communists were interested only in their ovm power; the

welfare of the people was not

~mportant

to them.

They

oould not pr.ovide tba neoestd ties .of life through government

channels and they would not permit anyone alae to do so in

any other way.

Goldman was beginning to understand the at-

titude of the government rutd its eoonomio inaffeot:tveness.5l

'
~=------
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Her exuerienoes

i!1

Moscow.

l,rrom Petrograd Gold-

man went to Moscow, and here aha had a ohanoe to get out
on the streets and into the markets alone vo talk to ··the
people.

Many of. the oom.m.on people had the idea that the

revolution held a promise of freedom from
Now the masters werfl again upon them..

masters.

They .felt that Com...

munism, equali-ty and freedom, as promised
tion, were merely lives and deceptions.

th~ir

by the

revolu-

Goldman was dis-

turbed, but she still held to her faith in the revolution.~ 2

f,

t

~--~- --

",,
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Because she was.famous as an anarchist and a revolutio:nist • many people visited her while she was in Moscow.
Among these people we:ve anarchists, left social revolution•

ists, cooperators, and people Goldman had. known. in America.
These people had. come to Russia to .help w.t th the revolution.

They had been deeply inspired when they arrived in Russia,
but now Goldman tou11d nearly a.ll of them disaourFl.ged and

some of them embittered a.gainst the

regime~

.Nearly all ot

them. deap:i te differing poli·tiaal views, told the same story--of the splendid

spil~it

which the people had he.d in the

early days of the :t'evolution,

htYN

the Bolshev,.ki had been

the spokesmen of the people, and how the Bolshev:tki, onoe .·

~----

i
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they had gained power_ had betrayed the Revolution.
Especially vehement in their condemnation of the govern•
nient were the Left Social Revolutionists.

They told Gold-

man of the havoc produced by the Communists in their forcible requisition of grain and other food front the peasants,

and of the punitive expeditions of. the Oheka and army to
the villages.

They told her that their comrades had been

persecuted, innooen·c people shot • and tha:t criminal in•
ei'fioienoy and sabotage prevailed under the Oomm\mists.53
In discussing the reasons for the :t.neffioienoy and
brutality of the Bolshevik:L, her friends told Goldman:
Mo~lt of their methods spring from their lack· of
understanding of the character and meeds of the
Ru:ssian people and the mad obsession of dictator ...
ship, which is not even the dictatorship ot the
proletariat, but the cU. otator sh:tp of a small group
~ the prolatariat.!>If.
.

When Goldman asked about the Peoples' Soviets and the

elections, she was informed tha.t there were no fra.e elections, that threats and terrorism decided every election
in favor of 'Lenin's :Party.

OnlY by such means could the

Bolahev:tki secure a majority.

Although the evidence pre-

sented by these sincere people was an unqualified condemna-

tion of Communism, Goldman still clung to her faith in the

Revolution.55 Her ardor forOommunism was too great to be

5.3 Ibid.,
GoJ.·d.man. Ml Di~illustgnment in Russta,
5IJ.
p.~5 - - ..
~ .. .
'
55 .J;,p:t g•.

PP• '+~-44
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easily cooled.

As she later recorded her reactions:

'' •• ~now Bolshevism was shorn of its. pretense,
its naked soul exposed to my gaze. Still I would
not believe. I would not see with my inner eye the
truth so evident to my outer sight. I was stunned,
baffled; the ground pulled from under me. Yet I
hung on, hung on by a thread as a drowning man. In
my anguish I oried: "Bolshevism is the ~' tektl
over every throne, the menace of craven heart;.t11 the
hated enemy of organized wealth and power ••• "'0
Again. of this same period. she wrote:
Both Sashe., Berkman. and I held on to the firm
belief that the Bolshevik! were our brothers in a
common fight. Our very lives and all· our revolutionary hopes were staked upon it. Lenin, Trotsky, and
their co-workers were the soul of the Revolution, we
ware sure, and its keenest defenders.57
Interv~ew

A little later Goldm.an se-

with tenin.

cured an interview with Lenin.

She was amazed to find

that, although he had lived many years in Europe, he had
never ).earned to speak any language other than Russian.
Lenin asked her when she expected the Revolution to occur
in the United States.

She was astounded that a man in his

position should know so little about America.

She

asked

him why her anarchist comrades had bean imprisoned and

told him that she could not work tor a government which
looked up her friends because of the opinions they held.58
Lenin insisted that no nanarchists of ideas" were in his

56 Goldp.w.n,

~ ~

58 Goldman,

~ Dia~}.lusionmant

57
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prisons. only bandits and o:r1tninals.59

Before the inter-

view ended, Lenin stated that free speech was a "bourgeois

not1on.n 60

And he reproached Goldman for her "bourgeois

sentimental! ty'• in protesting agai.nst some of the blood-

letting activities of the Oheka. 61 Goldman was not too
favorably impressed by Lenin.

She wrote about hinu "Free

speech, free press, the spiritual achievements of centuria s, what were they to this man? A Puritan • he was

h

'f

;------

sure his scheme alone could redeem Rusaia.

~hose

who

served his plans were right, the others oould not be tol-

erated. ,,62

f;
I

Intmrv~g:w;

mtb 1\fQPO~iu.

Not long after her inter ...

view wl th Lenin, G.oldman talked to Peter Kropotkin, famous

Russian author. who believed that the Bolshevik! had subordinated the Revolution to the establishment of theirallpowerful dictatorship which in gaining control had paralyzed

most social activities.
by

He deeply.regretted the oppression

the government and its persecution of every attempt to

express an opinion.

He was aware of the misery and distress

~ Hz ldJ:!, Vol. II, P• 765
Itt. P,.t.l1,ll)lS~¥nmev.t a ttus~~a. R•
Goldman, !t.&nns & ~. ol. II, P• 766

59 Goldman;

60
61

' i'r~___
---------_

Goldman;

50

Goldman had protested the persecution of the
anarohists*"·which had been going on continuously sinoe
April, l9lo, when the Mosoow .Anarchist·Olub had been ·
destroyed by maohine gun ~d·artillery fire. Goldman,
~ Di 6 ~~lusirmn~ in R~sti!• p. 4-7 ·
.
· :.
· . +~
Ooman, ,!i p
u§iownt
RJAsgta, p. 51
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ot the people under the Lenin regime.

Goldman asked him

why he had not protested against these abuses.

He told

her that 1t was useless to pro·test .to the· government whose
only concern was to maintain itself in power, and that such
a government oould not be detracted by such 1'tr:tfles" as the

lives

or

rights of human beings.

J:I$ then added: nwe (Anaroh-

ists) have· always p'ointed out the effects of Marxism in
Action.

Why be surprised now?"63

Kropotkin ·also told

Goldman that it was almost impossible to write, due to re-

peated raids of the Oheka in which they oonfisoated every
aorap of paper in the plaoe.

When she left Kropotkin' s

humble home. Goldman was worried lest the aged and ailing
man die without the world knowing what he thought of the
Russian Revolut1on.6~
At about this time, Emma Goldman volunteered her
services as a trained

nul~se

to the Pet:rogre.d Board of

Health Commissar. who was glad to aooept her services
until he learned that she had a few doubts about the Communist dictatorship..

Then her services were not n.ee(led.

Her ability as a nurse was less important than her polit•
ioal views.

D~@~J;J:gs;tonment in RU§H!~fh p. 55
Goldman agreed With Kropotkin regal'd:'ing Marxism
in Action. :For thirty years·. she had contended tha·t the
Marx.ian theory was an enslaving formula which placed too
muoh power in the 'hands· of· the state. .!lUJ!,., x
64 Ibid., pp. 51~,55,56

63 Goldman, MI
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she did viai t a few hospitals, where· she found appall•

ing conditions.

c

•

Physicians and nurses were constantly

hampered in their work by the ever present Communist
machine which polluted the atmosphere with dread, hatred,
and fear.

Doctors. being members of the intelligentsia,

ware held in contempt by the ignorant oo.mmlssars who

supervised their work.
political

interferenc~,

The devastating effects ot suoh
in the medical profession were

evident in the pitiful condition of the hospitals.65
Nor was labor faring well under the OOm.munist
dictatorship.

'l'he ninth Party Congress, held in Maroli,

I;

~
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1920 • rushed through the militarization of labor which
nturned every wor}{er into a. galley slave."

One-man power

was enforced in the shops and .mills instead of oooperat1 ve
management, which had been one of the objeetives of the

Revolution.

Further tmpos:t tion of the "labour book" on

all workers robbed them of their last vestige of freedom
by binding the workers to their jobs.

The *'labour book"

was an identification end a record oarried by eaoh worker.
If a worker were oaught outside the district where he lived
and worked;. or caught without his book, he was subject to

65
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se'V$l?a penalties. 6p
the yellow

tio~et

fhe '*labour book" was aimil.tn" to

1f.umed to pros·M. tutas under the Ozar-

1st reg1me.67

Shortly attar the mi11tar1zation ot
man

v!ai~ed

some

f~oto:ti\'u:J,

labol'~

Gold·

tha first of 'Which waa the

Put:tlov works, the largest engine and oar taotary in Petro•
grad, wh.tJre t~o.ooo wo~ke:t•s hf!.d been tlmpl.oyed before the war.

Here Goltlm.nn manased to la.g behind the guides end talk to

some ot the woll'kers.

They were auspicious of her and would

not talk until she tQld them she was bringing them EWtet1nss

trotu the workers of

~mel"ioa.

Then one man told her: "Now we

e.re to work under the military whip.
have to be in the abop

deserter a.

Ol'

Ot course we will

they vlill puniah ua a$ industrial

But how oan they get .m.ore work out of' us?

\'1$

ere suffering froxn hunt"~er and ,:oold,'*68 Another worker said

that they were rationed two pounds or

b~ead

a day. Re gave

her a slice of the brttad to t1•y, but she was unable ·to bite

1n·to i.t.

One

wottk~al'

told her that this ration ot bad bread

would not keep a man alive. Moat ot the rations went to

the ottioiala and overseers.

Ot the five thousand p&ople

employed 1n the faatory. only two taousand· were
workers.

aotu~lly

Most of the others wE)re pol1 tical pa:r.aai:tea. 69
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At the largest flour Illill in Petrograd, Goldman
found armed soldiers all over the place, watching the
workers as though they were galley slaves,.

The· theft

of large quantities of flour had caused these precautions to be taken.

A mill worker told Goldroan that the

flour was being stolen by the Commissars of the mill.7°

Goldman suggested that the workers protest such conditions.

The worker replied thel t they would be arrested

as counter ... revolutionists if they protested.

She asked

him if the Revolution had given him nothing.

"Ah, the

Revolutiont

But that is no more.

Finished," was his

bitter reply~ 7l

=-------·-------c------- ---

Gradually Goldman was becoming convinced that
the Communist regime corrupted nearly everything it

tried to control.

In their mad sorF.lmble for power, the

Communists seemed to give little consideration to practical results or efficiency.

The ·schools px•ovided an-

other example of this tendency to disregard everything
but power.

A few of the schools were known as '•show

schoolsn to be used for display purposes in oonvinc:l.ng
foreign delegates end other visitors that Russia had an

33
excellent educational system.

These "shcm schools"

had the best buildings, best teachers and equipment.

The children were well dressed, well fed and well
treated to provide the right kind of speotnc;,le for the
gullible visitors from a.broed..

The schools not used

for show purposes were in a pitiful condition.

An

article in P£avdf! in May, 1920 • set forth some of these
conditions as found by a committee of Young Communist
organizations.

The committee had found the children

dirty and vermin infested, tood miserable and punishment
unduly harsh.

The number of officials and employees in

the schools was ridiculous.

In one school there were one

hUndred and thirty-eight of these commissars and appointees to one hundred tmd twenty.... five children.

Another

school had forty adults running a school for twen ty... fi ve
children.

All these official parasi tea were eating the

food intended for the children while the children were

hungry and dirty.

The woman in charge of the Petrograd

Educational Department devoted most of her supervisory
ef:t"ar ts to the "show" sohools because they were considered most important.

Such off1.cial deception on the one

hand with corruption and sabotage on the other, convinced
Goldman ·th.at she did not wish to work for the Bolsheviki

~·-···----·--·-·
I;

----------

---

Board of·Educat1on.7 2

The Board of Health was just about as bad,

w~th

its "show hospi tala" and favoritism shown to pa.tients
according to their standing in the Communist political
machine.

Mefm·while doctors rmd nurses heoeme dispiritEd

and discouraged, wasting their time in the wa11:lng rooms
of Oo.nunlssars. 73

Gglgouu& • g sl§9~€1lml J19. ~ .t.2,t ttJe Ji!e:ttrograd
MY§eQm

~

lD.! RevgJ.y;b3zon. At this point Goldman had

seen enough of the Oommun1st system to decide that she
wanted her work for the Revolution to be of a non-partisan oharaoter, free from tbe blighting influence of
commissars.

74

.

.

.

Fortunately suob an opportunity presented

1 tself in an offer to work fm.- the Petrograd Mustum of
thC\9 Revolution.

.An expedition was being planned which

would travel all over Russia to gather documents and
articles on the histar y of the Russian Revolution. Coldman and Berkman would have preferred more constructive work,
but since all other kinds of work seemed to require Party
membership or subservience to commissars • they accepted

the Museum assigrunent, happy in the thought that they

72 Goldman, !4z Disi;tlystonm§Qj{ in
7,3 1.1!14. • p. 116
7ij, Di4·. p. 117
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would be doing something useful and seeing Russia at

the same t1rne.75
Visit 1g prisgns.

'While the, expedit:lpn was be-

ing organized, Goldman visited two

sons

of

Petrograd.

of

the famous pri-

In the Peter ... and-Pa.ul Fortress she

saw written on a we.ll in one of the oel1s t ''Tonight I

am to be shot beoa.use I had onoe acquired an education."

In answer to her inquiry about this inscription, the
'

'

'

guard said: "Those are the last words of an

·.

,ip.~ellisea;ft.

Aftet· the October Revolution the ~p.taJ,).t&e..nJista filled
this prison.

From here they were taken out .arid shot,

ol:': were load ad on barges never to return. n76 ·
Goldman was horrified at the injustice and inhumanity of Lenin•s regime, and amazed at the way these new
rulers squandered the human resources of Russia.
sions she had received during

h~r

The impres-

fir at seven months in

f

~

1:

~

Russia had nearly, but not quite, destroyed her dream of

[

the workers' paradise.

[;

She still held some hope tor the

f

l- - -

Ravoluti on.

Iurthet:

-

I

ex~r~en<HH!

JJl Moaoow. At last, on June

30 • 1920, The Museum Expedition was ready to start :lta

travels in a renovated railroad car whioh had been equip-

)6
ped w:t th a. kitchen and living quarters for the staff.
Alexander Berkman was appointed general manager of the
Expedition; Alexandra Shakol. an ane:.rohist who had origina.lly invited Goldman and Berkman to join the Expedition, was secretary; Emma Goldman was treasurer, housekeeper and cook.

A non-partisan Russian 90uple went

along as experts on revolutionary documents.

The sixth

member was a. young Jewish Communist whose special function was to contact local Party institutions.

The oar

was hitolled to a train and the E:x.pedi tion was on its way
to Moscow to obtain credentials from various different
departments, including the Oheka.

It took two weeks to

get these oredenti ala .77
While the Expedition was waiting, the :Moscow Print-

ers Union was suppressed and all its officers sent to
prison as a result of a union meeting to which members of
the British Labour Mission had been invited, and where two

speakers severely criticized the Bolshevik1 reg1me.78 The
Bakers Union was also suppressed, its management replaced
by

Communists, and several of the more active members

arrested.

The bakers had started a strike, and worse,

they had voted for a man of their choice in a union
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election instead of voting for the Oomm.unist candidate.
Later when Goldman met some of the bakers she asked ·
about conditions in ·their union; a.nd if it were true, as
Melniche.usky • Chairman of the Moscow Trade· Union Soviet,
had told her • that the unions controlled the industrial

life of the country.

The bakers' answer was;

The trade unions are the laokeys of the gove~n
ha~e no independent function, and the
workers have no say in them. The trade unions are
doing mere police duty for the Government.79

~

ment, they

r

I·

L~--~
~

This sounded quite different from Melniohausky's story

r

Tsiperovitoh. Chairman of the Petrograd Trade Unions. who

'remp.le, and made very

clear that the workers were at last in control.

Gol&man

realized that there were two sides to the trade union problem (as well as to many other problems) in Russia.

There

was the bright, distorted side shown to foreign visitors,
delegates and investigatox's for propaganda purposes.

.And

there was the disnval, factual side of the problm whioh
the workers knew, but dared not reveal to foreigners.
Appa:rently official deoeption of visitors had been developed into a fine art by the Communist rulers.8o

--

----

F.--··------··--

It was also muoh different from the story told by

l'Jla~ol1

--

'~----

that the workers onned and managed the industries.

had shown Goldman the Petrograd

--
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Sh!le still in Moscow waiting tor credentials,

Goldman met some prominent members of ths Left social
Revolutionists and arranged through them to meet Maria
Spiridonova,

who~e

tablished .eleven

fame as a revolutionist had been es-

yea~s

before the Revolution When she had

shot Lukhanovsky • Governor of Tamboy 1 as a protest against
his continuous flogging of peasants.

'!'he.~evolution

in

1917 had treed her from. eleven yea.rs exile in Siberia.
Now she was trying to help the peasants Egain.

She had recent-

ly escaped trom a Communist prison and the Oheka were look•

ing for her.8l In Goldma.n•s opinion. Maria Spiridonove.
"occupies one of the higbe at places in the galaxy ot the
heroic women of Russia.n82

When, at last. the two women

met, they talked for two days.

Spiridonova described in

detail the plight of the peasants, including their autferings under the system ot forcible requisition of crops
wh:i.oh was devastating agricultural Russia and discrediting the Revolution in the eyes of the peasanta.83
At times. when the expression on Goldman's taoe
indionted a little skepticism of the peasants' story,
Sp1ridonova. would take e few of her stacks of letters
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from the peasants to prove her point.

Some of these

letters indicated that the Oheka had stolen everything
from tb:e wri te:r.s, even the seeds for the ®ring plant•
ing •

8~

.

When the Revolution started • the peasants had their

Soviets as their medium for exchanging their produce tor
other goods from the towns.
an.ts gave willingly.

Under this system the peas-

When the Soviets were· deni.ed to them

and the General 'Soviet broken up and 1 ts lllem.bers impris•

oned, the peasants became aroused against the dictatorship •.

Then the forcible collection of produce and the punitive
expecU. tiona against the country villages had earned for

the Communists the hatred of the rural population.85 Re-

bellion and peasant 1n.!3urreotion had broken out in many
places and the Bolshevik!

wer~

using the Red Army to sup-

press them.86 This data on the pf3ase.nts•

situation~

adCI.ed

to wha.t Goldman had already learned about the plight .of
the oity workers, further shook her waning faith in the

Revolution.
Before the Expedition left for the South, Goldman
talked again to Peter Jtropotkin.
ment~.oned

During this visit• he

the religious nature of' the Oomm.unist Party.

81+ Gol(Lman 1 142: Disitlusionment ·.t.n Ryss!fl.t p. 11+5
8'5 Goldman; ~ .M:! tifa, Vol, :tl; P• ~03
86 Goldman, ! l P..f.!tl1:u'S1c5iiinap,t !n. ~usstp, p,. 151

!to
He int,ice.ted to Goldman his

bt~l:tef

that:

The Bolsheviki were the Jesuits of tb.e Soolalist
Church: they believ·ed in the Jesult:to motto that
the end just:tf1.ed th0 means. Their end being political· power they hesitate at rt.othing. The means,
however. have paralyzed the enea.sies 'of the masses
and have terrorized the people. ·1
V.

EMlliA GOLDMA'tJ' S EXI?ERIENCES AS A lVIEMBER
OF THE MUSEUM EXPEDITION

Meanwhile the proper credentials had been secured,
and on July 15, 1920, the Museum Expedition oar was finally

coupled to a train headed for the Ukraine.88

Just before

leaving Moscow, a seventh member--Henry G. Alsberg--joined
the Expedition.

~

He had an American passport and repre-

sented two pro-Soviet newapapers.89

---

f

Both Goldman and

L

f

r

Berkman were happy to have him along.

~

t

~yrat,

Kflarkov,

EQ~t~v~.

Fa§tgv,

i1!1•

The first

stop after leaving Moscow was in the industrial center

Kursk, where little of :tmi>ortanoe was coll.eoted for the
Museum except a pair of iron handcuffs once worn by a
revolutionist in the Sohusselburg prison.

The m.an who

contributed the handcuffs was an intellectual and a
teacher who
'*

.......

~nagad

a. ohildrens• colony.

He reported

or

l'

f: I
~

r

I

~

!
1.,.

'-hl
that he was having diffioulM. es in operating tha ohildren' a oolony beoaase he was disori.m,.nated ngninnt d.ue
to h1.s pa.o'lfist end Tolstoi tendenc:i.es, nnd because the
Bolshevik! we:re opposed to any inde:t-'Eindent effowts suoh
as his children• a oolony.90

When he wa.s asked about the

lot of ·the intelligentsia in hJ.s town, l'lE;l e.nswered that
the teachers were probably in the worst

prt'11d:i.c,~.m~.mt.

They

were eager to cooperate, but were neglected a.nd half starving most of the time, ond were constantly exposed to the
antagonism of all the people, including the oh:tldren,
against the intelligentsia.91 When asked about the indu.atrial workers, the teacher replied that a recent strike
had been put

dO"'ll by

troops.

der arrest by the Oheke..

Many workers were still un-

This teacher believed that most

of the trouble was due to Oomm.unist incompetence and ineffieienay, resulting from placing l?ertymembers in responsible positions which

th~ t~d

neither the knowledge

nor the ability to fill.9 2
~§rli;QV.

When the Expedition rea.ched Kharkov, the

Ukrainian Capital, Goldman found many friends, most of
them anarch,,sts Vlhom she had known in America.

She was
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surprised to learn that most of these people had been
imprisoned by the Bolaheviki.

They agreed that the

Revolution had been completely paralyzed by the deadening effect of the Communist regime.93
Food was· plentiful in Khark:ov ~ and Goldman and

Berkman decided to stoak their oar with some food to
take to the hungry people :tn Petrograd, at the end ot
their journey.

Such an operation was considered as

'
"speculation" by the government and the death
penalty

invoked for it.

Having f'a:tled to distribute enough

food to the hungry areas, the Communists wanted to make
sure that no one elsa did this.

Goldman and Berkman

deliberately defied this law.94
In Kha.rkov, Goldman met a cultured and socially
conscious civil engineer and asked him about teohnioal
oondi tiona and the progress of production. · 'l:'h:ts .man, who
had just returned fr.o.m the Donetz Basin where l:e ha.d been
sent to build homes for the workers, told her about conditions among the miners in the Donetz Basin. The Oom.munist press a.ooounts of ooal mining there sounded optimistic, yet actual conditions were very bad. the miners were
herded like cattle, received poor rations, and very little
~)

ooa.l was being mined.

"The ·system of political Oom-

m:tasnrs, general Bolshevik inefficiency, and the paralyzing effect of the State machinery have made our
constructive work in the Basin almost impossible," the
engineer said.

•'It

Wf.1S

o. dismal failure.«95

This man

also ex.p:r:•essed the idea thnt ther(3 was no need to ter-

rorize the bourgeoisie and the intellectuals, because
- they were too disorganized to be an actual menace to. bi:\.:.
government. 96

i
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The engineer's condemnation of the Communist ter-

ror was born out by the conditions Goldman and Berkman
found in the Kharkov prison and conoentra·t:ton camp, which
contained about a thousand poor wretches accused of sa.b··
otage, ape oulat:ton, or counter-revolution,
oro\~ed

They were

into filthy quarters and most of them were toroed

to sit in idleness upon the floor.

One prisonel' wa.s a

poor, old peasant woman, stupified by solitary confine- ·

ment, awaiting death as punishment for being a. counterrevolutionary bandit.

When Goldman .told the Superinten-

dent of the prison that it was absurd to consider suoh a
person a bandit, she was soundly berated for her 'lbour-

geoisie sentimenta.lity."97
9~

Goldman writes that at this

Goldman, Mi. Disillus,ion.ment 1r! ftussiet, P• 181
9o Ibid • , p. 182
· .·
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point she "felt caught in a coil that was growing more
strangling every day."98
While she was in Kharkov, Goldma.n came upon a
. glaring example of the paralyzing effect of Communist
inefficiency and red tape.

In a plough manufacturing

plant she found a large loft full of finished ploughs,
oovered with a thin layer of dust.

The plant manager

. explained the situation thus:

'~

~---------

"we are awaiting orders from Mosoow ••• it was
a rush order and we were threatened w1 th arrest
for sabotage in oa.ae it should not be rea~y ·f'or
shipment within six weeks. That was six months
ago, and as you see the ploughs are still here.
The peasants need them badly, and we need their
bread. But we cannot exchange. 1N a must ava.i t
orders from Moscow. ••99
One of the reasons for suoh ineffioienoy might
have been the lack of railroad transportation.

It was

apparent in the Ukraine that the re.ilroads had suffered

heavily in the general breakdown of the
evident in 1920.

'

~oonomio

system

Broken oars and disabled engines occu-

pied many of the sidings and in many oases the tracks had
been torn up.

Railroad stations were filled with people

who e:x:peoted to wait a week or two before getting a train.
People swarmed over the trains life flies on honey. making

f,

i---·--------··-··--

·~-------

~<---------

it necessary for soldier,s to put off those who would
otherwise get knocked off the tops of the oars by low
bridges.

In spite of tbe soldie:t•s and train crews • so

many people were knocked off the oar tops that little
.
'
attention was paid to this type of aocident. 100
PoJ, tEtXI.

From Kherkov • the Expedition proceeded

to Poltava, where a good deal of excellent; material was
secured for the Museum. Here, also, Goldman met two very
interesting women, Vladimir Korolenko's daughter and his
'

;

'

sister-in-law, Madame X, who was Chairman of the Political
Red Cross.

These two women helped operate a. children's

home for the "Save the Ohildren" society.

Both women were

of the old radical intelligentsia which had always tried
to better the conditions of the masses of the Russian
people. 101 During a long talk with :Madame X,.· Goldman
told her how shocked she ha.d been to find tha.t Lenin hnd
been lying to her when he said that there were·no anarch ..
ists-of-id.eas in prison.

Madame X replied that Goldman

was not t'am.iliar with Lenin's habits.

His writing indi ...

oated. that he favored "smearing" his political opponents
to ''cause them to be loathed and hated as the vilest of

oreatures.n Having used such tactics when his opponents

100
101
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were free to reply to his lies, why would he not use
them now when he ruled the press e.nd could put his opponents in prison?

Goldman confided to Madame X that

she was finding it hard to free herself from. the "Bol-

shevik .myth

and

its principal spook (Lenin)~nl02

The next day Goldman visited Vladimir Korolenko,
one of Russia's greatest 11ving wri tars. ··The old author
'·

said: "The Ozar'a polioe had authority to arrest me. The
Oo.mmuniat Cheka has the power to shoot me as well."10 '3
He fel. t that the example of' the ferooi.oua dictatorship in
Russi.a would retard social changes in other oountries for

'1o>+

a long time.

Poltava had been famous as e. center for the produc-

tion of peasent handicraft arts.

Fine linens, embroidery,

laces and basket work had been among the products of the
people in· this area.

Now this work was discontinued.

In

the Depe.rtment of Social Economy there was still a small
oolleo·tion of products. · The woman in charge told Goldman:

"Our needlework was known all over the country a.s among the
finest specimens of art, but now it has all been destroyed.

The peasants have lost their art impulse, they have become
brutalized and oorrupted."l05
10~
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In the little town of Fastov, between

Poltava and Kiev, Goldman heard the first praise ot the
Oonununiat regime to oome from non-Oanm.uniat lips.

The

J'ews of Fta.sto"r had suffered horrible pog:oms before
the establishment ot the Lenin regime•'•the worst one from

Deniken's White Russian troops in Septembel'. 1919. The
remaining Jews in Fastov praised the Oom.m.unists, because
·. rule. 106
there had been no pogro~s under the Communist
When they arrived in Kiev, the members of
the E:xpedi tion were surprised to find the oi ty undamaged.
~·

They had read otfioial Communist reports in l'etrograd .
stating that Polish vandals had ruined the Cathedral and
burned several parts of the oity.l07 Antagonism to Communism and to the Moscow Government was intense in Kiev.
Even the local BolshevikS. were bitter against ttthe centre"
in Moscow.

While the condition prevailed more or less all

over the Ukraine,·. 1t was particularly noticeable in Kiev,
Goldman found that the best way to_get cooperation from
these Ukrainians was to tell them that she was an Amari•
oan.l08

"Show schools" were operated in Kiev. just as :tu
Patrograd and Moscow, with the usual corrupting effect
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on teach~rs ~nd pup1ls. 109 In the railroad.atation awanns
of' poor and ragged people • including many children, were
begging tor bread.

:More of them swarmed in the village

markets, where they were a problem to the tradespeople.
(;

As soon as the soldiers drove them out ot one place, they

f

appeared somewhere else-•always an unaolved.socialpro~ 110

I

~

I
I

At the Jewish hospital tar crippled children, Goldman talked with Dr, N__,, who had been head of the ·hospital tor
twenty years.

He was •'a cultivated and charming mantt who

seemed very capable in hi a profession. 1ll He summarized.

his difficulties in the following words; "I spend most ot
my time in the vax•ious bu1•eaus,

to my patients.

instead olf? denroting myself'

Ignorant o:t'fioials are given power oval'

the medical profession, continuously harassing the doctors
in their work."112 This·dootor bad been arrested tor
sabotage because he could not carry out the mutually oon•
tradictory orders which had come to him from some ignor•
ant Commissar •

11

'

One day while in Kiev, Goldman attended a sumptuous
banquet given in honor of the Italian delegates.

The next

day she went to the little Yiddish grocery store where she

I
~
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tl"aded in Kiev, and found t.ha t 1 t as well as several
other small Yiddish stores had been olosad.

later she learned that these

store~

Two days

had.all been raided

by the' Ohek~ to provide the tood for; the official ban-

quet.

She vowed to attend no more COmmunist banq_u.eta.
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Among the members of the Jewish Kul.turliga,

Goldman .met a m.an who had lived in America, but was
now in Kiev with his family.

He contended that the

i--·--~--~
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Oom:rtiunista had had a fine opportunity to win the sup-

li

port of the Ukrainians a:f'ter their suffering durins

f
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the war betw·aen the· Reds and the Whi tea •

The Ukrairl•

ians would have welooraed any d.eoent government whioh

would let them live in peace.

'rhe Communists quickly.

disillusioned the people by their incapacity to govern
the oi ty, and the terror of the

Ohek:a

turned nearly all

the people into bitter enemies of Communism.

When the

bourgeoisie were relieved of their property, only the
Chelta raiders benefited.,

The Communists failed to op-

erate the big industries and they stopped the individual artisan$ (thousa.nda ot them) from. produoing hand ...
made goods.

Th~y

haCl no benet'i ts to otter either to

, the workers or the p$asanta.

'l'his gentleman introduced

~

~==-- -== .---==: . -'
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his nephew, a Red A.rm.y off'ioel* and a Oommunist, who
had just returned from the Polish front.

This officer

told her he had seen muoh corruption at ·t.h€1 front.
While the

sold~.era

wert:l short of. food and ol.othing,

the higher officers behind the ll.nes grew rioh sell•
ing army supplies ··to speculators. 1 l5 After her stay

in Kiev, it seemed to Goldman that the Oommunists had
corrupted or
ed.

da~ged

nearly everything

th~t t~ey

touoh-

Her disillusionment proceeded apace.
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Between Kiev and Odessa, food seemed to

be more plentiful and cheaper than in Northern Russia,
but many people could not buy it, as indicated by large
numbers of people beggiu food from the travelers. All
along the rounte, Goldman was particularly impressed by
the "emaciated and ragged children" who begged for bread
at the train windows.ll6

At Odessa on the Black Sea,

Goldman and Berkman interviewed the OQmmunist official

in charge of the city.

They found him uncooperative and

filled with hatred for the in.telligentsia and all their

efforts.

While leaving the Communist headquarters they

met a number of young people who had been their comrades
in America.

These comrades told Goldman and Berkman that

they could expect nothing but abuse tram the Oommunist
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Chainman, that he ha·tad people who had more than a
primary education and would have all the intelleouals

shot· :tf he could have his way. He was alt!Jo ona of the
worst aabo·teurs in the oity.ll7
'l'hese comrades from America took Goldman and
Berkman to· intervievl tbe Chairman o:f.' Publio Economy •

and the. head of the Metal Trade Unions, both of whom

were Anarchists.

These sy.mpathetio otf1c1als offered

to help Goldman and Berkman secure material tor the

.r~-
-

Museum, but added the warning that little success oould
be expected since Odessa was properly nicknamed "The

Oity ot Sabotage." Goldman's experience proved that
suoh was the oase.

She found the t m.(>st at the off'i-

oials in the overstaffed government bureaus did
.•.,

littl~

or nothing,. while hordes of people spent weeks wa:t tlrig
in line to get permis aion to do some necessa.ry work.
Similar oondi tiona had been found in· other oi ties • but

Odessa was the wors·t of all.

The whole o:t. ty was stran-

gling in a hopeless tangle of red tape.

The Pl"inoipa.l

aooamplishment of the bureaucrats was the suppression
of several of the unions in order to eliminate people
suspected of disloyalty.ll8

r-
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'!'he American o omrades introduced Gold.ma.n to
Sbakhvorostov, an active worker in the econ<;>tn;.o department, who stated that while most OommQnist officials were only inefficient, many were outright sab•
As an example, he told how the Odessa Oheka

oteurs.

officials had carried out Lenin's order to "rob the
robbers" by raiding every store and dwelling in tONn,

appropriating everything of any value for themselves,
and turning over to the Economy Department only the
',

...

rags and trash tor distribution to the pe.ople who were
sorely in need o:t supplies. 119
A

prominent member ot the tewish Social Demo-

cratic organization told Goldman that anyone wishing
to ohange Czarist or Kerensky money oq~ld have it done
by high Oo.mmunist oft'ioials, alth()ugh ordinary citizens

would be shot tor speculation of this kind.
ed

He denounc-

the Oheka e.s a gang of cutthroats who o.omrnonly prac-

ticed extortion, bribery and other ganster taotios to
fatten themselves at the expanse of the people .,l20
Dr •. N_ (not to be contused with the Dr. N_ in

Kiev) in whose home Goldman met many literary and professional members of the Zionist group, repeated the

!~:__-=
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charges made by Sbakhvor.ostov and gave further examples
of brutal extortion.

One method used by the Oheka was

to notify the rioh relatives of an arrested man of his

exeeuti on.

After a few weeks the relatives would be

told that an error had .·been made, the arrested ma.n was

still alive and oould be released on the payment
large fine.

of' a

When the relative a paid the ftne, however,

they were arrested for attempted bribery,· tb.e.money was

oontisoated, and the original prisoner shot, The new
prisoner could then be used to repeat the process, 1t' there
were any relatives left.l2l
Dr. N_ had owned a sanatorlutrJ. on the shore of the
Black Sea.

The Oommu.nists confiscated this sanatorium as

a rest home for the workers, but tha only people ever

sent as patients were high Soviet offioiEtls.

While Gold-

man was there the Ohair.man of the Cheka was a patient

in the sanatorium., aooording to Dr !t N_, suffering from
a nervous breakdown after working "sixteen hours a clay,
sending people to their death. nl 22 One ot tlie '·Doctor• a

guests told ot seeing truckloads of prisoners
almost daily to be shot.123
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In OOJIUllenting on the Oheka and its methods,

Goldman observes that such outrages could be expected
in a country where a sma.ll pol1 tical party was imposing

its will :on a population of
'

l5o,ooo,ooo

people "who

;

bitterly hated the Communists."

One of the basic prin-

ciples of the Communist concept of Goernment was to
,tgro~

alone.

the people to be gaveQ.. by the Oo.nununist .Party
Goldman w:t·ote: "The pretext that the Bolsh.ev1k1

were defending the Revolution was a hollow mockery.

As

a matter of fact. they had entirely destroyed it,nl2lf..
And a little later she adds: "I myself had lost fed.th
in the revolutionary integrity of the Bolshevik:t,n 1 25

Her l'"Osy dreams :f'or the future

of

Russia under the Bol-

sheviki'were rapidly fading.
Another time at Dr, N__ 's house Goldman met other
prominent members ott the Zionist group, including Bialeok,
the greatest living Jewish poet, and a literary investigator who had made a detailed study of pogoms against
the

tff!JWS,

It was the general opinion among the sa Zion-

ists that uthe continuation ot the Bolsheviki in power
meant the destruction of ·the Jews •••• Speaifio Jewish

culture. the most prioeleaa thing to the Zionists, was

~~
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frowned upon·the Bolshevik!.

That phase of the situa•

tion seemed to affect them (Zionists) evert more deeply
than pogroms. "126 The investigator :f'elt that. the
Bolsheviki, while not having instituted any pogroms.
had · intensified the anti•J'ew:tsh spir! t and that' this
would eventually mean the destruction of the Jews ·in

Russia. 127
Before leaving Odessa, Berkman and Shakol (secretary of the Expedition) made a trip to the nearby
village of Nikolayavek: in a government truck with a

Ohaka escort, for th$y had heard there were valuable
archives in this village.

Goldman that

they

on ··their return. they told

had aeen villages devastated

by

the

Oheka process ot toroibly ool1eot1ng produce from the

farmers,

and

by Bolshevik punitive expeditions to pun-

ish those who refused to cooperate.

'rhey had seen long

lines of peasants under Oheka guard,

haulit~

fiscated grain to Odessa.

their con-

The Oh0kists aocompanying.the

truck behaved like professional

plunder~rs.

They stole

all they could carry, including the rtlast chicken from
the

poorest fa.r.m house.ul28
While agents of the goernment looted tile people

and confiscated their Ol!!'ops. honest citizens were pl'ohibited from buying f.o()d from farn1era. either for their

own .use, or. tor transportation· to areas where hunger prevailed. · Such normal trading ao·M.v:tties were termed "spec-

crime punishable by impria1~
.
on.ment or death.
. In spite .of these laws, GoldmHn de•

ulation" by the Oo.mmuniHta,

H

cided to buy some food for her hungry friends in Petrograd, and for

Berl~n,

whose ,serious stomach ailment was

nggravated by the bad food. they had haa..l3Q

In t:cying

to buy food • Goldman t ound that no one would aooept
Soviet money in payment,
do with these scraps?

The paaaant.a f!Bid: "What oen we

They a. re of no use even o.a wrapping

paper, and 'l:'or cigarettes we already have

SElCks

of them."l31

Olothaa, shoea and ·the life were aooeptabla payment for
food .l32 .

Haltlmo•. When she left Odessa, Goldman was given
a letter of introduction to a woman physician who lived
outside the town of Rakhno, ·where sugar, honey and apple
1
jelly were plentiful and. rea.souabla. 33 Goldman :round
tb.e dootor and her husband • also a do01tor, . living in

poverty, although both.were busy taking oare of' the siok

See

.;

I:
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Thi~

people in this isolated community.

wom.e.n was one

of the emny disheartened intelleotua.la Goldman Dlet in'
Russia.

Still weak t'rom a reol!nt attaok of typhus, this
Of~I·ry

dootor. had to oh op he1y won \'fOOd,

hel1 · o,wn

water~

keep

house, and oa.ra f.ctr her baby..... tn:ts in addition to ministering to the sick who oa).led ·at her house.
his days calling on the s1ok.

H~r

This couple

husband spent

'~re

vio'hims ot

'I

the antagonism towards all intolleotuals ·which had
at:Lrrad up by r..enin's r.es:tme.

bean

Although: they were living

in poverty, and gt9"1ng most of their ti111e to

.

h~aling

the

t:!iok, they were aooused of being bourgeoS.a, c o\.mter-revolut:tonist, and even charged with aabotagEJ.

The poor woman

~--~-_.
L

oonf'i(J.ed -to Goldman that it it vrora not for her ohild she
wou.ld prefer to be dead.l3ltJohn

Ree~•§

gpa.tt\•

At :Sryanak, Goldmall read in

lm!a§;t•a. the $nnouncement of John
come to Russia to write :t"or

!~ax

Re~d'

s death. _Reed had

Eastman's tJlaase§, and to

help make t;he RevolutS.on a . success..

l~n

rout;e to America

with money to promote the Revolutio.n., Reed hacl tJean betrayed to the. :Finnish auth()rities by a Rusaie.n Communist
Sflllor v1ho had aooompanied hi.m on orders from Zinoviev.

l
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The Finnieh imprisoned Reed, and fed him on dried fish
until he nearly died of scurvy.

At this po1nt he was

returned. to Petrograd • where Goldman nursed him tor
two weeks.

Now he was dead.

Lou.i~e Br~'"~nt,

.

Goldman went to his widow,

tuJ.d tried to oomf'ort her.

DlU'ing their

conversation, Goldman said that she realized that "all
was not well with the Bolshevik reg:bne, and I felt as
it caught in a trelp. 1'

·

Louise gripped Goldman t s arm

and saidc "'Oaught in a trap' were the very words Jack
repeated in his delirium.'"l35

Goldman stayed in Moscow for Johri:Reed's funeral,

~
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then returned with the rest of the Expedition to Petro-

gra.d to deliver their carefully gathered material to the
Museum.

Goldman had a room at the Hotel International

and here she interviewed many Communists who were em•
bi ttered and wno told Goldman they were determined to
leave the Party.l36

"They were suff'ooating.-they said••

in the atmosphere of intrigue, blind hatred, and senseless perseoution. nl37

She goes on to say, however • that

these Communist friends laoked the will power to leave
the Party.

"They saw the blunders, the intrigues, the·

·~~~·-·

---
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destruction of life

praotia~d

in the name of Communism,

but they had not the strength and oourase to protest
or to disassociate

from the Party respons1-

th~mselves

bli;) tor the injustioe and brutality."l38
A.s the evidence aoou.mulated ·through the passing
months, the political impact of Communism was gradually
Gheng:tng Emma Goldman's early enthusiasm to l..evulsion

toward the Communist Party.

She wroote:

I·knew that the Revolution and the Bolsheviki,

proclaimed as one and the same, were opposites,
antagonistic in·aim and purpose. The Revolution
had its roots deep down in the lite of the people.
The Communist State was based on a scheme·toroibly
applied by a political party. In the contest the
Revolution was being slain, but the slayer also
was gasping for breath.l.5'
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. VI. GOLDMAN• S EVALUATION OF HER EXl?ERIENOES .

I
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;tN RUSSIA, OHRIS'l'MAS, 1920
Qbr!f!tmu eve, 1912· On Ohrietmaa eve,
Goldman, Barkman and the

o1lhe~

19~

m.emb$ra of the Museum

Expedition were in their special oar • stalled in; a

blizzard fifty milea.from Petrograd.

Far~unately

they

had enough fuel and provisions to last for several days.

They aet up a little Christmas tree, complete with, oan-

dles, and made a hot grog trom rum they had received in
Archangel.

~Vhile

the other members of the Expedition

6o
settled down to celebrate Obristmaa in the warm, oozy

railroad oar, Goldman. unable to enter into the·festivities in her usual gay manner, wms thinking of'· that
Christmas a year a€1) on the J3l!ford., when she and Berkman
we:re approaching Russia with· \mbou.nded faith in the future

ot Russia and its new government.
"-0\U' .hopes ran high,

0\,t:t'

Then 1 Goldm.an indicates t

faith flamed l'EH\-white. all our

thoughts centered on our :MatushkaRoasiya (Mother

Russia)~"

ln the year since that Christmas on tne Buford, she· had
tried her best to hold to her ardent faith in the Bolsheviki.

She ha<l wan:ted desperate~t.y

to

cling to ·this

faith. But in spite of all she could do, her cherished
faith had been torn from her by the irresistab.le stream
of evidence proving Bolshevik intrigue, persecution,
tyranny, and deliberate brutality.

In writing other

thoughts on this Christmas . in 1920 • Goldman
"Only: a year. had passed, and

not:tut~g
,,,.,.

of my fervent tl.:reams: my burning

r~vea.l~<h

was left but the ashes

t~.;ith:

.my joyous song. "llJ.O

VI:t. i'HE KRONS'l'.ADT MASSAOllE

@r!Ulls•&m

st. jipJt

liP!iHUt~OJ1•

J;rsms;rt!)in' § ,de§!th• The

Expedition made a brief trip to Archangel and returned
to Petrograd at the end of December,

lltO

l,ao.

Here Goldman

Goldman, Lp~!l,S Jl ~. Vol. II, PP•
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learned that the Expedition was to be put under the
direction of a political Oammissar. 141 She went to
Moscow in January, 1921,. to learn the facts about this,
and learned while there that Peter Kropotkin had been
taken ill with pneumonia.

He died February Sth, and

was given an impressive funeral, with many anarchists
marching in the mile-long procession.

The Revolution
and Emma· Goldman had lost another good friend •14-2

:Glut Trovbetgtg:z ·Rlmnll m'!illJ.se. Goldman concluded
that she could not work: under a Oom.nlissar and 'severed

her connections with·the Museum Expedition.

Soon, how-

~ --------.

,_

e1fer, she was in the thick of another affair--the conflict
between the goverlltl'lent and the ·Kronstadt Sailors.

In

February, 1921, the miliworkers of the 'h"oubetskoy plant
went out on strike, and were soon joined .by the workers

ot several other Fetrograd faotor:tas.

The severe winter

and official Soviet blundering had made their conditions
unbearable.

Food and fuel were very soaroe and the Petro-

Soviet had stupidly closed down several factories and out
the ratione ot their employees nearly in half.

The

s·~rike

started when the authorities refused permission tor a meet.
ing of the workers to discuss means of bettering their oon-

ditions.ll.J.;

62
Troops were sent to disperse the strikers.

Liza

Zorin_ Who had been present when tbe troops met the strik•

ers, told Goldman)that

a.

woman striker. recognizing

Mr~,J.

Zorin as ·a Party membe:r, had staggered her with a. right
t'J the· taoe•

Undaunted,

.Ml'lh

'ZQrin had betrien().ed the ·

woman and aooompanied h.er to her home whieh was, Mrs. zorin
~ ••• a

said:

dreadfut hole suoh as I thought

ed in our country,
by the

woman~

her

One dark room, cold and

husband~

~o

longer exist•

b~rren,

oooupied

and their six. oh:Lld;tten. nll!J+

Such pitiful oonditons as these al"oused the sympathy

of

both .Liza Zorin ·a.rld Emma Goldman.
~

'r9nsviQt

§~i~ers.

Martial law was soon de-

clared and .the strikers were issued an ultimatum to return
to work or 'be deprived of their rations.

The strike

spread., in spite o~ b:r.uta.l attempts to crush 1t.l1f-5 At
this point the sailors of Kronatadt gave their support to
the striker a.

They had quietly sent a oom.mi ttee to inves-

tigate the conditions and demands of the strikers.
comm.ittee report supported the strikers and wa.a

The

oonour~ed

in by the sailors, who passed a resolution favoring the
detna.nds of thei).' fellow workers.

The revol,utionary re-

oord and loyalty of the Kronstadt sailors was impressive.

llJ.lt- Goldman,.~ itt W!,, Vol. II, p. 8711-
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They had taken the lead in revolutionary activities
since 1905 and had often demonstrated their loyalty to
the Oammunist regime..

1'b.ey also demanded freedom of

assembly for labor unions and peasant

organi~ations

and

the release of all labor leaders and political prisoners
from Communist prisons and concentration camps.

All

their proceedings were carried out in a legal manner,
showing loyalty to the Communist rule and a desire to
reach an amicable solution to the strike.l46 Trotsky
had previously praised the Kronstadt sailors as "the pride
and glory ot the Revolution." Now they dared to speak in
protest against the inhumanity of the Oommunist Party and
the intolerant Bolshevik! considered this high treason.
The doom of the Kronstadt sailors was sealed.

Their splen-

did record and loyalty to the Revolution oounted for nothJng

now.llt-7
'1'£o'!:;eky:,' s yJ..tmatum.

Lenin and Trotsky signed an

order declaring that :Kronatadt was in mutiny against the
Soviet Government, and denouncing the sailors as oounterrevolutioni sta. 148 Shortly after this, Trotsky declared
in his ultimatum to the Kronsta.dt sailors

that he

6tt.
those who attempted to

would "shoot like pheaaants•t

"'raise their' hand against the Socialist father lam."
Xron~~iadt
personnel vtere ordered to submit at once to
·<;:.i:',·.·.-·
··:!_,·

.

the demands ot the Goernm.ent, or be crushed by military
foroe. 1)+9
G2ldm1n~ ~!A~

On Maroh·5, 1921,

ahfair.

Goldman and BerknEln sent a· letter to the l?etrograd Soviet
of Labor and Defense, earnestly imploring the. Government

to appoint a Commission of five persons to settle the dis•
pute by peaceful means. 'rhe request was isnored. 15° Next
Goldman hoped to enlist the . aid of Maxin Gorki, but no protest or word oame trQ!l him..· As Goldman ·vr.rote 1 ·"The 1ntell1•

gentsia, the men and
women that had once bean revolution-.
.
'

ary torch-bearers, leaders ot thought, wri tars and· .poets,
were as helpless as we and paralysed by the futility of
individual effort.
were already

in

Most ot

tm ir

comrades and friends

prison or erlle; some had been executed. "151

'l'hen Goldman appealed to her Communist friends to avert

~

the oonsequenoes of voicing a protest. for they knew that

I-

auoh an action would only result in expulsion from the

I

Party. loss ot jobs and rations.

I

the useless slaughter.

But these Party members feared

Of

th~

Goldman wrote:

I

''Yet 1 t was not fear that numbed their will, they
us.

a.ssu~ed

It was the titter uselessness· of protest or appeal,

nothing, nothit}g oould stop the chariot-wheel of the Oom•

It had rolled them flat and they had no
vitality le·:rt. even to ory out against 1t."152 Goldman

munist Sta·te.

was appalled by the poasib:tli ty that she and Barkman might

also be crushed into e.oquieaoence as her Communist friends
had been.

The hopelessness af individual protest against
I

the tyranny of an all-powerful government galled her anarchist soul.

For the .first ·time she considered leav111g

Russia to escape from the ''horrible revolutionary sham and
pretense''· perpetra:ted by the Communist State.l53

l?surt;r!lc:!ii2!l fit. l);rsnuJ:!iadp. Meanwhile,

~otsky sur-

rounded Kronstadt with Communist troops and n;rtillery. On
Maroh 7, 1921, the bombardment

b~gan,

and on March 17 • •1921,

th'e fortress and oi ty were l1qu:tl1ated, with great loss of
life on both

aides. 15~ Tho soldiers and sailors of xron-

stadt fought 'to the la.at.

Those no;t killed. in the fight-

ing were later executed or sent to slave oamps in S1beria.t55
~ronstadt

was the olimax of Emma Goldman's pro-

cess o:f' disillusionment and enlightenrre nt in regard to
Russi&n Oomm.unism.

152
15.3
151+
155

For mora than a year" she had listened

885

886 73-71t-
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to the evidence against the Bolshevik!: now their own
slaughter of their strongest
them" in ner judgment.

had condemned

support~rs

In her own wordat

· Kronstadt broke the last thr.ead that' held ·.me
to the Bolshevik:!.. The wanton slaughter they had
tnstigated·epoke more eloquently against them than
aught else. Whatever their pretenses in the past,
the Bolshevik! now proved themselves the most pernicious enemies of the Revolut1on~ I otmld. have
nothing·turther to do with them.l7 6
'GokdmaQ'! !Jpari§nOt§ tttet ~tongtadt.

After

Xronstadt had been destroyed, Emma Goldman remained in
Russia another nine months, until December l, 1921.

Her

experiences during this ttme served to increase rather
than diminish her disillusionment.

She refused to ac-

k'
f

cept rations from the Goernment, subsisting on money received from her own people in the United.States and by
trading off her surplus clothins. 1 57 Almost immediately

I

. ~
~
I

,.

c

i

after Xronstadt the Oheka arrested almost every known

i

anarchist in l?etrograd and in Moscow.

f,.,.

The prisons vrere

filled with these people ... •arrested, held without trail,
and subjected to beatings and other forms of brute.lity.l58
Many of these anarchists had returned to Russia from other
countries after the February Revolution to devote their

~

~
I

I

!
i
i

!
I

energies

to 1ihe suooess of the ltevolution. .Their support

67
ha:d been won by the :Bolshevik! Government when it
adopted the anarchist slogan; "The factories to the
workers, the land. to ·the peasants ••,

Some had

be~m

at-

tracted later by Lenin's prediction of the "withering
away of the state. tt

They had taken an active pa:x··t in

the work and fighting of the Revolution.
of them

prive:r~E)ly

Although so.m.e

objected to the methods of the Sovie'b

State, the great .majority .of them were still loyal when
sent to pr1son.l59

v:t:ti.

GOLDMAN'S DEPARTURE FROM RUSSIA

It was customary for the Oheka to charge all arrested anarchists and sympa.thisers with banditry, a convenient method for disposing of those who criticized the
Government.

By this .method anyone o ould be secretly dis-

posed ot without tr1a1. 160 Among the anarchists executed
was 1e.u.ye.'Baron, an especially close friend of Goldman's.
Another friend • Lev Tchorny, died as a reaul t of Oheka
.
161
..
. .
.
torture.
Goldman and Berkman ware depressed and

horrified.

They were thoroughly convinced that the Rev-

olution was lost to the Communist dictatorship·
they were helpless to do anything about it.

be luoky if they could save themselves.

and.

that

They woo.ld

They decided to

68
leave Russia at the first opportWli ty • 162 ·They ar-

ranged to escape without passports. but this was unnecessary as the Soviet Government 1 saued their pass•

ports in

res~onae

to a demand from Berlin

an~ohista

the Goldman and Berkman attend the International An-

archist· Oongresa in Berlin in December.·· On. December

l, 1921, Goldman and Berkman left Russia., never to re- ·

163

'

turn. ,

Probably they would have been denied pass•

'

ports or have been imprisoned with their anarchist com-

rades exoept for ten:tn•s policy of leaving the most pr.om•
i~ent

x,

people

~ree

as proof of his liberal attituae. Madame

in Poltava, had told Goldman about this policy to ex...

plain why Lenin had no·t imprisoned Peter Kropotkin, Vera

Figner, and Vladimir Xorolenko.l6~
G,o~man '.s 'a;rztaw~ll

tween

~~ Gold~an's

..!2

R~ss~a•

The contrast be-

entry into Russia and her departure

are best expressed in her own words:

Belo-Oatrov, January 19, 1920 • 0 radiant dream., ·
0 burning faith! · 0 MtrP!&fl!blift,
(Mother nusaia),
reborn in the travail of the · •evo u .ion, purged by

jOf!lf;lilf

it from ha.te and.·atrite, liberated tor tru$ humanity end emb:rao:tng all, I will dedioate myself to
you

0 Russia t

· ·

.

-~n the train, December 1, 19211 MY' dreams crush..
ed, m.v f'ai th broken, my heart like a stone. ¥t1tufblsi
Rggsixa bleeding from a thousand wounds. her aoi
·
strewn with the dead.
·
·
I clutch the bar at the frozen· wind ow-pane and
grit my teeth to suppress my sobs.l65
.....

*'

r

.., • • • .,.

.:tX. SUMM.ARY

When Goldman entered Russia in 1920 she strongly
tavo1•ed the Bolshevik! regime.

She believed tha.t

the

Bolshevik! were going to help ·the Russian people who had
suffered
1~.eve

~!Jo

long under the Czars.

She con-u:tx-:.ued to be-

.

.

166

this for xno:r.e than a year ofter arrtv:tng in Russia.

It ia trtle that she was OPI>Osed to Socialism in principle,

but now that the 'Bolsheviki were in power, she was willing
to set as1.de this objection and judge the regime on the
basis of its praotioal.rasults in torms of hu.rne.n welfare.

She was willing to lay aside her her anarchist prejud1.oe
age.inst government monopoly and base her t1udgment on the
pf*e.grnat:to criterion of "the greatest good to the great-

<~st

number of people. nl67

In almost two years in Russia, traveling arid talk-·"
ing with soores of people

t•epl'~H3ent1ng

many occupations and

political beliefs, she could find no evidence of any bene-

fit to the workers

or peasants

under the Bolshev1ld.lG8

The only benefio:t.aJ. resul·!i of ·the new government was that

claimed by some ·of the Jews in the Ukra:tne, where there had
been no pogroms under the Bolahevik:t. 169 In C<)nt:raat to
Goldman, Mz Disil~m.:dopruen,:!t in R~s!£.1., p. xii
~l p. xvi
• , p. xv11
·
oldman, M;i F,yrther DisilJ.uaiorunep,;te, p. 10

W

this one benefit, there were many gr<>Ups of people
who had suffered severly; the industrial workers were
reduced to slavery; the peasants were robbed by the
system of forcible collection of foodstuffs; tbe bourgeoisie had been deprived of their means of liVelihood
and robbed of their possessions; the intelligentsia were

persecuted and in many oases shot or exiled.;.

These people

made up the bulk ot tb.e Russian population.

They had suf'..;

f'ered severely at the hands of their new masters.
These tyrannical injustices forced upon the bulk
of the population had all but disillusioned Emma Goldman.
The slaughter of the Kronstadt sailors was the crowning
aot of tyranny which thoroughly convinced her that nothing

good could ever be expected to emerge from the Communist
regime, whioh

sou~~t

only its own power and oared nothing

for human beings and their rights, even when those human
beings were the strongest supporters of Communism.

The

Kronstadt massacre provided the emotional shook needed to
break the last of Goldman's allegiance to the Bolsheviki.
She was thoroughly

disillusioned~

She wanted to get out

of Russia and tell the world how the Communists had destroyed the Revolution.. I·t is regrettable that her books,
wnioh so successfully expose the fallacies and weaknesses
of the Communist dictatorship, have not been more widely

read.

I
CHAPTER lli

THE POLITICAL IMPACT OF COMMUNISM
ON BENJAMIN GITLOW
I. HIS EARLY LIFE

Pg.rentage.

Benjamin Gitlow was born Dec. 22,

1891, at Elizabethport, New Jersey. 1 His parents were
poor Russian-Jewish immigrants who had been in the United
States only a short time.

His father, a Socialist, had

been driven out of Russia. by the secret police. He
worked in a shirt factory to ma.kea living.
spare time he worked in a Socialist
oontrib.ution to the

p~int

coming revolution.

In his

shop as his

Gitlow•s mot.her

was also working for the Socialist cause 2 and his
boyhood home was a oenter of Socialist aotiv!ty.

He

was deeply interested in the idealistic discussions
of the wonderful transformation that Socialism would
bring to the world, and how 1 t

wo~ld

better the lot of

the working people.3 He was thrilled by . stories of revolutionary activity in Russia.

The Ozar and his police

Gi tlow; Benjamin, I Oon'f!SS, P• lt.
2 GitlOWI :rh! ~·~ ~ 1fi.veg p.
3 Gitlow, t£oifiii, PP• 5~6
l

X
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vtere always the villains of these stories and the revolutionists were always the heroes.~ Max Eastman writes
of the young Gi tlow:

From infancy Gitlow had breathed in·the idea
that if a workers' state took over the industries
and· operated them without paying profits to capital, there woyld be no more poverty Qr injustice
in the world.,
·
~embel; Sqg~a:J,ist

Ear:b;z.

During the Spanish

American Wa.r the Gitlows moved to Brooklyn where Ben

c

k

~--~-~

learned more about Soo ialism. attended Sooialist meet•

~-

ings. and became thoroughly oonvinoed that the eventual

F.

triumpb. of Socialism would 11 berate the working class
and make the world

a,

joined the Socialist

better place in which to live.6 He
~arty

and started taking an aotive

part· in the radical labor movement before he was seventeen.years old.7
these

tormati~e

The impressions madeon his mind in
years were not easily changed.

,Edy,cation. His formal 'education took him through
three years of high school.

He was a good baseball play-

er • a good shot;ooputter, and an exoellertt football player.

He was well like by his fellow students and usually
eleoted president of his class. 8 After

4 Gitlon; t Oonttsg,

lvlax

pp.

leaving high

5-6

5 Gitlow. Th! Wijot~ ~ ~pe~r L~ves, foreword by
Eastman p. x
··
6 G!tlow, t Oon~e§s, pp. 6-7
7 ru.g_., · P·
8 m::tlow, l:lul Whole .2£. Their LtV'es, p. x

a

·

.

···-

-

~-·---·--~
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sohool he worked in faotorie s and later in department
stores. · He helped organize the fil,:'st union of department store workers in America, and vvae elected as its
first

pres:td~mt.

He worked diligently in the Socialist

Party as a lender, an orator, and an organ1zer.9
II. GITLOW'S REASONS. FOR JQl:t-ttNG OOMMO'NIST PARTY.
f

· l:ba,. R11ssiaa Jl!VQJ:!ltt.sm•

Gitlow's background, of

a revolutionary home life and ten years of devoted service to the Socialist movement, caused him to look upon
the nussian Revolution as the greatest event of modern
lO ,
·
t 1mas.
He and .many of his Socialist comrades aaoepted
the Bolshevik! as true revolutionary Socialists who had
succeeded in overthroWing capitalism and were setting
up a Socialist regime in Russiao 11 Without stopping to
weigh and consider the progrem end objectives of the Bol•
sheviki, the more militant of the Socialists tell in
line.

Here was the Revolution for whioh they had wait-

ed many years.

Their emotions were aroused.12

Gitl.ow

records their attitude: ttThe nevolution was on the
march.

We could lose no time.

We had to march with

it ... l3

9 Gitlow; ~ 'lhot§·JU: Thet,r Lives, P• x
lO Gi tlow, I<Jgntegg • p. 12
ll mtd•'
12.
. ..• i pp. 12-13
.

13

d.,

p. 13

~

L_ f

t-~·~---

"

r

[.__

Fo;matton st PQWNMD&§t

Ls~qr

Partx.

711The Rev-

olution split the Sooielist Party in two •. Gitlow waif
in the left wing which suppprted the Russian. Revolution
and sought to wreok the Socialist Party.lll- The right

wingers, led by Morris Hillqui t • 1 5 intended to wait
and see what would ~Jjfr~pen in Russia while working peacefully for refor!fla •

16

In 1919 the left wing

Socialists~

including Gi tlow • were expelled from the Socialist Party.l7

They then organized the Communist Labor Party.l8
G~tl,an

.4-.a•

bel!mt:eA. Oomm!Yli§m !OY~!! ~st~b!!§br Sooittl:·

G:i tlow could not then foresee that lo.mrnun1sm. was

opposed to the democratic principles in which he had believed as a Socialist.

He was convinced that Bolshevism

offered a practical means by ·which the working class
could overthrow the capitalist system and make socialism a reality.

Gitlow was willing to devote his life

to the achievement ot soo1alism.l9

.At the time, b.e

was motivated by a high regard for human values.

He

felt that the c·ommunist movement would help· to decrease
.

.

the human suffering,
the exploitation of
. the injustice.
.
.

the workers which, he thougbt, existed under the capital•

1st system. He thought also that th$ Communist way of
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life would tend to eliminate ~perial1st wars.20
III. HIS CAREER .AS A OOMMUNIST

Filled with the zeal of a reformer who wishes to

improve the war ld, . and misguided as to the objectives
'

of the organization, Gitlow embarked upon his career
in the Oommunist Party.

He was sincere in his devo ...

tion to the Communist cause and active in promoting it.

This activity brought about his arrest in November, 1919,21
in one of the "red raids" conducted by Attorney General
22
Palmer.
He was tried on a charge of advocating "the
overthrow of the United States Q-overrun.ent by force, violence, and illegal means. n23 He was found. guilty, and

as he stood up to be sentenced he denounced the United
States as a ''capitalist dictatorship" whioh should be

overthrown and replaced by a "dictatorship of the proletariat.n He was sentenced to five to ten years at
hard labor. His comrades hailed him as a martyr to the
cause and the Moscow Soviet made him an honorary member.21tHig gfQsHes !n. t.he Oopym;mts.t Pftrtz.

After three

years in prison he was pardoned by Governor Al Sm1th.25

prison had not changed his views:

However, the years in

20 Gitlow, I Ogp.fe§(h p.
21 l..b.id. •• ·P• 6o
22 mr.
low
.•
23
Gitlow'
2fl. Gi tl()W;
25 Gitlow,

·MT~;·l.D!
..

e

5lf.

, Sit
p. T~*
9 LiV!j§,·
. ·.2! ~.
r L& VfiHh P• X

2nfegs,

p.~

P• X

he was as ardent a Communist as ever.

In the. years

which followed he held in turn all of the top offices
in the American Communist Party, including Editor-inChief . of the

;o~~;t;z

Wmz}$er, · General Secretary of the
.

Party, director of its strike and trade union policy,
and twice candidate for Vice-President of the United
States on the Communist t1okat. 26

'l'r!ns .112 Mo§ogw,

1927

1!1!7,, . - , ~ ~·

In
Gitlow made his first trip to Moscow, at Stalin's

He held a long conversation with Stalin on
American problema. 27 In 1928 he attended the Profintern Congress in :Moscow. 28 On his third and· last trip
request.

to Moscow, in 1929, Gitiow attended the meeting

of

the

Praesidium of the Communist International. 29
lV. GITLOW'S REASONS FOR LEAVING 'l'EIE COMMUNIST
PARTY.

I

deliberately separate himself fran the Party and take an

r-

active part in oondemning.it?

I

HI sn2JJQsed S1irat'.n.~l tg~flitar~an !lio;!(atepslliP•
Why would a man so high in the councils ot the Communist Jarty
Gitlow's principal reason

for leaving the Party was that he opposed Stalin's totalitarian

diotato~ship

of Russia and of the Oommunist Party.

·Bole.

ill"

26
tlow, ~·
t.h§.
.. ·. Sit P
xi
27 G.i
Gi tlQw•
· o a· .!lt
.Qt.
e r 1tl.n!l.
LIVEi'
p,• xi
28 Gitlow, ·· ontase, pp. 53 and 1¥>56
29 Gi tlow • llli WholfJ .9! '£hei;z;: L~ye s, p. xi1
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He felt that this
those

~o

diot~torBhip

enslaved the minds of

came under :1 ts influen.oe.

In his words:

"This enslavement of the human mind • this prescription
of independent thinking more than anything. elstil caused

me to break with Communism. "30 'l'lle Communist organize.•
tion x•equired that every member think and act S.n accord

· with majority deoisiQns of·:the Party.

If the idea before

the Farty were one of Stalin's ·ideas. then. ev:eryone was

expected to vote for it.

Those who opposed Stalin's
ideas were either imprisoned or shot.31
As a result of tliis compulsion, the OOI!lmunist Inter-

national is the only world-wide organization which oan
boast of unanimous decisions.

Such an organization leaves

no opportunity fof individual thinking, or democratic processes of any kind, regardless of the rn.eri ts of the ques-

tion.32 Gitlow had sE.len. the members of the Communist International profess to believe in things which he _knew they
opposed.33

li\lhen decisions of the Oom1ntern were relayed

to the American Party, the American Party
in turn was re·. -.
quired to endorse and support them,

Wheth~r

they were right

or wrong in the eyes of the American membars.3~ Suoh~a

pp.
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the mental straight jacket imposed by Stalin.

Gitlow

oppos ad 1t, as any thinking .nan would have done.

l1f!

qsmatder~!&, the

Oommunts;t; J.ta.d,!tra med:toore. Git-

low also opposed Stalin' a dictatorship beoau.se the bulk

of its leaders, gathered

f~om

various parts of the world,

were of mediocre intellect, selected principally for their
willingness to subject themselves to Stalin.
delegates to the International were heavy

The German

dr1nkers~35 too

weak to lead a German revolution, and very willing to do
anything for their Russian boases.36, Bela Kun~ the Party
leader fro.m Hungary, was uncouth both in appearance and in
intellect.

Scheming against his former friEmds, a.P.d fawn-

ing upon the Russians, he gave no evidence of being a leader
of men.37 As for the English Party leaders: Gitlow said:

t~~~

;

_________

f

r:~~

g

I

I ~~

f

~

F

The Communists of Great Britain, with the exception

of Murphy • who was expelled from the Oomintern because

of his intellectual integrity, ware a group of pettifogging nitwits, as expressionless nnd dull as e. fog
over London.

't$

Gitlow knew the European Communist leaders only
oasually.

The leaders in the American Party he knew well.

He had worked w1 th them for many years.

He devotes the

greater part of his two books to recording the activities
of his oomrades in the American Oommunist Party.

The

I
[

t,_

1

I
~
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almost continual fights and struggles between different
factions in the Party as they grasped for the semblance
of power are described in detail in Gitlow's books, and

show that he knew his comrades well indeed,

He knew that

their common objective was Stalin's favor which, they
hoped, would give them a 11 ttle power in .the Party.

He

knew that their methods of lying, cheating, stealing and
informing were contemptible to honest people.

And he

knew that in many oases their private 1111es were amoral.
About the factional fights. in the Party he wrote:,
The perniciousness in the factionalism that existed in the American Communist Party leadership and
affected the entire membership, the amorality it
fostered, the corruption it spread. w~s not due to
the democratic regime that prevailed in the Party
but rather to the constraint placed upon that regime .•
And the source ot that constraint was Moscow. 39
Gitlow also had a low

rega~d

tor the intellectual

oapaci ties of these so-called leaders, whom. he saw as
mere stooges for

Stalin~.

They had ao 11 ttl a resard tor

each other that they would unanimously condemn and ostracize any comrade at Stalin's command.

GitlON's faith in

Communism must have been strong to hold him for ten years
in an organization whose leaders inspired so little ad•
mire.tion.

/

So
As an excmpla of Gitlow'a contempt for moat Ama~ican
Communi at leaders, he says of Earl Browder t ". ~ .h:t.a stupid·
:l.tr wrecked the OG;PU'e headquarters (in China). which cost
the Russians millions of dollars to promote.''lf.O Stalin
saved Browder from liquidation

~n

order to use him turth-

er.41 Browder never had anY opinions ot his own--he merely echoed the opinions of his Russian bosses. 42 +~ one ot
the factional
tights of the 'Party,
Browder planned
the ass.
. .
.
'

'

assinat!on
of :ray I~ovestone,
.

who

was a loyal Communist.
'+3
'
'

Typical of Gitlow'a condemnation of the moral caliber
of American Communists is his statement that Jay Lovestone
was a stool pigeon and an informer on his fellow Oommunists,44
that he depended on scoundrels to do his work in the
·Party. l.J.5
~d

Gitlow also had a low opinion of Wlllirun Foster,
whom h& refers to as a "shamefaced dullard~ ,,46 a liar: 47
and as ''lacking in principle. n48 Gitlow reoorda Foster's

own estimate of himself; "I am one who was raised in the
slums ••• I have no teachings or pr1nc1ples.nlf.9 '
'

Many of the American comrades sought an escape from
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reality in excessive aloobol1o indulgence.

Gltlow wrote

about thi,.«H . " ••• the matter of drunkell;t1ess among the

staff of the

senernlly,

~ai J,x

Wg£Jser, and among '(:-unis·t leaders

made asses ot themselves: ln. publ.io (in
Moscow as well as Amer1oed ~Naa the sub.jeo~ ot several
plenums

who

ot the Oentral Jxeoutive

0 ommi.ttee. tt50

Gitlow•s servioe to the l,arty neared its

end~

Aa

he beorun.e

more and more disgusted with the i.nunorality .and the laok
of

l~adersh.lp.

shown. by .Party lendere who held the.ir posi-

tions only by continuous obeisance to sta11n.51

IUiAJ.&n•l Ai91U!ltoru!lll! 1l.d .D11 liS!d; ·!U P!!f!1!1
:Dillz.. Gitlow also

~

opposed Stnlin•s d1ota:tol.'sh1p because

it shQWed no regard for the dlgn!ty and worth ot the ind1v•
1d\tal, particularly when :tndiv:l.duals indicated that they

differed with Stra.ltn•s views.

Gltlow \'Trites of this vic-

ious '!)raotioa as he saw it in the late 1930's:
In every Pal'ty the most tried and trusted leaders
ot the movement--tried in battle and. trusted by the
masses--fell under Stalin's axe prec1oely because of
their 1ntegri ty, prestige end indeJ>endence 1 m d their
places

w1r.e

Stalin.,

taken by sycophants .beholden only to

IE~il£1.~.1

·

tU£1:11.. Stalin • s treacherous ousting of

the brilliant Trotsky from power 1n ·the Ruaait:tn Oonw.un1st

50. GS.tlow, 1
51
P•

52

l.ha·• P•
l.§ll• •

r·,

P• 313.

f
r

~
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r
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See also P•
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Party is a. good example of this disregard. for the digAfter Lenints death

nity and·worth of the individual.

in 1924-, Trotsky was the most brilliant of all Russian
Communists. Be had organized the hordes. of ragged Bol•
sheviki into a well·diaoiplinad Red

olution in Russia.

Army to win the Rev-

While leading the Red Army,

;~otsky

had· exposed Stalin as a knave whose blunders had been cost-

ly to the Reds.

1'rotsky had, in .rueetings of the poli tioal

oommi ttee, .rna de Stalin look like a fool..

got or forgaYe Trotsky.
. .
,
'

Stalin never for-

By using political maneuvers, at

out of the Party and into exile.53
The American delegation to the Oomintern, of which
Gitlow was a member on his first visit to Moscow, assisted

in the expulfiion of Trotsky by presantir1g a resolution call•
'

This they did for purely self•

ish reasons, in order to gain favor with Stalin, who wanted
to expel Trotsky:~ Delegations from other countries
joined in denouncing Trotsky for the same t'eason.

All were

impelled by the lust tor power and pla.oe, totallY'

disr~gard

ing htam.e.n valuee.55
'

'f--~-
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I'

which he was a master, Stalin $uooeedad in forcing Trotsky

ing for Trotsky's removal.

c

They all knew that Trotsky was the
.

i

•

moat capable m.en in the Oomintal"n, ten1n' s true hair to

lead.arship in the Pa:ttty.

Nevertnaleas, they denounced

him to gain favor with Stalin, who had the pO\ver to give

them

mo~e

favors.

This action ia typical of Soviet pro•

cedures; in which the digni.ty and worth of the individual

count for nothing, while the struggle f'or powE:Jr determ:ln.es every issue..

Stalin set the example and his stooges

v1ere forced to follo1n.

Such prooedur()s had their part :ln

turning Gitlow against Stalin and his dictatorsb:lp.56 Sta~n
had no reapeot tor 'l'rotsky' e outstanding record i.n the Revolution

or

for his intellect, Which could b.av<n se:rved I,tussia

for. many years to oome.

Stalin was interested only in his

own personal power, and proceeded to destroy those who questioned t.his power or those who would not kow to\¥ to him.
~~~~~!on ~ 2iA~~ ~ead~£@•

by

Trotsky was followed
many others who opposed Stalin's desire for total pow-

er.5~ By 1929 Stalin had succeeded in removing nearly all
of those who had been top leaders un.iler Lenin.
capable team of

~inoviev,

The very

Radek and Kamenev were out of

power and in fear ot: further reprisals.

Bukharin, Rykott

and Tomsky were th~ next trio on Stalin's list.5 8 Tomsky
committed suicide, But:harin and Rykoft' were convicted as

traitors and shot.59 The loss ot'Bukharin: eapeoia.lly:

was a serious blow to the Party"

He was well educated

and aoholarly,·with a high regard for human values.
He was an outstanding leader, loved and admired by other

60

' '

Party members •. ·

.

Of Bukharin'a successor, Molotov,

Gitlow wrote after an interview:

"It seems incredible

that this ignoramus could be Bukharin'a auooessor.~6l
But to Stalin, Bukharin was just another cibstaol.e to be
removed •

Ben Gi tlow knew that Stalin was clawing his way

to unlimited power by killing these able me:tl, and>he was
thoroughly opposed to 1 t.·

!:

r· ---- ---
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ISQDJ~mto

tmilQi£! .Q.t QPJlml!mtftl!l• · If these Stalinist

murders had resulted in definite benefits to the masses of
the people, they might have been considered justified to
i

people imbued with the Oommunist principle that the end
'

justifies the means.

As Gitlow saw it, Stalin's diotator•

ship had tailed to improve the lot of the oanmon people

in Russia.
an~

This failure weakened his faith in Oomm.unism.

was one of the reasons for his final break with the

Party.,
Hgusips oo;di tlsms and food,

19!7.· In

May of 1927,

on his first trip to Russia, Gi tlON observed that most of
the people 1n Mos'Oow were very poor and tha.t housing conditions were abominable.
60

Olass distinctions. still prevailed.

Gitlow; The W'gle·.2£ ~ L~yes, p. 1641 Oon ass. p.~,

61 Gitlow,
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'those in favored ·poai ti one had plenty, while other
people went hungry.

For breakfast the bureaucrats and

Party workers had eggs, bread and cheese, while the or-·
clinary workera had only weak ·tea and a single bread roll,
without butter--a breakfast that, as Gitlow wrote,·nwould

have been rejected on a Bowery bread.line.u62
Tramps, beggars and homeless children were every..
where.

Among. the prostitutes on ·the main street of Mos-

cow at night were many young girls, some of whom appeared
to be not more than eleven or twelve years old.

When

Gitlow asked about these children among the prostitutes,

the Party faithful told him it was quite all right, for
the prostitutes were of the former bourgeoisie. . They were

[

unable or ~willing to work.63

f

.During this trip in 1927, Gitlow visited Big Bill

~

I

f

f

Raywood at the Kremlin Hospital, and observed that this

I·

l:los_pi tal, supposed to be the beat in Moscow 11 was very

t

poor and. dilapidated compared with the average American

hospital.6* Haywood had been in Russia since

1921.65

He hated the Russian dictatorship tor its denial of liberty
and freedom of action to· the individual.

Russia

wa~

He felt that

a vast prison in which the lives of millions

of people were .of no importance to their masters.66
,,,,

\

Just

~

I

86
before Gitlow left the hospital, Haywood said to him:
"Ben ••• don't leave your country.

Russia may be all

right for the Russians but it is no

ican.

plao~

tor an Amer-

Look to America for freedom .and hope."67

remembered these wo)."ds l.ong enough to
book published in 191f.8.

Gitl.ow

them in his

wri~e

He must have given them consid-

erable thought ,,n the intervening period •. Iils thinking
must have led him to doubt the infallibility of.the

t~-~==

Russ.ian system.

!-- --·---E
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19.29.· on

~

his second

t

trip to Moscow in 1928, Qitlow found economic oonditiona
worse than in 1927. Many workers were unemployed •

products and meat were very soarce.

Dairy

Oothing. shoes and

textiles were too expensive for the oommon

peopl~

to buy.

The "workers' paradise" was not'providing its people with
the goods that American considered the neoessi'ties of

life. 68 One night Gitlow saw a group of homeless chil·
dren, dressed .in rags, sleeping huddled together on top
I

of a wide stone wall.69

J

When Gi tlow made his last 'trip to Moscow in 1929,
he observed that economic conditions were worse than on
either of his previous trips.

All f'ood was scarce. Milk,

6.7 G.itlo-N'. lJ.·.
. W!,u~lfA .2!, _Their, L,Uel, p. 52
68 Gi tlow,
· onttDi, P • ~·62

69 ~-.

3

.

.

i

I

I

all dairy produ:ots, meat, vegetables a.nd fruit ware
st:ri otly rationed.

Even bread was rationed.

and shoes were priced

ordinary worket-lih

$0 hie~

Clothing

as to be unobtainable to

tong lines began tormirtg at four

ot olook: in the morning whe:re the sale o:t' milk would

begin at seven.

The milk would be sold out befora one-

1' ourth of the waiting people had been ae:r.vE!ld •

Meanwhi,le

milk was delivered dailY in bottles to the Party leaders,

i,_

,-~~

whether neeel.'ed ,or not. 70

In oo.m.menting later on economic

!~ -------------

conditions in Russia, Gitlow wrote:
In the twenty-two years of, ita existence Oommun!sm
in Russia has failed to fill the bread basket • .,. •••••
it is precisely because of its economic failures th.@.t
Communism was obliged to seek refuge in absolutis.m;tl

Such a dismal failure in time of peace and in a
country with Russia's huge land area was so striking that
it shook Gitlow's faith in the Communist application of
Socialism·.

From his early youtll he had understood that

Socialism was supposed to bring economic benefits and

greater freedQm to the workers.

Now he knew as a result

of his own observation that the Russian workers were hungry and had lost whatever freedom they might have had l)e ..
fore.7 2

70 Gitlow, 1 Oonfeas, pp. 531·532
71 ~. 1 P• 592, See also p. 489
72 ~ •• p. 592
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V. STALIN REMOVED GITLOW 'FROM OFFICE
By the earl~r part of

1929, Gitlow real:tzed

many

of the defects and shortootninsa of Oomm.un1.sn:t... But it
took more than this knowlec1ge to break hitn awe.y .from 1 t.

lte had devoted practically all of his adult lif'e to Com-

munism.

For auqh a man breaking away from a. OFluae and

admitting tnat he .had wasted most of his life working
for it were not easy to do •. A severe emotional

shoo~

we.s required to start the process of breaking with Oom.

'

munism, and this shook was provided by Joseph Stalin,
who expelled Gitlow from the Communist Party and ail

his offices

therein~

§trwzaiSl:~

bet)Y!en

!J;t.t,J.o~v

..W Jtoster. In America

Jay Lovestone and Benjamin Gitlow had

be~n

el.eoted to

leadership of the Party by a huge maj.ori ty of ·the members.
The leader of the opposing faction, William

z.

Foster,

had only a small minority of the votea.73 Elected .to
leadership in the Party, Gi tlow f'el t that he had a1irived
"at the pinnaola of' power"7lJ.

a.s a result of hi.s own

eft.orts ani\ that he was secure in this position.
f'elt that "this power that tasted so sweetn76

73

Gi tlow, .I Ognt'e~!3 1 p. ·lJ-96

He

wa~ his~

7lf· Ibid. • · ':fftle of Obapter :'lUll
75 fime>W. The Who;ta .2! T!le~r Lives, p. :xi

to have and to .hold.
only Stalin held

But he had failed to realize that

19RBA~

power in the Party, while the

leaders in each nation held only the gemb;Lange of power,
and that at Stalin's pleasure.
Love stone and Gi tlow thought that they could run
the American Party somewhat according to their own ideas,
w1 th

a minimum of interference from Stalin.

ready and willing to

aoquieac~

Foster was

to Stalin• s slightest whim.

Foster was praising Stalin and condemning Bukharin, while
Lovestone and Gitlow were critical of Sta1in.76 Being a
submissive stooge, Foster won Stalin's support against
Lovestone and Gitlow.
In ·an attempt to find out Foster's standing in the

Party, Gitlow had one of his henchmen steal Costrell.'s
briefoase.77 Oostrell was the most active worker tor the
Foster minority. His briefcase contained a letter from
Foster, then in Moscow, stating that Stalin had told
Foster in a private interview that he would support Foster
fo~

leader of the American Party and that he was opposed

to Bukhar1n and to the Lovestone-Gitlow leadership which
Bukharin supported.78
Gitlow thought that Foster was lying again in
this letter to strengthen his standing with the American

76

Gitlow, 1 oonfese, PP•
777 ll2!f!.. • p " 501

8 nul·.

<I

p.

503

512-513

90
Party.79 After a conference with other l$ad.ers of the
Party, Gi tl.ow sent a long cable to Moscow

~eatating

Foster's letter and requesting information as to the
actual state of affairs. 80 In reply he received a cable, drafted at a meeting where both Stalin and Bukharin
were present, stating that there was no difference of
opinion among the Russian leaders--they were in complete
agreement on all issues.

This o.onv1noed 'Gitlow that

Fost~

er' s letter was a lie.. Gi tlow published the Rue sia,n cable

in the Amerioe.n·Party press to strengthen his position
with the oomredes by proving that Foster was lying again. 81
Without knowing 1t, Gi tlow had oommi tted a seri-

ous offense against Stalin.

Foster's letter was true.

Stalin was working to oust Bukharin and he had given'his
support to Foster.

Stalin was the one· who had lied • and ·

Gi tlow had

unknowingl~r

er

Was. 8a

that he

sin of.

revealiri~

exposed Stalin as the double-cross-

Giplow had committed the untorgiVe(llble
Stalin's lyins and duplioi ty.

As a: a 0 n...

sequence of this exposure • Gitlow• s name was placed on

Stalin's list of those to be removed from the Party by
one means or another.83

91
This incident illustrates one of the many diffi-

culties facing a person who works :tn the Oomrnun,.st Party
Where lying and other fnunoral aota are considered justi•

fied.8lf. In

$UCh

an organization

it

is very .difficult to

determine who is lying or who is the biggaa·t liar.

It

would be especially precarious to work in an organization
where the dictator with unquestioned power'over the other
li

comrades "excelled all other mortals in capacity for ly...

'

ing arid 1ntr1gue."85 ·. Later in Moscow Stalin saidt

f: -

We are Leninists and our· relations one with
another ••• must be bull t on. m.utual oonf'idenoe,
must be .!.! ~.and u. ol;tar !! or:rs:!fa.@• •• there
.· should. be no :ttoQii'Tn our ranks for rot en dip;Lo""'
matio intrigue.OO·
·

In· spite of suoh a declaration, Stalin's record shows
him constantly ua_:1ng rotten intrigue to confine his erstwhile comrades in G·.P.U. dungeons where they were tortured and many of then:t murdered at Stalin's oommand. 87
Mmtt~n6

..9! the

;rres!S}~gm,

1929. When Gi tlow a.nd

Lovestone attended the meeting of the Presidium of the
Oomintern in 1929 they felt that their support by the

huge majority of the .American Party assured them of
continued leadership in the Party. 88 Up to this timEt

L~-
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Party ma3or1t1es had always been respected by the Oom•

They were to find that Stalin, with more

intern.89

autooratio authority than any

Ozar:9° oould expel them

from, their leadership in spite or· their majo:d.ty support.

In Berlin on their way to Moscow, they were warned

by Roy, who had previously been expelled from the Party,
in these words:

"Your majority means nothing.

is a ruthle sa man.

Stalin·

Onoe you are in Russia you are like

a trapped animal.n9l Lovestone ~d GitlowwEilre not
·oonvinoed.

They had to learn by experience, tor which

they had not long to wait.

Bukharin

end

While. they were waiting •

Rykov were both expelled from the Party,92

to be executed later.93

§tm6tn

d~ngypo!A .g~tl91 ~

Loveatone were next on the list.

&Q!epjgne • .Gitlow and

At the meeting of the
',

,'

'

Presidium of the Oamintern in May, 1929, Stalin had his
puppets i:n.troduoe an

Af}dl;i§§

12. tge American f..a,rti. wh.ioh

denouno ad the Lovestone ...G:t tlow

~eadership

as· ''gross in....

tr1guers," "right dev:tationists," e.nd "slanderers of the
Russian Oomm.unist. J?a.rty." The .American delegates were ex...
peoted to vote in
it as well.9lJ.

fa~or

of this condemnation andto sign

Stalin had organized the whole Oomintern

93
against the-Americans.
·To oppose the .Address, the

.Ame:r.io~ln

comrf>ldes

drew up a Dtolai:at:to.n stating their reasons fo1• not
voting for the AaSJ:r~s.fJ .95

Stalin condemned the Juner-

:toan stHnd in harsh terms and ridiouled.thair leadership.. . fl.'hen ho demanded that they demonstrate their

loyalty by vot1.ng for and signing .the Adgre{!s, which
had been supported by the majority deois:tonot the

Presidiwn.96 American delegates who voted for th0
Ag(!rsHUJ

~rould

thereby admit all the o:r:i.mea of which

the .fl!!irtsQ aoouaed them.

They would be admitting

their guilt as ttFa.soists •" "Babbitts, tt _"Hooveri tea ,t!
'
11

gloritiers of' AmeriQan

of the Soviet Union."

imperialism~"

and "enemies

'l'his method of getting a signed

confession fro.tti the accused--so -Q:f'ten used against

others who incurred Stalin's displeaaure-....was now ba•
ing used against ·the Lovestone-Gitlow leadership.

They

had participated in removing Trotsky, Bul.tharin and others

from the Party by similar maans.97 Now it was their
turn.

Whan the vote was taken on the Addreg§ it was
almost unanimous.

Gitlow was the only man to vote

against 1t:98 He took this stand because he was opposed

9lf.
to Stalin•s dictatorship of

th~

American Party and be•

cause he refused to admit himself guilty of crimes which
he had not committed.99 H:e knew that his refusal to
support the Addl'e§§ would probably result in his e:xpul•
sion from the Oommunist movement for which he had served
three long years in prison and tor which he had worked
diligently over a tan year period. 100 He loved Communism more than life itselt. 101 He still believed that
Communism could somehow bring about better economic conditions and greater freedom for the human race.

But he

was opposed to Stalin•s crafty and double-dealing dicta•
'

torship, which was fast becoming a tyranny more cruel,
more ugly then the despotism of the Oze.rs.l02
G~tlpy•§ 1tt~tgde

tour$\@

P?Wi£• Although Gitlow

has not stated it in so many words, a careful reading of
his books indicates that one of the reasons for his deliberate defiance of Stalin was plain old-fashioned anger,
aroused by Stalin's pushing Gitlow and tovestone ott
the "pinnacle of power" in the American Party •. It is
quite probable that Gitlow enjoyed his position of power
and naturally resented losing it after having been elected

99 Gi tlan, 1 Oonf!S§, p. 559

100 nJ£.; p •. 560
101 !:W!,. t p. lJ.qll102 mA·· p. 5'60

l
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.to leadership.

GitlOW''s attitude toward power may be

deduced from his statement:
The gospel of -control• of aecurirtg the actual
power--that is the heart and soul of Bolshevik
philosophy 1 tha.t is ·the fascination tha.t di'aws
such a var1ed assortment of the disgr~tled and
the dissatisfied to the banner of Communism ••••
It is a fasoination~virtually irresistable to
the power hungry .10 .J
·
..
In 1948 he wrote; "The attainment, of power within the

Party organization is the prerequisite ofevery good
Oouwun:tst. ulOlf. And he was one o:f the best Communists

L _·~
~

~--

while he was in the Party •.

have been Gitlowt s reason for working so hard as leader
o:f the Party •. His own words demonstrate how hard he did
work;

Unceasing activity on behalf of the Party •••
drowned ·out the very time tor reflection. It was
a case of one damned thing after another occupying
my attention praotically twenty out ot every twenty
four }lours, robbing me of sleep.,..undermin:Lng my
naturally great reserve of vitality.lo;
His wages for all this hard work were only :forty dollars
a week, barely enough to keep him., his wife, and their

son in a one-room apartment in the Bronx.l06 He could
have earned more • with less work, as a business agent

lOO:S

Perhaps the inta.ngible compensation in

Gitlow;

1

Po
a.'

___

~-----

Competition for power within the Party may well

for a \mion.

....

p.

4-73

.

10~ Gi tlow; !mt.
e ·. o ·.9! .lbili, Li V§ a, p. 118
105 GitlOVIr, 1.2o e s, p.trr<J106 Ibid.• • P•

~
1:

the form of power and proapeot of greater power had
a place among Gitlow's incentives. When this power
was torn from him
he Should

be

by

Stalin, it was only natural that

filled with resentment.

In explaining his vote against the AaAreii• Gitlow

~

I'I'

concluded his speech to the Presidium \'lith the statement:

i

"Not only do I vote against this deoision, but when I re•

[
~

turn to the United St~tes I will fight against i.tsnlOt7

He looked-straight at Stalin when he said this.

r

1--~-~

Buoh

1H - -..· - - -..-

open defiance of Stalin's
will . required great-moral
.
. l)vJ.r_age on Gi tlow' s part • 108 He fully realized that being
.

~-

ejeoted from the Party was the least retaliation he might
He knew that Stalin oould hold him in Russia as

expect.

long as he pleased, and that other comrades had been tor-·
tured e.nd killed tor less obvious defiance • 109
ii~~au ei~ell~~ ~ ~~rt!•

Gitlow was lucky.

He was demoted from. his pos1 tions in the Party and ex-

pelled from the .American Oonununist Party.llO Be was held

in Moaoow fqr onl.y two weeks wbile his punishment was
being considered

by

Stalin's inner c1rola. 1ll Hie Amer•

ioa.n oi ~1zensh1p, along with the current Russian attempts
to cultivate friendly relations with the United States,

I
ra:§:>.!!t
Ofi!f:• .

Gitlow•
Oo!~~f~· p.~o
·
Gitlow;
e r Lives, p. XV
109 Gitlow;
p. 5 l
·
ll.O Gitlow, ~
o : ,gt T~G~.r. Liveq. p. xv

~ge

lll Gi t low. 1 .Q.onteru!, p. · ·

[
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probably saved him from being liquidated.ll2

When Gi tlow arr:tved in New. York in June •
he found that the

JJ&~l;y

1929 •

Wgris§t and other Party :publioa.-

tions were condemning the Lovestone ..Gitlow leadership

in the most vile terms that could be printe.d.

Every

Party member was required to vote in favor of the
&dS!rfiuHl and to have no social contacts with the rene-

gades who had so recently been their leaders,.

They

treated Gitlow w1 th oontempt.ll3
Ahigh-salaried job in the G.P.U. was offered
to Gitlow as e. bribe.

If he had aooep·hed this job it

would have kept him working for the secret polioe in

Latin American oo\1.nt:r.ies for a year ot two.

He would

ha.ve been required to keep quiet and stay out of the

United States..

Ev·en though penniless, Gi tlow refused

this bribe, beoa.uae he knew that it would. m.ak:e him a
slave of the G.I).u. foll the rest of his life. 114~'l'th~ LJ?,VestQ.n~l~·

After being e:?tpelled from

the Communist Party, Gi tlow and Love stone gathered about
one hundred and fifty of their lqral followers into their
own faotiona.l g:r-oup, which they called the Oom.rnunist Party

112

113
1111-

Gitlow, 1 Oonfe§s, p.
Ibid •• P·
Io!sl· • , PP. 568-569

·sse. ·

566
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u.s.A.

(Majority Group). ~hey were commonly called
the tovestoneites. 115 Their ata1ms was about the same

as the Trotskyites, in that tb.ey were condemned by·the

offioial Party us oounter..orevolutionaries and enemies
of the working olasa.

Their membership was never more

than three hundred and f'tfty.ll6
Gitlow resigned from the Lovestone1tes in 1932
when ·they insis·ted that Stalin's program was perfect.
But he still believed in Oommunism. 117 He tried to

bring together the Loveatone:ttes, the Trotskyites, and
. ~~
other 0 o.mmuniat oppos i tion groups to form a bloo in

opposition to Stalin.
ed.ll8

His leadership was not aooept•

In l934,iha joined the Socialist Party, only ·to
find that it was a oonvenient battle field for the Communists,

Trotsky:tt~Ef

and Loveatoneites, whose fights

..

left the

Sooi~liat

Socialist Party.

Party

impotent~

He soon lett the

He was getting tired of factional

fights, and he had not been elected to any position ot
leadership. 119
Five years had elapsed since Stalin had ejected
115
116
117
118

119

L

99
Gitlow from his high
Party .1 tself.

ot~ioe

in the Party and from the

W! ¥hout the stimulus which lea.darship

provid.ea a.nd wtth time for refleot1.ve tbin.king, Gi tlow
had-been or:ttioally examining the .prinoip].es and practices of Comro.unism. 120 He· found them·less to his liking

than during the years of' his . l.eadership in the move•
ntent.

He could not immediately cast aside his faith

in Oonununis.m. as he vrould throw away a worn out shirt.

because this faith had beoome a

pa~t

of himself,
'

grown with him from. his childhood.

h~ving
'

When • however • du.t'-

1ng .the winter of 1932 millions of Rusa:tens starved to
'

. '121
death,
·
.
~~mism

Gi tlow realized
that Sta.l:tn' s brand of Oom.'

had tniled to produoe a workers'

t=· - - --- ··-

paradis~.

H'tler'§ ~ 19 Rower. Hitler's rise to
power in Germany in 1933 further o:pened Gi tlow' s eyes,
for he wrote t 'lin smashing demooraoy, Hi tl..er smashed
my Communist belief that demooraoy was an illusion.« 122
When Stalin hailed Hi. tler' s dictatorship as e. victory

for the working class in that it prepared them for a
11

diotatorship of the proletariat," Gitlow began to

realize the dangers of diotatorshtp. 123

L

100

900J.m.W!1!im

As the gradual process

~ Fasgism~

ot awakening from the Oommttnist dream oon.tinu.ed, Gitlow
oame to the oonoluaion that the Oommunists U.Uder

Lan~.n

and Stalin were :r.eE:Jponsible for the de'ltelopment of

Fasoism in Europe, by setting the example· of totali ...
te.rianisnt in Rusr:d.a a.nd by making the threat which gave
the exot:tse fo:r. the establfahment of l!'o,soism.l21J. ~e realiz-

ed that·Oommuniam and 1e.soiam. are very s:tmill\lr in their
methods o:t operat:ton.l25 Both systems dapr:tved people

of their freedom without giving the.ro. the . e~onomio bena:t'i ts which had b~en used a.s brd t 1.n the trl'lp. 126
. Gi tlow finally came to realize the.t the Oo.mmun...
istt; in thaizt :f'anatioal ze.al had forgotten t.hat men

through the ages had fought for freedom :f'ro.ro. tyranny,
'"

for eoonom.io freedom, and. for f'reedom of

expression~

Democracy had brough mankind nearer to these freedoms
than any other system of government had • a.nd ha(l enabled
men to secure ahigher standard of living as well.

'l'he

Oommtmi sts would case. a.side this freedom, purchased

a:t the price

or

so nmoh blood and pain, to go back to

virtual slavery under the tyrannical yoke of a Red
D:tctator. 127
J.2l~

3.25

1ao ·

127

Gitl.ow • l ,9g,n;t:e,Qg, pp.
w~; pp. 590 ... 591

•,

p •. 592
• t p. 589
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VI. G:tTLO'N'S BRE.A!l' WITJI OOM!OliSM

Gitlow new admitted that Communism in practice
128

doea not work.
It results in a hug$,:, blundering StatEJ
129
.
'
monopoloy
which is unable to teed its people, 1 3° and

treats them with oontempt1 31 wbile fastening them in en
intellectual strai~ht 3~oket. 1 3 2 Gitlow oonoludest
nrmoonom1o security and freedom so hand in band• Only
through the democratic processes can both· ·bei aotd.eved.ttl33

G1t10H had become an ex-Oqmmunist.

There 1 a nothing spectacular about Gitlt'rl•tJ be·
coming a Oommunist.

fie was a victim of his environment,

bo:rn and raised in a Socialist horne where h1s parent.a

looked to revolution for a solution to their problema,
rather than appreciating t·httt detnoora'bio aspects of the!r

adoPted country. The panic of 1893 end the hard times
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which followed kept these immigrants ppor and foster-

ed a feeling of economic oppression.

Socialism was

their future goal tor mankind. . Neither <J.i tlow nor
his parents were well enough aoquaintec1 with the his•
tory of Socialism to understand its inherent weak-

nesses and :t ts reoord of repeated failure$!.
The Russian Revolution dellghted them.

!t made

them feel that the millenium was about tc arrive.

'!'he

Communism of Lenin appeared to be the suooes.:::Ji'ul way to

Naturally, young Ben

bring Socialism to the people.

wanted to join this movement and become one of its

leaders ll

He joined the Communist Party wl1en the first

opportunity presented 1tselt"

His devotion to the

mov e.tnan t and his ability as a leader enabled him to
work his way to the top in the Amari can Party.
Gitlow dedicated his life to the Party.

He felt

that he was crusading for the Socialism which had been
hi [i fondest dream since boyhood.

He ·enj·oyed the power

and 1nflueno.e which were his as a. Communist leader.
Spurred on

by the stimulus of lead(:)rship, he became

the most devoted Communist in America.

his only religion.

The Party was

More than once he wrote that he

loved Communism and would have laid down his lit'e for it.

~
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~
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ln his book,
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.

1 Opnt'ess, he says almost nothing

about his home and the birth of his son.

His family

seems to have been of little importance to him when
compare~

with his complete devotion to Oommunism.

Here

was a ma.n who was devoting the whole of his life to the
Red dream.

Then the doubts and disturbances began to creep
in. 'He did not like Stalin's dictatorship, which sought

to enslave the minds of tho faithful.

He had a ).ow, re-

gard for the dignity at:' individuals, as evidenced by
his liquidat.:Lon of intelligent leaders and their :t•e ....
placement with fawning puppets.

Gitlow's trips to Rus-

sia enable him to see the inoree.slng poverty of the
Rusnian people,, whioh indicated that Communism was an
economic failure, and that Stalin• a boasts

o~

pr,osperity

in Russia were lies.
These doubts were largely rationalized by Gitlow,
as evils perhaps necessary to the aohievemen t Of S0Gialism.

If he had not suffered the crowning insul·t ot being deposed from his leadership and expelled from the Party by
.
.
Stalin, he would probably still be a faithful Oommuniat,

lO~

still rationalizing the indignities and injustices·

suffered by .other people •

In the prooe3a of removing

Gi tlow from the Party, Stalin exposed himself as an

unmitigated liar and hypocrite.
Once out of the whirl of Oommunist·aotivity,
Gitlow had time to think.

Five years of thinking were

required for him to arrive at the conclusion that Communism is a vicious hoa% and a miserable fai;ture, while
the deomoratio way of life haa·proven to be the best yet

devised for everyone concerned.
come an ex-Oommunist.

has been oomp).eted.

Gi'tilow had finally

he ...

His process of disillusionment

OliAI>TJm IV

THE :POLITICAL IMPACT OF

COMMON~SM

ON MAX EAS'l'MAN

Max Forrester Eastman came from a religious
family.

His father, his mother and ll!a grandfather

were ministers of the Gospel. 1 His mother was the
first woman minister ordained

by

the Congregational

Ohuroh in the state of New York.2 Her inf,luenoe over
her tlook was so persuasive that she onoe changed the
Jo .

.

denOlllination of .her ohuroh ot Unitarian without the
loss of a member.3 Her son, Max, was born on January

>+. 1883,

in Canandaigua, New York.4

In oonunenting

frankl,v on the event of his birth, Eastman wt'ote:

I began life ••• as a gloom in a minister's
family. lf my mother ha<l known what I know,
I would never have been born. Noth,ng more inopportune- • .o.ould have been inven·ted by a malign
deity. I WS.§, .in all humbleness, a momentous
oatast:r.•ophe.'
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Eastm.e.n was eduoated at .Williams College and
later at Columbia University • where he earned his

Ph.D~ in

1910 •.6

He taught philosophy at Columbia i'rom

~907 to 1911. 7_ In 1910 he promoted the Man's League
for Woman Suftr'aga-·the t•irst organization of 1 ts
kind in Amerioa •.8

ja§tPmP:' ;a

.:1a:1n .12 Russia, 19.ii.-!92!f-. When

the

woman-suffrage movement beoarue too tame for him, he
beoame a Sooial.ist and _took an .a.oti ve part in radical

polit1os.9 He edited and managed the radioal Sooial-

r-----

is·t magazine, 'rne J\.l§l!HUtS, which was suooeeded by

f

~

~

Lib §lra:tmr.

ship of T{!a

In 1922 he relinquished the e.d:t tor-

.Wl2it:i1!Q~

to make a trip to Russia, where

for two years he studied the theoretical works of Marx
end Lenin and observed at first hand how the Revolution

was working out in praotioe •. He learned the Russian
language and beoame personally acquainted with many ot
the leaders of the Revolub ion.lO

Believing Trotsky the

most able of these leaders, Eastman developed a olosar
friendship

w~.th

him than with any of the others and

~-
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trenQlated some of his bookFJ ·!irto, English.ll

Eaatnw.n. achieved the ti£I:~:t American publication
ot~

Lenin's Tes_tament, in which the dying Lenin denounc-

ed- Stalin as unfit to lead the Communist Pa:rty.l2

1925

EtJ~.stme.n

published i1nog

}#eQ~ll ~.

In

oontain:tne;
lo

This was one ot the

the essenoe of t.enin'a Te§'!4!i!!lltHtl•

i:

I
I

first books :ln the United States to present the facts

I\;

of Stalin•s rut;hless siezure of power in Russia.l3

i'

~
~

~::.-=-:-:--:= -~- -=
li lJ l!lAS'l'M'JAN, ARDENT SOOULIS'l'
Eastman had accept ad the Soo1al1at philosophy

several years before the Russian Revolution ocourrea.lltIn considering his progress toward Socialism, it sliould

be noted tha.t Eastman was de.:f'ini tely a crusader; as indicated by the active part he played '·n the woman suffrage movement. 15 When the suffrage movement had appar-

ently gathered enough moment\lm ana
1ts success, it no longer held a

man, as he wrotet

populal~i ty

fas~ina.tion

to insure
for East-

.. The suffrage movement was getting

too fashionable to appeal to that in me Which desires
to suffer a little in some high oause.rtl6

He

:f'elt the

L--------~--~=--
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need for a new and leas popular cause to champion,
and he soon fotmd this in Socialism, vtd.ch was introduced to him by Ida Rauh (acbress, sculptress, lawy&r
and agitator) who soon became Eastman's wife.l7 While
riding home with Ida from a collectivist dinner at which
Morris Hillquit had expounded the Socialist ideal in oonvinoi ng terms, Max commented to Ida: ttit seams tine to

work for an ideal like that, even though you never

achieve it.

l'wouldn't mind calling myself a socialist

,_

----

,ec

--

11' I oould be permitted to have doubts.nl8

From this point it was not dif:t'ioult for Ida to
enlist Max as a oruaadel' tor Socia.lism.
cause and he had found it.

He needed a new

The next day he began to read

Marx' R,u Ka;pital and, though he was disappointed in the

unscientific mental attitude and the involved and pre•
tentious literary style of Marx, he liked the 1dea of

Socialism and decided to call himself a revolutionary
soc1aliat.

1

9 Later he admitted that his attitude in tak-

ing this revolutionary position had little to do with log-

:t.c.20 To a yo~ng man in lcwe and looking for a cause to
support, emotion rather than logic often determines a

choice of action.

-----
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Eastman's hastily chosen crusadG tor Socialism
tilled a vacum in his emotional

mak~

up.

His parents

and one grandfather had satisfied,their urge to crusade
by being ministers of' the ·Gospel.

Max Eastman felt· a

similar urge 1 but since he had forsaken religion this
avenue of expression was closed to him. 21 His poetry
tndi cates his emotional nature and his irr•prassible

desire to express his feelings i.n the written word.
His account or his marriage and honeymoon trip with

further indicates that he was an
rebellious toward convent1on.2 2
!~a

e~otional

creature,

About .six months before his marriage, Eastman
lost his mother whom he had admired and loved sincerely

and

devotedl~.

His mo,ther and he had been kindred blithe

spirits, inspiring each other and forming ~ mutual admiration sooiety ..23 Her death lef't a vacwn in his being
whioh was not filled by his marriage to Ide, in whom he

wasa little disappointed, due to her "heaviness ot
spirit" and her reluctance to give him any pratse or
expres.sions of appreciation such as he had been accus-

tomed to receiving in his own :f."a.mily.,.2lt-

w·.

21 Eastman. ~n.'fgxment at ~.iv1.rl6, pp. 12-13
22
pp. 357 ... 38.4
23
•• pp. 339-3lt-9
.
24 ~·, p. 362. See also p. ;66

ll.O

His orus·ade tor Socialism seemed to fill this

vaoum in his life.

lt gave purpose and .Point to his

ex3.stenoe and satisfaction to the 1'1nner man" just as
religion does in the liv·es of many other people. 25 As

Eastman expressed it; u ••• it is certain that

~any

of

his (Marx's) followers derive from. this philosophy a
support not unlike that derived by the pious .·from their

God. ,,a6
It is true that Ea.stnian did not accept Marx's

philosophy completely. but he did accept the revolutionarr socialism whioh is a.oonsiderable part· of it.
And this crusade for revolutionary

aoo~.alisfu

served as

a substitute for religion in the lite of Max Eastman.
At the same time 1 t gave him an opportttni ty to influence

othe1•s by using his superior e.b11i ty as a writer.

As

his weapon in ,this new crusade, Eastman used .2n:'Le. ~1Qss,ef3 •

a revolutionary monthly magazine whioh·he edited and

managed from.

1913 until Deoembert 1917. when it was

suppl-es sed by the government for opposing World War· I.

!n 1918 Eastman founded 1'b~ Libeb:ator,, which he edited
until 1922. 27 ·.. Referring to 1Jl.e ~{~s~p§, Eastman wrote:

f.

~ .....

----···-···---

lll
Oui' magazine provided, for the first time in
America, a meeting place for revolutionary labor
and the radical intelligentsia. It acquired, in
spite of ita gay laughter, the character of a
oruaade.28
_
·
III. EAS'l'MAN, FELL ON -mBAVELER

.After five years of crusading .as a. "revolutionary
socialist," Eastman was ripe to rejoice in the coming of'
the Russian Revolution under Lenin's leadership.

In the

first issue of The L1beJ:G.:tot: Eastman wrote;

,

____

Never was the moment more auspicious to issue
a gl~ea.t magazine of liberty. With the Russian
people in the lead • the world is entering upon
the experiment of 1ndustr1t\l and real democraoy •••.
America has extended her hand to the Russians.
She will follow in their path ••• 2~
He1~e

was the Revolu·ti on which Eastman hoped and. be-

lieved would bring about the tulfilJ.mant of his Soc-

ialist dream.

lie gave it his tull

editol~:tal

suppor·t,

and thus became one ot the first "fellow-travelers" in
the United States.

His expectations are indicated in

hia Liberator editbrialt
On this day January 20 (l918) ••• Lenin has

suspended and di~issed the democratic parlia•
ment ••• and declared Russia to be a Socialist
republic ••• ,.Thus comes into aqtual existence
that· tt1ndustr1al _pal•lia.ment" .....tha crowning and
extrema hope of the Socialist dream-th~ory.;o
In the April issue Eastman proudly announced:

---
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"Xn

the next issue John Reed will oontinua his stories

of' the Bol.shevilci and thoi:r Revolutionary a.ohievam.ants,

JJ1

wlJ.tSi'll' At~

J2W. u3l

More than a. yeat' later

Eastman was still jobila.nt in his attitude toward ·the

Revolution.

He covered a whole page of

TheuL~b!UUato:r.,

in type ·thrae ... a~ghths ot an inch high. with the state-

ment:

FROM THE CROWN OF M.Y HJ!iAD '1'0 THE SOLES OF MY

FEET :t AM BOLSHEVIK. AND PROUD OF IT.
EUGENE V DEBS" J2

PEOPLE HAS 0 OMF. t
Eastman'~

~ J,~bett\_tg£_.

position was clear to thos$ who read

He .had become a fellow-traveler • llnd b.e

oont1.nued to be one for many years.

he was still

praisin~

though at the

THl!! DAY OF THE

s~.me

Aa late as

193'+

tha Russian aooialist experiment,

t1.me he realized and wrot<-j ot ita

faults nnd. ·shortcomings, fo:t•emost of itlich was

a

oon....

oentration of power in the hands of Btalin.33
IV • CHANGE FROM FELLOW•TRAV'ELER TO ENEM1 OF
OO:MMUNISM: REASONS FOR CHANGE

As Eastman read the eye -w:t tnass accounts of the
Russian expen:iment. written by peoplo who believed in
the socialist ideal, he found less to be admired and
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mora to be deplored.

Some of these books which he

mentions are:
· Smi.th • Andrew,. I Was £t Sov~e !i ·y£~£l£eEi
•

•

c

'

'

Bea:l, ·F:re~ E., F~oJ:eua:r:ian JoQ!:nEn~;
Souvari~e,

Boris,

§~g.l~&H
,.

Serge, '!1oto:r! RJfHlil
'J!rotsky, Leon,

hentx

Yea.rm At:Ji~r;

.a'lli. Re!ilU't12ll. ~i:!i£8;y;e(i,
by

Max astm.e.n;

·

trensla'tnd

~--

As the evidence unfavorable to Oonununism increased,
Eastman became convinced that·oommunism was unsound

.in

~}!aor~:

;Marx.

found the theories .of Karl Marx unscientific.
~die.leotio"

The

system of thinking b:r which Marx: conceived

hia theories is in itself unsoientif1c.'5 ·, 'l!'his

di.aleotio

~ystem

involves intellectual conversation

or debate, by several people or w:t thin one's a,vn mind,

to determine

th~

those elements

truth by argument

~hioh

EUld

by d!soa:r.dlns

cannot b.e .logio~lly def'ended.36

or, in other words, dialectic is the process of trying
to a.rri ve at true knowledge from ideas
'.>

tt

t
i:

Eastman

spun out of' a. ·

---

----

~-- - - --~---I·I,

in theory and that it had failed in practice.
stef,egt,ive

~

~
i___~

Lyons~ Eugene~ .A.JJS~SilJDGDt iJl Utopt!• 3~

.9~mMPi~m

r:

i

lllf.

man.' s head'' (or out of several men' a heads) .37 · I·t
is not necessarily based on scientific experiments
or facta

~md

hence its conclusions may be untrue,

like the produot of that peculiar. animal the fiction•
writer, whose tale oomes out of· his head.

Suoh a think-

ing process is not soienti.fic, tor it is based on dispu·
tation rather than in vastigation.

But to .a true Marx-

ist, dialectic is the "leader in all
of soienoe e.s well.

and

It is tb. a~ soienti:f'io method

for arriving at truth.
delud.ing themselves.

knowle~ge"

Obviously the Marxists are
Modern soientifio lllEilans of ar-

riving at truth have rendered the dialectic method
obsolete.'38
Actually the dialectic system of arriving at
conclusions by arguing them in one's own mind permits

a man to talk himself into any fenoitul notion that he
wishes to believe.

Marx. in his :ponderous writings,

succeeded· in convincing himself that the world is pro ....
gre~sing

inevitably along the path which he wanted it

to travel..;;...from the lower to the higher. tpwa.rd the
dictatorship of the proletariat and the icleal society.
He thus identified himself w:i. th the divine order of
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things ordained by 111. s eo anom.i o God • fash:toned by

himself.

I!e 1.s ·therefore 1;he prophet of this economic

Such. a. system cr

God ana. oan.not err .in his thinking.

rationalizing by the dialectic r):rooess is ttraligious--in t.he truest sense of' tho t;erm. »39
By patient use o1' trn dialectic method, any

tana·tio could invoke divine sanction for any pet ·

notion he might happen to have.

By the use of this

dialectic method of thinking, Marx spun out his frun...
ous theory, which

llll3. y

be briefly StllTIDlarized as follows:

hum.e.n soclety ia characterized by the class struggle of

the

proletari~di

versus the oap1 talists.

This struggle

1. s d.esti ned to result in a higher form of' human rel€1 ti on•

ships as foresemn by socialists.
11iques of produotion will

Development of teoh-

iUtu!4.~!£hlur

:result :tn seizure

of. p<>Wer by the workers, expropriation of' cap:l.'talists •
and soo:talfze:ti on of the means of produoti on. and distri-

bution.

A n&U.otator·al.tip of the proletariat" will rule

temporf.),rily:, but this dictator ship and ·the state 1 taelf
will "wither away" e.s the nev,1 and hlgher form of life
res.ttl ts from socialization.

This hie;her form of life

will be a "aoo:tety .of the free and

B}Ual't

in 1."1hioh
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labor will be contributed "from eaoh. according to his
ability, n and the products of labor will be distributed
"to eaoh according to his needs. ttlt-0
Eastman contends that there is no proof what-

ever for Marx• s claim that the world is inevitably
evolving toward a higher form of human aooietyt and
that such an idea., based only on Marx•s desires..• is
•;,·.

'

"a grandiose delusion.'' which will be destroyed by
the tai lure of' the Revolution in Russia.

wrote:

tt ••• Marx's

Eastman

system as a whole wi 11 be set down

as wish-fulfillment thinking in a form as crude and
antiquated as it is ingen1ous."41 Marx•s. a1rtempt to
prove that the world is changing itself according to
his personal plan is denounced by Eastman as "metaphysical hokum" and again as "crass superstition."1J.2
It is a superstition

ot a profane religious nature in

which the will of Marx replaces the will

of God.~3

While defending his ideas as scientific. Marx fa aotu"'"
ally promoting a Godless religion.

"He (Marx) abandoned

the Eoonomio Man because he had an Economic God-•the salt•
active Dialectic Development of the Forces of Production--who

See
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was tar more reliable· for ideological purposes ... u41f.
And to 'Qoth Marx and Eastman, the term tt1deo1ogy," ·

freely translated into American, means "applesauce•"45
Marxist ideas that the course of human history

is determined inevitably end solely by

t~~

devel.opment

of the techniques of production are further labeled as
"pure thaolog:toal baloney" by Eas1Unan,.._6 He la~el.s as
"fastast:to" the Marxian prediction of tne "withering
awa.y of the state., n47
If, there is a more preposterous notion :tn
the history of religion than that of the "scientific socialists" that when·tha gigantic mechanism
ot a concentrated capitalist industry is taken
over by e. proletarian state, and the attempt made·
to operate it on a basis of revolutionary justice,
the state will immediately "d.ift avre.y." I do not
know where it is to be found.lfts

An intelligent glance at the record will indi•
cate that, while the Jeffersonian ideal of as little
government as possible might work. out in a simple

agrarian society, the industrialization of a country
wi tlit it a naturally more complex economic inst:t tutions

tvill require greatly increased governmental regulation

to protect the rights and property of everyone oon•
earned.· And yet, Marx

w~uld

have the most complex

~~
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economic scheme, the combined monopoly or all the
nation's productive foroea, administered by a state
which had ''died away" and no longe:r existed.. · Pre• .·
posteroua to say the leaat!+9 Also, if the state
withered away. -who would exploit each worker to
produce ''according to his ability1' when his com-

pensation would be
paid ttaooording to his need••?50
.
.

Hare is a new system of exploiting the able workers
in order to provide equally for the needs of the

clumsy, the stupid, the ignOI·rmt, and the un:tit.
Morons w.t th

lar£~a

families would be paid more· than

manager of industries with small families..

It

would take a powerful state to enforce suoh ex•

ploitation as th1s.5l
Marxism, with its zealous belief that the
Economic God will inevitably push the world along

the route to an earthly paradise as indicated on
Marx's road-map, and that this knowledge diatin•
guishes Marxists from their opponents • "does beget

bigotry. brutality and a peculiarly serene cynicism. n52 It equips Marxist statesmen wl th a saltrighteous conceit in the belief that they can do
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no wrong, since they are the right-hand men of the
Eoonom'io God.

'i'hia Marxism with 1:ts religious zeal

is one of. the main oauses of tho unprecedented

savagery and all preva.ding hypocrisy of Stalin's
Party--"unparallelled by Anything in the history·

of revolut1 ons. n

All their exoesaes are

s~motloned

I

h

by Ma.rxism.53

,9ommJm:tsnt9§!feot1:vt .!J! theo;t;:t:l Len~n. Having
realized the tallaciea inherent in Marx's ideology,
Eastman examined Lenin•s theories and found them also

defective.

Although Lenin. the disciple, tried to

I

~-

i_____
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~
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substitute. "a. so:J.entific revolutionary attitude" for

the "metaphysioal sooialiamu of Marx, the prophet,
Lenin's taith in the dialeotio philosophy as set
forth by Marx was still strong enough to influence
his thinking in such a disastrous manner as to ren•
dar his whole syste.m untenable.51t-

Lenin's mystio faith that as the leader of the
I-

working class in the struggle for power he was oarrying

I

the banner of the Economic GOd toward the divinely de-

I

creed emancipation of the WQrkers, produced his in-

I
I

tolerance toward other groups of workers who opposed

I

I

5

5~

~

J~astruan;

Stalin t s Ris!t~, p. 203
Eastman, Ma;rx:tsm. 1Ji t Scienoe? pp. 215·16

--

-

--
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h:ts :poJ.icies.55

~nin believed that ''in the inner

essence o:f' things he was tb. e working clnss."

'l"llis

be l:te f enabled h:tm to order the destruction of the
"WOrkers. soldiers and sailors at Kronstadt, nlet•oly

beoau·se they opposed some of his polioies.56 · A.s
Lenin stat ad h:t s philosophy: "':Che world in an. ordered

movement matter, and our knowledge, being the highest
produot of. Nature, is able only to reflect that move-

ment.u57 Any .man 'Who would regard his own knbwledge
aa so infallibly in tune with the universe is d-aserv...

ins of Eastraan' s oritio.isnu "He (Lenin) is not engeged
:ln soiant:i.t1o investigation, but is reationalizing hiis

motivea.u58 Lenin used the dialectic philosopb.y in
ttap1n:rling ideas out of his head," not to determine
the

truth~

based on facts or experiments, but to

oonvince himself tha-t his aotion was bound to suoceed
and to promote the auocese o:t.' his action by inducing ·
others to follovl him.

As

such his efforts to philoso-

phize were merely emotionalized rationalization--pro-

moting the "wi sh-:f'ulfillment

of the

human heart." 59

[
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··His ruth!efJa oruahing ot wor,Jd.ng olasa groups
which dU-:rered with his own. grmtp is evidence of this

conoei ted bigotry • based on his (lottvict$. on that hie
mission wna divinely aa.not1 oned by the l!lconom.io God.

This same state

or

r!l:lnd, true to Me.rx and .Lenin, is

exemplified by Bukha.rin.'a statol!lont, made to l'e.tion ...
alize some of the early massa.cra'S cotmnit ted tmde:r
Stalin's regimes nwe must be ruthless because the
sword of history is in our band. n60

It vJas only

one step from tenin' s ruthless policies to those

J.a~er followed

by Stalin. 61

~

F--l
'

Lenin's Wlsound · theoret-

io€ll beliefs :t'or!ned the baokgrouw for his own abuse

of pcmer and set the exrunple vlh 1 oh Stalin followed to
it ultimate oo~olusion.62
Further paving the wa·y for Stalin's abuses,
Lenin expounded the.:Marx1an theory that the "end justifies the .means."

(,

In order to achieve in the end

"an absolwtel;y blessed social lite," Lenin

be~ieved

that the t1ae o:t' any means, no matter how :f'oul, was
thoroughly justified, and that he could, without endangering the objective, discard those rules of moral
oonduot which have enabled human sooiety to make what-

ever progr(:lss has been made in the past. 63

1
~

~
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L'enin s·tated: "We :repudiate all moJ:"ality
that proceeds :t:rom

au~ rnatural

ideas, ol' i<1 eas

tl1o:t ·transcend olass ooncept•i ons .vt

'l'he r•eal :mean-

ing of this stat;ement is that 'tour party ls a:oove
.tnoral judger.aen·c. it61.t. By establil.:ihing suoh theoi'eti•
oal oonoep·cs • Lenin made it possible for anyone in
powel' thoroughly to a'buse and 1no1;ea.se tba.t power
wl thout viola:ting the pr.inoiples of' Marxism.

:Cn

:t'aot, Marx, the ·p:ttophet, and Len'in, his disciple,
.had set up a theoretical systeru viD.ioh was the per•

feet 'Vehiole f.or the use of a diotato:c· on his way

6

to power. 5 Marx' and Len:tn•a theories called :Coxa
a oo!loentration, of all power in the state, by nationalization of the .m&ena of' production, then im•
bued th«1 leaders of' the state with a' bigoted sense
of

s~l~~righteouwnesa

E1nd intolerance for others,

and gave ttaem. license to violate all moral codes in
their (),onduot of the government •
.Although Eastman realized .many of these theor•
atioal weaknesses as early as
his

Marx.

1926, when he published

1:t2nin, ,g..a,d tl}e' Science of Sevplutton,, his

fn1 th in the success of the Revolution was net shattered until later when he

tailed in practice.

leern~)d

that Oo.mmunism had
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Oomuum1SJP. faiJ,ed in pra2t1ca. Gradually and
reluctantly, Eastman came to feel that the Russian
Communist· experiment, which he had

suppo~ted

since

Lenin's seizure ot' power, had failed in practice.
failure became

~ore

This

obvious to Eastman with ea.oh year

of Stalin's despotic rule.

The expected benefits ot
f,

the socialist state in the fields of oultrual ad'Vancement,

,,~
~

--

1'

pol:lt~oal

freedom, and· economic betterment· failed to

appear, wn1le their antitheses were in glaring evidence.
Oul1H4~!t

'A!t»Ef! •. Oul tural. advancement , 1n1ti-

ated under Lenin and Trotsky, was stifled .and crushed
by Stalin.

This became Pilinfully evident to Eastman

in 1931+ when he wrote an article praising the Russian
6ultnral progress in the areas of education, prison
reform, public health and sanitation, women's rights,
familY relationships. birth control, rights of national
m1no3;'i t,.e a, and administration of just:toe.• 66

In r~ad-

ing these words of praise to a few of his friends
Eastman realized tha.t he oould not publish the artidle•
tor even as he wrote the benefits mentioned had been

rapidly disappearing.67

Stalin was firmiy in the saddle

t

!--~

i' --- - · -·

1-~----

1
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'

-

and was dr;J:ving out these ea:r.l:ter reforms.

!n education

he ordered reversion to traditional Ozarist methods w:t th
his "Deoree on Academic Retormtt ill 1935·

Vlomen's rights

were taken away by official decrees in 1935 and 1936.
Abe>:r·tion was declared oltiminal and the oost of divorce

made p:cohib1 tive to the .ro.asaes.68

The !ron curtain closed· down to 1mp:c1son the
~-

Russtnns.

Stalin declared escape over the border of

nus$1a e4uivalent to treason and punishable by shooting and oonfiao$tlon or property.

If a soldier should

leave Russia w1.thout permission, all

th~

adults in his

family were lia.ble to exile in Siberia--whether they
knew ot the soldier's intent to desert or not. 69 Pr1 ...

!latt

citi~eno

were prohibited trall traveling abroad

and,w<1lre atra1~ to oonvorse with toraisn v1a1tora.7°
This resulted in the-oultural isolation of' Russin
whioh was neoeaaary in order to propagandize the people
with

li~s

about their own

me~ita

and

the desperate conditions under which

ben~t1ts
~e

and about

outside world

was· suppos~d to bo suttering.7l

In Eastman• a book, A~~'ate! JA Yoi(Qtm. he tells
the pathetic story ot Staltn•s bigotry and b~utality

---

----
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in forcing writers and poets to prostitute their art
to serve as propaganda for Stalin's regime. under
the control and guidance of Stalin's political
orats.72

bt~reau

Public evidenoe ot this process of toroing

artists into the "intellectual straight-jaokettt was
provide.d by the Kharkov Congress or artists and authors,

meeting in 1930, under the supervision of one ot Stalin's

l

~

henchmen

named

Anex-baok (whose ot'lln writings

showed

,,

no

hing of creative ability). 73 · Here the assembled artists

were obliged to agree that "art is a olaas weapon.n7~

---

"'

1=::--~=

!!-- ---···-·--,_ _ _ _ _ _ __
f.

i

They would abandon "individualism" and aooept the regimentation forced on them by the Communist

Party.75 The

result or this stifling discipline of artists wa.s that
for several years thereafter the "chief events in litera-

ture were aile noes of prose wri tars and suicides of
poets.n76

Eastman. a writer and poet himself', was

deeply offended by this brutal regimentation.
ll!ogn2m~Q tfl~I:m:a.

Eastman found the.t, eoqnorn1o

exploitation in Stalin's Russia. was worse than under
Czarist rule.

In.stead of establishing a "ola.ssless

society," according to s oQialiat

------·-

~tandards,

Stalin had

I
~

--
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set up new classes to benefit
the workers. 77

by

the exploitation of

These new classes· included the over•

seers, Stakhanovist pace-setters, specialists, bureau-

crats, labor and collective farm eristo<lrata, and
officials of the secret police• 78

The income of these

new exploiters was sometimes as much as eighty or a
hundred times the income of' an unskilled worker. 79

These new olasses of Soviet plutocrats were also given
the opportunity to invest their savings in government
bonds paying seven per cent or to deposit them in
government banks at eight per oent interest, without
being subject to inoome tax or inheritance tax.SO Here
was capi tali at exploi ta. ti on set up a.s a sop for Stalin's

favorites, at a muoh more favorable rate of interest
than prevailed in the scorned capitalist countries.
In oontrast to these favored classes at the top
of the Soviet soa.la were the despised end exploited
classes at the bottom.

The more prosperous peasants,

oalled "kulaks," aroused Stalin's ire

by

their desire

to remain on their own farma during the period of col•
lectivization of farming.

Whereupon Stalin announced

the sl.ogap. "demanding" liqu1dati(1n of' the

Kula~s

S12 a

. r
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class. 81 These more industrious .and intelligent. farmers
(the kulaks) ware foroibl.y shipped to Siberia in cattle
oars, \\hile the rest of the farmers were foroed into

collective farms before the machinery needed for collec-

tive farming had been rnanufnotu,rea.82
liquidation of the better

far~ers

and

This brutal
colleotiv1zat~on

of moat of the remainder disrupted Soviet a.e;J?ioulture
and was largely responsil.;le tbr the farnine of

19,2-33• 63

Eastman wrote about this famine;
Sta.l1n sat calmly in the Xre:mlin while soille
tour to six million peasants, men, women and
children, starved slowly to death because they
did not approve of his policies and because he
wanted to use the grain they would consume to
build up the foreign oredit of the oountry~B~

To Eastman. Stalin's liquidation of the kulaks proved
that he was thoroue,hly disloyal to the principles of

Socialism. the t he had established himself as an all-

powerful dictator w1 thout any regard for the welfare
of the people. and that his brutality and exploitation
of the people were worse than anything found either in
Ozarist Russia or in the capitalist countriaa..85

Another form of economic exploitation which

~astman

deplored was that of forced labor or slave

labor as commonly praotioed in the Soviet Un1on.S6
One of the moat valuable oontri but ions to the 11 terature on this early pe!.oi od of sJ.ave labor in the Sovlet

Union ( 1930-1935) is Professor Vladimir ~~ohe:r.navin' s
book,

! S-eeg~ tor ;the:. S~t;t.en.t ( 1935). 87 Toharnavin, as

organiz(1)r t>f toroed labor in the fishing industry, in-

diom.tes that the profits were huge, due to

negl~g1ble

expense for capital goods (all vro:r.k wns dona by hand
w:tth primitive equipment), no labor oost except for
the barest mtnimum of oheap food.

Tho

G.P.u.

(secret

police) in ohafge of the fishing industry could always
find a ready market f·or 1 ts goods, sino a no buyer dared

, resist a. G.P.U. salesman. even though the mRl'k-up on
their goods was two or three hundred per Oflnt or mora.88
Eastrnen sununai-i~ed the eoonomio 1'ai lure of Com...

m.un1sm vJh.en he w:r·ota:

••• once more the to,.l:tng 1lla.SJHJS h. ave taken
arms and fpught upon the barricades a.nd died for
equal liberty. anc1 once more. they have reoe,,ved
for tb. eir pains a nevf~J.ld mo:re efficient system
of elass exploitation.t~ ·
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Stalin's remorseless exploitation of the Russian people
had conv.inced Eastman that Communism had failed in
practice to achieve the economic benefits sought by
the Sooiali sts.
iQ1.1tig~ fg~J,.;~e.

Stalin' a political tyranny

also negated the promises of Socialism.

Eastman wrote

that the Socialist program promises economic democracy,

!:

~

'
F
h

1

in which the working class controls the state, takes
over the land and instruments of

production~

and

e);i-

tabliehes a system of tree cooperation which replaces
the wage system of olass explo1tation.90 Socialism

~-~~---~--~------=-

,'____
k
F.

\;

~
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'I·

f:::-.- c ·cc:c.:-·ccc:::c.::. c ·::

promises mora real democracy, a "classless society,"
a "society of the free end equal..u9l As a sincere
Socialist for many years, Eastman had believed these
promises and had worked towards their fulfillment.

He ·

looked to Russia to show the world that fulfillment.
Instead, he found that Russia, under Stalin, failed to
achieve any one of these promises.
Eastman so on concluded that Stalin was not the
I
I

right man to taka Lenin's place in leading Russia to•

i

r

ward Socialism.

Lenin's

rem1H~JA9Qt

demand for Stalin's ·removal as

made a very clear

secretary

of the Party
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on the ground that he had oonoentrated too much power
in his hands and the t his character was "too brutal. n9 2
He had too much of caprice and not enough of loye.lty.93

By contrast, Lonin praised Trotsky as a "devoted revolutionist.. and as

~he

ablest and. greatest member of the

Central Cbnun1ttee.9~ Trotsky also had the support of the
majority of the Party, and would have .been elected as

Secretary of the Party it an election had been hela.95
'

'

Stalin~

Zinoviev, and Kamenev, being in power when Lenin

died• prevented such an elect1on.96

East:man felt tha.t ·

Stalin's main objectives as ruler of Russia were inoreas•
'

ing his personal power and getting revenge on his enem~s~7
while fulfillment of the promises .ot Socialism see.med never
to enter his mind.

Eastman was ahooked to find that

Stalin's counter-revolution killed many of the most competent pe op].e in Russia..

In su oh a backward o ount r1,, which

sorely needs people of ability and intellect, stalin's
"liquidations" and 1*purges" have been a great and perma..

nent detriment.

Eastman'wro~e:

"He (Stalin) has :reversed

Eastman; fnoe L1min .l?i~d, p. 29
Eastman, . ta~~uTfi'"1'fiiss1f! · P• 66
Eastman, s!iisiECki!&'n
pp .. ;o-31
tmbi ~, P* 32 .
. .
96
d., .. p. 35
'
97 astman, Bta;L~p~ ~ Ryss~~. p. 67 (Eastman wrote
Stalin has a ''passionately vindictive character •. '') ·

92
93
9ft.
95

ma,,
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Napoleon's maxim: •Careers are open to all .men of .
·talent .• •

The plaoe i'or nen of talent in Russia, gener-

ally speaking• is the bloodsta.inea oalla.r of the Lub"'

ie.nke prtso~. n98

Sta;t;in' ~ !)oynter-revglut!on.

Stalin's obvious

contempt for th.e prinoiples of Sooialirun and Oorrununism,
as shown in the perseout ion of. speoifio o1asses of people,
would have been enough to oonvinoe Eastman that Communism
had failed in Russia.

consolidate

b.:\:~'

But Stalin's oounter.... re'\tolution to

absolute power by killing all of Lenin's

lieutenants oonvinoed Eastman beyond the shadow of doubt
that the failure of the Revolution was complete.
wrote of this:

Eastman

•'His (Stalin's) counter revolution has

been the bloodiest in all hiatory ••• he has put to death
more sincere end loyal pa.rty-militants than ever died betore with the death ot

iultU!

a revolution. u99

Sot· .Ja\! .9JA.

r~xoJcA'Yt.snitl!1li1• The

part of tb.1s

purge whioh most effectively. turned Eastman against Oom-

munism was the shameful murder of his friends and associates, the old revolutionists.

During tha two years he

spent in Russia ( 1922-19214-) Eastman oama to know personally
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many of the old Bolsheviki who were later forced to
"confess" in the Moscow trials of 1936-38.

Eastman

knew these men as trusted co-workers of Lenin who were
as true to the Revolution as any human beings could be.
They were men whom Eastman considered tar superior to
Stalin in intellect, integrity, and motivat1on. 100 During the purge these nwn were forced to make confessions

.in which they were compelled to state that they ware the
counter ... revolutioniats, motivated by "sheer spitefulness"
and "thirst for power," (Stalin's own motives).

They were

forced to admit spr.eading disease germs in the Red Army
and tearing down the industries of Russia.

The,y admitted

being depraved, criminal and degenerate traitors to the
working class and the Party.lOl

It was obvious to East-

man that Stalin was manipulating them to confess to hie
own crimes, making them hie soapegoata. 102
Eastman had ma.ny words of praise for these untortune:te men.
.

He wrote
about Serebriakov: "A stronger
.

hearted, honester, and braver man I never knew." :Muralov

[

~
I

was a hero to Eastman and to the Russians as well--a big
man, physically and morally, one of the beat-loved
the· old revolutionists.

or all

Pitiakov was a highly intellectual

f

·I

I

II
I
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gentleman with a thinking minP.-·"·•·a tine, loyal and
hUmane character ••• who represented ••• the highest intellectual oul ture to be found in the Bolshevik party. ,,103
Lenin, in his

:Re§~mqent,

gave unqualified. praise to

Pitiakov as one of the two most promising of the younger
Bolsheviks.
.

(The other was Bukharin, whom ten!n praised

.

in a qualified manner).

lOll.

· ·.

.

Another splendid man was
'

Budu Mdvani, loved by Lenin, Trotsky, Eastman, and all

others who knew him--except Stalin.
gorgeous people of th0 earth ••• "

lte was

·•~n.e

of the

a. "prince if there ever

was .ona.nl05 .]3ukharin, while not as intellectual as some
of the others, was a sensitive and talented man who had

devoted his entire life to patient labor for the ideals
of Soo1e.lism. 106 Eastman also knew and like· Sossnovsky~
Pravda's ohiet feature writer under ten1nJ end admired
him gr~atly for his superior oouraga ai'l.d. mental sta.t\l're.l07
In Eastm.a.n'a opinion these .men were all sturdy and high108 All of' them
mind.ed men. "lb.i ~ man .Qt. a, OPP9h• ••
and many more were killed by Stalin in h:ts oounter-revoluti onary purge.

' i~
.,

10~

i87
108

"For every one of tbe old Bolshevik

Eas·tm.e.n, §t!l:~n' §! Rus§ia. · p. 56
Eastman, ~oe ~.i.n Died, P• 30

Eastlllln, ~ta. ·. nTS""RU§ii'ji; PP• ~6-57
• ' p.

~ •. pp.
., p.

'

?7 -58
2'74

.

leaders who "confessed", one hund:r.ad were shot behind
closed doors. 109 Eugene Lyons estil!lBtes the total num.

.

bar killed in the purge at l~o.ooo to 50,00o.llO

Thus

Stalin oonsolid.a.ted hi a. own d.ictatorsb.ip, putti.ng the

fear of torture, disgrace. and death into the hearts of
the leaders who were left.lll

'

I

i

~·

Ea.st.DJa.n doe a not stress Stalin t a liquidating

;o,poo

ot the highest officers in

th~

1:

Red Army in his

~-··~-

pu;rge ...... about two-thirds of those in the higher officers'

oorps.

112

.

These men were strangers to Eastman and their

deaths merely made statistics, but the

death•vdtb~dis•

honor of his friends and associates turned him forever
against Oommuntsm.

The statistics did shook him. He

aooused Stal,.n of kill.ing as many people as d1$d. in
World War I. and plaeed him beside Gengb.ia Khan as one

of the greatest mass killers in all histo:r.y.ll3

So,

by.

this bloody means, Eastman was convinced :thet Stalin' a
pol.i tioal tyranny had negated the pr,omises of Sooialis.ro.
and that this we.s conclus.tve evidence the3. t Communism
had :ra.:tled. in p:r.aotioe,.

p. 23lf.
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V. OOMMUNISM BEGETS TOTALITARIANISM

After observing the failure of the llussian

experiment in Oobununism. lea.stman concluded that Communism begets totali·tarlan1sm. 114 The proGGss of
.
taid:11g the wealth-produoing oapital away from. those
'

o:l.ti~ens

Vlb.o had laboriously organized it and proven

their a.bili ty to make it produce suooeasfully in a
competitive

~oonomy,

and placing this wealth producing

capital at the disposal of the politicians lito ran the

government, had Cl.eprived the citizens of their wealth
and power, had oonoen.trated

~ll

wee.lth and power in the

hands of those politioians. and had reduoed Bll other
citiozer.ts to the status of hired help.

Then the State

owned all ·tm.e jobs, all the wealth, all farms, :factories,

mills, mines,. and business 'enterprises as well as all
services available in the· nation.

•rhe all-powerful State

people , even as the teudal lord. ot the mr:tnor was the all-

r---

powerful dio·tator in b.ia own domain.

I

thus produoed is lord and mas·tar o:t' ·the nation and all its
.

Suoh a complete .mon-

opoly ovEtt• avery phase of the nation• s li:re· plaoes tar too

1

I

much power in the hand a o£ the politicians who run
the State. · Even though the State may be damooratio
when 1 t first gathers a.ll this power unto itself' • it
will not long remain ao.o

One of two things will hap ...

pen: either the politicians in power will become oor-

-

rupted and drun.k w1 th power, or they w! 11 eventually
be rep laced by tyrants whose thirst for power in\pells
them to get control of the State by fair means or foul.ll5
flonest and intellj.gent men wlll hesi.tate·, as rrrotsky did t

to tal{e the top position of power in the State because
they realize that no me1n is capable of successfully opera.ting auoh a huge, complex and all-inclusive monopoly,
while shrewd and crafty politicians, such a.s Stsltn,
wl thout the intelligence to :realize ei.ther their own

limitations or the unprecedented complexity of the dut1es
involved in

admin~.stering

the affairs of the omnipotent

state, will use every. means to seize the power whioh they
crave.

The al.l-embraoj,ng monopoly of the soo:tfl.lized or

nationalized economy :ts the perteot invitation for the
despot to Jtlmp into the saddle and take the r.eins. Naturally, he will make mistakes, for only an omniscient
., . . . . . .

iL

..........

[_
I
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God could successfully run a completely socialized

The concentrated power ot a tyrant in the col-

state.

lective state is used to fdroe the people once more into
the old system of class exploitation which existed under
the feudal system~ll6
Such a process of reasoning led Eastman to conolude that: "Stalin's totalitarianism is not only a
paras1 tic growth upon a nationalized industry; it is

an inherent part of the process of nationalization in

the only oasa in which it has bean tr:tea.ull7

:tn those

oases where nationalization has gone half-way, where

complete control of industry was taken over by the· sov.ernment, as was done in Hitler's Germany and in Mussolini's
Italy, savage Eind criminal despotism was also the result.

Eastman believes that 1 t is .natural tor totalitarian rule
to result from the process of nationalization. due tothe
cone en tration of power in the governm.ent. 118 The same
prino1ple was expressed muoh earlier and more oonoisely
by Lord Acton, who said: "All power corrupts, and absolute power corrupts absolutely."1l9

116 Eastman, Stalin•§ Rus~ia, p. 188
117 .Ibid., P• 153
.

118

~.

'

'

.9! lt}:eed,o,m, (1909), · ·
(~uoted in Stevensoni. Burton, ~he Usmt Book~ Preverbs,
MJ!iimS .f!IlA FamJ.ltar _Qra§eS • p:-I85~1 '
119 Lord Acton•

H~stor:y
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Eastman asks the question: t*Where, in general.
'

lies the guarantee that government-owned or governmentcontrolled industry does not as its natural political
form begetb the totalitarian sta.te?"

Finding no answer

to this difficult. question, he continues;

"I think that

the democratic socialists and the Trotskyists have failed
to suggest any soh.eme by which total government owner•
ship of industry can be dissociated from totalitarian
government because there is none.ttl20

I

VI. SUMMARY

Eastman's writings make it clear that his aoceptanoe of Socialism._ and, later, of Russian Communism,
occurred as a result of emotional idealism and a desire
to work for a cause which he considred noble, rather
than as a result of careful thinking based on a logical
weighing of facts as presented in the record of collectivist organizations.

He admits this frankly and cour-

ageously in such statements as the following: . usinoe I
tell for all these things without the support of a benignly dialectic universe, I might I>erhap s be oondemned

120 Eastman, Stalin•s Russia. p.

159

~

I

i
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a.s more gullible than the orthod.o:lt Ma:rxians, not less
so." 121 His acceptance ·of revolutionary aooialiem was
the decisive step in his progress towards his later position as a fellow-traveler.
,
I

Having been a revolutionary

socialist since l9rt2, his enthusiastic support of the

Russian Oommun:tst experiment was logical enough, for it
seemed the practical. means of achieving Socialism..
EAstman's

.!!.291m.• Perhaps the world is better

off for Eastman's having been a Socialist and a fellowtraveler, for as a result of his experiences and his

observations, he has written some of the finest and most
brilliant of the "literature

or·

disillusionment."

books in this field should. be of great value in

His

warn~

ing the human race against the viciousness of Russian
Oo:tnn1uniam as it 1 s today.

These books and the dates ot

their publication are:
Sin?~

Itf!ntp

D~ed,

1925,

W2n . :J:i91iil$X,
.:!f.l1! ~orprai ~ .sat, .1 You.:ft.i, 1925,
.
MtttJ. ten~n ·Jmi! W.. Sg itaoge
st nexo~~ oth 1926,
"
'

'

.

Arii~ts
~

...

••,

iAYU1f9tm.

JW1 .9t

193~,

in JlY.asim. 1937,
Jm4 ~ Orl@i§ JJl Sp,g!altsm, 19'+0,

SQciat~~m

Stnlin' s B\!ss~e

Mtmxiwn •..l! 11

sa~e.JlgA? 194o.

121 Eastman, Stalin'§ Russia, p.

9

1~0

The most valuable of these books is
'Y.§€3~~

.fm.A the

Oris~s

Stak~A'O

in Soo3z g,li§l!t. ;tt contains

muoh

of the important material set forth in the other books

listed and is Eastman• s finest contribution to the liter-

ature of disillusi.onment.

Whis book, .alone, is enough

to establish Eastman's fame as a.n author Who has suooessfully exposed the failure. of the Russian experiment

in Communism.

CHAPTER V
FOLITIOAL IMPACT OF COMMUNISM
ON LOUIS BUDENZ
I. BUDENZ' LIFE

BEJ!'ORJ~

JOINmNG COMMUNIST PARTY
!

Birta and eatkY

~-·

~

Louis Budenz was born in

F.
I·

i-~- - -

Indianapolis, Indiana., July, 1891, of middle class,
Catholic parents. 1 His mother was of Irish ancestry. His

~
"
&--·-·----..
i

~-----

father, a bankteller of Gerrnen descent, owned many good

~
I

books which Louis began to read vJhen he was about nine
years old. 2

I'

I

t

h---

By the time he was twenty-one years old he

r
~

had studied under the Brothers or' the Sacrad Heart and
the Jesuits and had received his degree in law.

During

his high school years he was impell.ed by his interest in
r

labor problems to regule.r attendance at tba sessions of
the thited Mine Workers of America, which were held· in his
"

home town. :»rom these conventions he gained a practical.
knowledge of the la.boring man's problems and a deep ,sym-

'

~1

I'

pathy :tbr his hopes and aspirations.

Here he was inspired by

the fiery leader of the miners, John L. Lewis.

Many of the

t

I
I
i

i
1:

l Budenz , Louis • This Is ·Mx, ;3 tor l• p.
2 ~ •• p. 6

3

!

llf.2

dalega.tea to the United Mine Workers Conventions were

Socialists advocating "common ownership of the means
of pl."oduction and distribut1on."3
Social dgott~n~.

.2! :!1l:l! O·athol.3,p Ohqron. Bud.enz

insists, however, that the d:riving force behi.nd hj.s :i.n-

terest in labor problems was the social doctrine of the
Catholic Church* as expressed in the

~r.wa M,qve.r!if! of

Pope Leo XIII in 1892:
Religion tee.che.s the rich man end tihe employer
that their work people are not their slaves; that
they must respect ip every me.n his dignity as a man
and aa a. Christian.:>
· ·

The Pope further stated in his message on the "Condition
of Labor« that the worker•s wages must provide at least
'•enough

to

suppor·t the wage earner in frugal oomt'ort."6

In the Qatholic Worlt\, Blildenz read the account of Orestes
Brownson, who had been a campaigner for the rights of
workingmen in Andrew Jao.kson t s time.

Admir~1t1

on for Brown-

son led young Budenz to work for the rights of labor to
organize and to deman a living wage.7

Monsignor John

A., Ryan's works also provided inspiration. 8
Editor of Th§! Of.!rmn:Mer.

These early contacts with

the problems of the mine workers and the socia:t and eoonomio

~

5

6

Budenz, ·Thf6 l l !,lUz: §tor.x, P• 19

~:: ~: 10
nn
.. P· 11

~··• pp.• llt
12
87 1121tl·

doctrines of the Catholic OhUl'oh aroused in Budenz the
burning desire to make the world a better place by ira.•
proving the lot of· the working man.

Ue was an ideal .. ·

l
'~
I·

. s

ifJtic youth and

e.f,l

is so of ten the case wi 'l:ih idealistic

youths he sought a noble

oau~~e

to champion.

Had. he liv.ed

in.King Arthur's time he would have sought the Holy Grail.
0

If he had lived in the time of King Richard the

Lion~

Hearted he would have gone on a. crusade to the Holy Land.
But in his time and in his envj,r.onment he became a labor ·
leader and an edit at' of a. labor paper-·lb!, OaJ'JX!nt e~, the
o·:r:ricial organ of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners, vhich was then the largest union in the Amari can
Federation of La.bor.9

He won this position because of the

speeches he had made when he was national organizer

tor

the Oatholic Young Men's Institute--speeches "in behalf
of' the alliance of Oatholioism, Americanism, ·and the right

ot association •." 10
0

In 1913 he want to St. Louis to, work vd th tb.e Central Bureau of the Oatho11o Central Verein, 11 a Oatholio·
cultttra.l and publishing organization.

He was well inform-

ed on Catholic doctrine and policy as set forth by the
leaders· of the Ohruoh, and he fully believed that these

9
10
ll

Budenz, 'l'his
ll?~i~.
~bid •.

U Ml. Storl,

p. 30

policies could. be pu·t; into practice with ereat benefit
to our country..

He was sincere end idealistic • burning

to do a great work for his country a.nd his Church..

In

short, he was whe:t eo.me prasent ... day skeptics would oa.ll
a ''do-gooder. n
{kJ- .

Marr~ag$!

and e~oommunic;ahl; on. Then, in 1911~, he

married a di voroed woman and· wa.s promptly e:xoonun\lnioerted
trom tne chunoh. 12 He was aware of all that tnis meant~ 1 3

but he had been heading towards a break ~~th the Church
•

I

anyway.

He we.s impa.tim t \vi th gradual means .of reform,

a..tnazed and disgusted by the living oondi tiona b.e found
in the slums, indignant 'at the approach of Vlforld War I.

He thought the Ohuroh should h~ve prevented suoh evils.l~
His action in leaving the Ohuroh was emotional. rather than
logioa1. 15 To blame the Ohuroh for social and economic
conditions over which it had little or no control does
not seem to be a :reasonable aot.

But it is quite often

the case that men are not entirely rational

'~ere

women

a:re oqnoerned, and Budenz' new wife was probably his real
reason for leaving the Ohuroh.

iudenz, l'll!! :t a !Ill ~tqry, p. 36
13 Ib~d. j PP• 3b:'37
14
p. 38

J2

15

w%a
.•.•
. . oa e

-:,rdJ. o break with the Oh.uroh do so in
passion but seek to rationalize their departure as 'intellectual' and the :rrui t of rer:1son. '' Budenz, ~ 1.Jl W£:

§twi. P· 38

1~5
Gu11g

Soo1m.t~mu·

Budenz now sought a quicker

and more direct remedy for social and economic injustice.
He had investigated Socialism. thoroughly and had rejected
it.

He believed Sooi e.lism would rob men of freedom,

religion, end the privilege of owning private property .16
Now he turned to Syndicalism ,17 e.nd particularly to Guild
Socialism, which naimed to ,set up workers control through
strong unions, but did not reject the· state entirely.••l8

In

~

!§.

Mz.

Story • he wrote:

Oould I have foreseen how in the future this
exaggerated antiatate attitude which led me to
Syndicalism would being me along the road to Communism, the last word in the deification of the
State, the irony of the J?Olitical circuit would
have been overwhelming.!~
Budenz now became secretary of the Civic

League~

st. Louis • which worked for re:f'orm in municipal government.20

During this. time he wrote articles for the Natign-

!l. Myn3-oipnJ.

J:l!Svie,w, ·which expressed the attitude of civic
reformers in genera1. 21 These articles interested Lincoln

Steffens, who called on J3ud.enz later, in New York in 1920.

16

Budenz, Th+s

I! ~ §torx, PP•

17 "Syndicalism sought to abolish

19-21

the wage system
and to establish common ownersh.ip-.-not through the state
but through revolutionary industrial unions. The general
strike was the means by which it fervidly expeoted to
shatter the state maohine ·and put the. workers in control
of the nation." J;,J;>id,., p. l+O

18 ~··

~~
~= ~i
21 ~~~::
d • , p •. 1+2

I
!
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Steffens, like many other lib era.ls, had bee ome a starryeyed admirer of the Hussian Communist Government.

Budenz

disagreed with. him, contending that capitalism could still
be saved. 22
II. WHY BUDENZ JOINED TfiE COMMUNIST PARTY

Oomm\lj)i§..t

#~l;erature.

~Y

should Budenz, who

had been a.oti va ,in the Catholic Ohuroh • an advocate of
the right· to possess privata property, and a critic of
Sooialism, join the Communist Party which denies God
and the rights of individuals?

i-~-====
~-··-------

One answer probably lies

in Budenz' extensi va study of Communist literature.

'

He

gives the Bov:tet "classios1' ot Marx and Lenin, which contain many arguments for the Communist way of life• much

or the oredi t for convincing, him that he should embrace
Communism. 2 3 As early as 191lJ. he had spent the entire
winter taking a. o ourse in Marxist literature from two
left wing Socialists in the Nei@')lborhood<House settle•
ment. 24 He recognized and appreoiatad the faults and
imperfections of capitalism and firmly believed that

if these faults were not remedied oapitaliam would have
to yield to some other eoonomio syatem. 25

!;
Ir

,[ ___

--

Bp.denz was a crusader and a reformer.
in the labor mmtement praves this.

His work

He had become increaa ..

ingly impatient with the Oatholio O~urch for not bringing about reforms more rapidly. 2 6

He wan ted reforms to

come right now and felt that 1 t was his duty to help
bring them about w1. thout delay.

organizer, from 191~ to

While working as a labor

1935,

he continued to study the
Oommunist .. classics," partioula.rly the works ot tenin, 27
These works tended to guide his one-man crusade for tne
betterment of mankind.
Lenin's

Stat~

<.:·:!

---···--·--

leaving a perfect -oom.nl~istio society in which there
would be no government and no need for government.28

This sout;lded good to Budenz~

ttere was

a rosy future

Anfi the more often he read Lenin, the

mare convinced he became that this was the direction in
which lay the greatest promise for the human race.
wa~

r.

i-t __ -

1=-:

•

that the Communist dictatorship would "wither away • tt

Budenz

~

He was especially impressed with

.m:lll Revolution, in which Lenin promised

worth working for.

i

enthralled by the "materialist con-

caption of history" as set forth in the Communist writings. · According to this concept, mankind is

p~.otured

as

111-8
having proceeded from primitive communism to slavery
and hence to the feudal aystem and to capitalism by
means of class struggle

~b.:toh

will

continur~

to promote

the status of mt\nkind unt:t 1 the perfect communist society
is the final result. 29 This was the road that led 'Budenz
to the Communist orunp.3°

As he read and re.;;,rea.d the promise

and predioti on, it seemed to grow in plausibility.

Early in 1929 Budenz sensed the approach of a severe
financial panic and depression.

In seeking to refresh ·

F- -

his knowledge of economics, he read.through :Marx' Dag
}S:aPt2,@l and Len:tn•s

~er~al~g,

carrying the le.tter with

him most of the tima.31 ~en in 1929 he was almost Qonvinoed that Marx and Lenin had ·the r1 (?')lt answel*s.

in

t~e

early

1930's

Again

before joining the ·Party, Budenz read

all of Lenin's books from ocver to cover.32 He became so
thoroughly steep.ed in Marxism that his thining was en•
tirely in terms of production and materialvaluea, with
a consequent disregard of all moral va.lues.33

Later. in

oo.mmentins on his decision to join the Communist Party,
Budenz definitely states: '*Lenin's writings ha.d done their

work.u31i- The evidence a,s found in Bud~nz' books points

lc- ·····_-_-·---·--

conclusively to the fact that the reading of Oomm.unist

literature, and particularly J.,enin's WQrks. over a period. of' twenty years as an important reason for Budenz'
entry into the Oomm:unist Party.

Eftor·bq Sl! ~ ,Pgmoomigt§ !.9. rec£y~ t !U:m~

ln

their efforts to recruit Budenz into the Communist Party,
the Party members were spurred on by their knowledge of
Budenz• prominence in the labor meovement.

Lo~

Adamic in

the second edition of his book, P.YPamte,, raters to Budenz
as •tone of _t.b.e leading strike strategists in Americu·~,n35

Other obsal'vers called Budanz "the b(\'lst known man in
the
,·

labor movement. n36 lie was just the kind of man the Communists wa.nted to join their Pal'ty · and work for them. He
was intelligent and well-educated.
the problems of labor.

He was familiar with

He was a crusader, and the Com-

munists wanted him to do his crusading for them.

Natur-

ally they .made a concerted effort to recruit him.

'l'heir

practice of criticising themselves led him to a false be-

l,.e f that their Party o ould be improved from wi thin.37
As}S;ed tg

jo~n Q.ommun~st Par~y,

m,.

In 1921

Budenz was f1rst asked to join the Party by lim Oannon

Tht·

35 Budenz,
!§. Mz Stpr:z , p. 196
36 ~~~· p,. 5 .
37 .· 'I'ben there was the constant braat beating of

the Reds wh idl .• too.kt me in pretty· badly. They were always
"self or:ltioisingtt and explaining ••• This gave me high hopes
of sh. owing them the light ••• " lll!4. , p. 98

f. --------- -----
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and Mother Ella Reeve Bloor.

Budenz refused to join

at this time because of the underground nature of' the
Party and the fact that they were meeling in groups of
ten only.

Oannon and Bloor urged him to come in and help

change thm.t oondition.38
and William

z.

In 1922 Budenz met Earl Browder

Foster39 who did wnat they could then and

later to reoriut BUdenz to the Oommun:tst cause.

They un-

doubtedly studied Budenz' personal :1. ty, as they do all their
potential recruits, and decided that high pressure techniques would get them nowhere with him.

They probably sur•

mised that Bul enz would come into the Party of' his own ao ..

oord

~ben

he was quite ready to do so.

The proselyting efforts of the Party mambers are not
accredited with much importance by Budenz in his books.
Nevertheless • the way was always kept open for him end he
was often reminded that he would be welcome whenever he
wanted to join. , Whenever he met Herbert Benjamin, a Party
member Who was Secretary of the National Unemployed
Councils, Benjamin always asked; "When are you going to
join the Party?"~O
~

gepre§sign .Q! D. .1930'.s.

Although Budenz

does not ascribe much importance to the depression of the

••

I
~

I
I
i
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1930's as a reason for his joining the Communist Party,
it was one of the factors which drew h 1m towards the ·
Party.

As a student of economics and a champion of

labor, he was v1. tally interested at all times in the

economic

situation.~ 1 During the depression the thor•

oughly illogical enigma of poverty and unemployment :t.n
the presence of surpluses of all kinds made our capital•
is t system look foolish. lt-2 During this period most think•
ing pa ople were looking for a solution to the problem of

depression.

The Oomrnuni eta offered tbs.it' ao lut:t. on: a.

classless, Socialist aoonomio system in Which the means

41 ''Two avenues of speculation had been constantly
in my mind. While recognizing the glory of the Church, I
likewise bad. an understanding of the coming collapse in
the economic setup. With scorn I had derided Professor
Thomas Carver of Harvard for prophesying •etetnal prosparity' tor- the United States •••• Every analysis that
~abor As! had made proved 0$rver wrong and showed. the
!JminSmenc.e of en other depression ••• this fall would be
harder than the Long Depression of the Seventie fh ••I
stressed it in all my speeches." Budenz, lbii 1! l l
Sto~:y, p. 83 .
:
· · ·
·
··11-2 As one wri tar aptly put 1 t: "We have too much
wheat_. ~o the f'e.,..mers are being l>a.uperized and the une.m.. ployed of the oi ties are standing. in line and begging for
bread ••••we have too muoh wool, therefore no one oan buy
a suit of olothes. We have a. vast oversupply ot building
material, so the unfort'tina tea are ·without shelter and
must sleep in the·parka." Harlow, ,G£QWtb. ,at the Untted
· St~tps, 1865-1950, P• 525
·

;---
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of production and distributton were owned and operated
by the state for the benefit of all the people.

The Com-

munists told us that the profit system was the oause of
the depression.

It enabled the <mp1.taliats to take too

muoh :profit, interest and rent, mile it left the work•
r

ers without the purchasing power to buy the necessities
of lite.

tem.

All this would be changed in the Communist sys-

There would be no.oa.pitalists exploiting the labor

of their fellowmen,

'The ·fruits of labor would beequit ...

!

I

r --l,,

!---

r

L--·-·--·--

ably distributed among the workers.

There would be no

ri oh and no poor.

Russia, the new workers.' paradise, pointed the
way.

No unemployed and no bloated capitalists there. No

factories were closed in R.ussie.
reoei ved his f'air ahara of income.

J.!ll the answers.

Everyone had a job and
The Communists had

'!'hey took advantage of the depression

to build up their party in the United States.

Joseph

Stalin had telten command of the American Oomm.uniat .Party

in May •

1929,

enc1 had sent his personal representative

to the United States with absolute power to dictate every
move v.h1.ch the Party was to make.

While commanding the

Party here this representative used the aliases Oe.rl Wall
and Willlams .1+.~ . Oapi tali am was on trial. in these years of

l~~
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depression.

Many people found it guilty and gave their

allegiance to the Communist Party because i ·t was the
only clear· solution they could see at the t:tma.

In detailed instructions to the Party, titalin 11aid;
The revoluM, ona.ry crl sis has not yet reached th$
United States, but we already have knowledge of numet'ous facts which suggest that 1 t is. epproaoh:Lng••••
You must forge real revolutionary cadres· and J.e aders
of the proletariat 'Who will be oa.pa.ble of leading the
millions ot~erioan workers toward the revolutionary
. class wetrs. · ·
·

The stock ma1•1{et crash

or

1929 and the depression

which tolloned .gave the Oommunists the oppQL'tunity th.ey

sought.

They believed that the time was fast approaching

Vlben capitalism could be killed and buried by the victorious c0l'll1llunists. J.t.5

In

1930-32 the Party organi~ed hy.nger

marches in many parts of the United

8tatea.~6 $100~000

of Russian money was appropriated to finance tho hunger
march on Washington, D~o.ll-7

The Communists took over

loaderdlip and direction of as rnany labor unions as possible. 4·8

They organized the unemployedlf.9

with the slogan:

••woRKERS Doi1't starve! Fightl";o

-----·-

p. 282

204-

218

l~~-·.

1511One of the pr 1noi pal obje o'bi vas of' the Party d uring this period was to increase 1 ts membership.
tb.Ef/

were very successful..

.Membership increased from

51 .

gooo.wnen the depression began in 1929
1939.5

2

.

to 90,000 in

(.)f this .tenfold increase which the

eli • Louis. Budenz was one.

The

depl~esaion

important rea.sons for his joining tile

J.b.i

tUlm'Q§SlQ

In this

P~rty

claim-

was one;;of the

Pa:cty~~

SJt. .!2;]4 Xlar ll• 'l'he

appr9aoh of

World Wfir II, which Budenz forecast with oons:l..derable ao-

ouraoy,53 was a major reason for h~s joining the Pa:t•·ty.
In ·1934. he felt. that the growing military might of Hit-

ler's Fasoist Germany was the principal threat to the
peace and sao uti ty of the world.
~

1RU §1m.,

In a letter to the

he predicted that Germany, Italy e.nd Japan

would fight against the United Sta.te.s, Great Britain,

France and

Russia~

just as it occurred in World Wa.r,II.5'+

He believed that the demoorat:to na. tiona and :Russia were
in. jeopardy and that they should bind th em.selves together

for
mutual protection against
the Fasoiet threat. He was
.
.
morally oerta:tn t.ha. t the· defeat of the Axis powers would
be followed by a "Golden .Age of Communist demooraoy."5§
,.,.'! .. '.
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· The threat against Russia removed, the Oommunists
could relax from their struggle for survival

ana

settle down to the job oi' makine; Uu.ssia ~~1 ideal
classless society.

The "withering away" of the

state would taka plaoe to suob. an extent th\ t democracy would replace the "dict;a'torsh 1p of the prole-

tarintn in Russia.56

Buaeum! .Dtl.a,q ~ Hitn..t~.f...t himeeJ.! ~~it,b, !W. .2tS!'l!.!Wts?n• ,At this t ima all things were work~ng together
to pave Budenz• way into the Party.

Besid.es the

outwen~d.

events, su.oh as the depression and the imminence of anotha r war, the :r.e ware also strong; psyohologioe.l factors
impelling hh1 toward membership in the Party.

Dux·i.ng

his youth he had been a member of the Oe.thoJ.io Ohuroh,
an authoritative organization which prov5.ded an answer

to every question.

Sinoa leavi.ng the Ohuroh in l9l4,

he bad been without such an organiz•ltion.

He had been

orusa.d1.ng more or less on his own, though identified
with di.f:t'erent groups at different times.

alone 1 sn't muoh fun.
,g!i,

CO:t'I!§.

Crusading

It leaves one lacking that

'Whioh is enjoyed by those who 'belong to som.e-

thing greater and .morft powerful than themselves.
f

t Nllllt

• 1•11 ,,_

56

tBRrJ~

sr '

•

1111

Bud enz , This !§. ~ · ,St gr1£, p. 111+

It

leaves one without the sp:tr5.t of oomracleshi.P r.md

broth. erhood shared by those who work t
oomrn<:>n oause in a

w~ll.-kni t

ogoth(~'r

:r-t

or ganS.za;t1,on.

for n

leaves

one feeling that he· "does not belong," eapeo1"Ally after
he has .once been e. member of such an organization and

is later deprive<! of such membersh,.p.

Seoond · marr;tase~

The marri'aga whtoh had caused

Budenz to be exoommunioated from. the Ohul.'oh in 1914
lasted .only fif"l:aHm years.57

Thus he was without strong

organizational or family ties at a time wh.er1 Oo.mmunism
was makj.ng its st1•ongest bid.

from 1920 to
for

tb~

1930:58

As editor of

Jt~abor

IJf!.e

he was in the thiok of the fight

righ·t of labor to organize.

IUs

aot1vitie~

as

a labor o:rganizer led ,to his repeated arrests--he was arr.asted and aoqui tted twenty-one times .·59

60

life was at its lowest ebb
tu:rbul~'mce,

When his religious

and his daily lite full of

he enter·ea into a second

and, this time, a

happy marria.ge. This Diet his need fpr :f'e.mily

left him wi th.out the feeling of .e§:nrit

comes from belonging to a strong

!!!

.tic;~a

but

o~u:.I2Sl which '

organi~ation.

The need tor

I
I

I

suoh 1.dentifi<Hltion w1 th something stronger than oneself

i
i

I
Dudenz•
Budenz,

lb.id. '

~nz,

ail! I! !tt, §jory,
~4!S. ~!j;!tltogt

.

.

p.~ 82

...noes, jaoket

.
.·
This 1.!! MI. Stg£;y,· p. 115

I

!
~
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becomes partiou.J.arly aoute v.ihan one in ill and has
tlmt:l to think.

For a yenr before j oin.tng the Com-

.
61
raun.iat Party, Buclenz wns too s1. oh.... to VJOrk.

During

this time he thought a [)rent deal about tho urgency

f.or. closer relntions between the United. Ste.tes and
Russia.

62

ap}..'lf.l~~.left.

. The strength of the Oommuniat organ:lzati on

63 all. _the. m:ore, perhaps, because he

tCI him.

He hac1 alreao.y aooepted Communis·o pr1noiples.64-

was t"teok.
Now he

·this

f~>l t

~otent

H. strong urge . ·to beootue an a.ot:i.'lfs nLe,mber

organization, to enjoy the

R.§P:t;.~jt.

Jl.t1

ot

oo~ps

of ii; • to have the feeling of. belonging, and to offset

hi.s own feeling of' weakness due to illnefls.
lieved, too,. that war

61

Budenz,

WE!.S

approaching.

Xll!!! 1.! ~ 1l."4oru,

He b$-

When a. war is

p. 123

62 ll'lJJ!., p. 123
.
63 ~To any one looking over the labor scene in

1935 the Communists seemed. to stand out favorably 1.n one
respect. The.t·was in the alleged 'monollthio• oharao·ter
of' th e:J.r JOOmbersh:tp, which th t!lY frequently 13nd fulsomely
stressed in press and on platform ••• the organization itfJelf stayed constantly and actively before the public.
That oomm.6Ulded it to many people who were looking f~
some continuing form ()f radioe1l. pol it ,.oal e:qrr.ession. u
BUdenz, ~*s 1.!! !tt :Stgr;t, p. 108
.
.
.
· . 6l.J. tti had ,previously read Lenin and o·liher Co.m·lllunist a\.tthori ties and had a.ooepted the Communist view•
point some years prior to this time." ( 1935) Bud.enz,
Msn W1tngut.. F'iofW, p •. 1~

I

e.bou·c ·to start, men often tako sides and make up their
nrl.nds a.a ·t;o where they will f'1.gh·t. Bome decide to join
the army~· some the 1~ltvy, some ii11e marines; BuQ. enz decided

to jo:J.n the Communist Party.

in £!arty
final factor J..Jl BQdftAZ
O!l£UlSi

lJ.na is. l?is>.RJce• a Frgn~ was
dftq~si~Ji;::!!..Q.

1935

By late summer or

He

to join the Pazoty. 65

.

jo'n

.:!tht.

Qom»nist 1,>at:'<1•

Budenz w$s almost ready

was steeped in Oommun1at litera-

'66

.

'6
7 he had lost faith
.(;8
.

ture, · he had a bid from the Party,

.

'

in capitalism due to the depression, .
and tired after a protracted.

illness~ 69

and, baing weak
he felt a. defin•

ite need to ally himself with an organization of a radical
and a,nti-Fasoist m. ture •7°

He was almost ripe for Party

membership.

Two prinoi pal objections stood between him
.
and the Party: first. Oonununism was ant1-ral1gious,7 1 and
second, Oonnnunism was ant1-Amel'ioan. 72 Budanz was a firm
'

belit}ver in freedom of relis'l on and could not aooept the

atheism ot the Party and its efforts to discourage or to

I
I-

I

I
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stamp out religion.

He was also a loyal American who

disapproved of the OoDWlunist program of conquering the
capitalist nations of the world, including the United

Statea.73
A ready-made answer to these two objections was

released to the world on August 3, 1935, vm.en the Daily
!orktr announced a ohange in 'the Party line to the "People t s

Front."

The new Party line urged the members to unite

with all right-thinking groups in all nations for a People•a
Front against the threat of Hitler's Fasoist Germany.

They

were told to respeot the religions and nationalities ot

all74 those who would oppose Fasoi sm. 75 This change in Party line was t~ "final strawn whioh oaused Budenz to join

the Party.

In his own words: •tt.rhe immediate reason I be•

oeme e. Oomrn\tnist Party member was the adoption of the
People's Front policy at the Seventh Oongress of the Communist International, held in Moscow in the summer of

1935·"76

73 Budenz, Min \Vi'!H.'!OQt lP§AOfEh PP• 6....7
71J. As Gitlow expressed it: "'rhe peopie•s front
tactic marked a distinct departure in Communist policy

on an international scale ••• The Oommunist International
directed all Oommu.nist pa:t>ties in their respective ooun..
tries to start negotiations with all liberal and progressive forces in the capitalist countries to form a
ooali tion aga. inst the. right dt... ~he reactionary and fa.soist
toroes." Gitlow,·Benjamin, .mt Vfhole .,g! i¥;~fa~~ves, p.2;'3
75 Budenz, l'.b.Ut
HI~. 'PP•.
•
76 Budenz, Him !Yhout~s·, p. 1:x

ft

The Kremlin ha.d planned this change of line apeoifi<nally in order to gain new oonv arts and allies to fight

the growing manace of Hitler' a Ge.r.many •
. Budenz was strongLy anti-Fascist, believing that

the Hitler threat must be met at any oost77 and that an
alliance between the United States en<l Russia would make
the United States mora progressive, Russia more moderate
as they fought together against Hitler.

He wrote: tti ·

reasoned that the Soviet Union; with its •withering

away' tendencies, would become a democratic ally, a;nd that
the Communists would help to brlng it about.n78 He also
held 1:h e mistaken idea that by working w.J..th the Communists

it would be possible to improve their hostile attitude toward all outsiders.

"My hope then--the hope of so many

innooents-..... he wrote, "was tha.t cooperation w1 th the Communists would tend to change the course of their organiza-

tion. tt79 ·
Byll!Wgf

jgtq~sl ~hq

Cgm.unigt Paxty,

;!935 1 He had

many reasons fo:r wanting to join the Party and he now admits tha.t he rationalized a little to justify him in takins

11 Budenz,

s na.
. ••

1

~ 1A Kt
p .• 11~
.

79 Il1lS1· , p. 89

emorz,

PP• ll2-ll3;

120·13~
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the step that he wanted to taka.8°

lte mmtt}d to.believe

that the new twist in Party line would be followed more
closely than previou.sly stated objectives of thel Party,
so he did believe it .Bl

He looked up a few of his Com-

munist friends and joined the Party which was to direct
his life for the next ten years.8 2 His decision was not

a he. sty one, made on the spur of the ro.om.ant.

As he.

states: ''This deoisi on of 1935 had been in the making

for twenty years.''83
III. Witt BUDENZ LEFT THE COMMUNIST PARTY

~ g~Ctf!tQr1a l' nmt!U:e .Qt ,th,e. Q2J9!11Yniml Eart;y:. I.~ouis
Budenz' two books,

'J.IJ;l~s

l.f!M:v:·FJtor;y: and ;Men WitJlgy.t Faces,

indicate his belief in democracy and in Ohristianity. Having been a Catholic .m.ost of his life, his conoept of Chris-

tianity is the Catholic one.

He also believes in religious

freedom and in the fundamental rightness of Christian ethics.

He is a loyal American citizen wno holds the welfare of
America a precious heritage.

Such a man oruld. soaroaly re-

main long in the Oomm.unis t Party once he became fully aware
of its true nature.
One reason \tty he left the Party was tba t he was

, L
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revolted by the dictatorial natu:re of the whole organization.

Demoor.atic prooesr3es are not practiowd anywhere in

the Pa.r·ty.

Stalin is the unquestioned dictator and ruler

of the entire Party, controlling vdth complete and absolute
authority the objectives and methOO.a of' the Party.

He

determines what Party members shall think, read, say, .and

do.
fit.

Those who oppose Stalin are punished as

St~lin

sees

The American Communist Party is not controlled. by

ita leaders but by Sta.lin th:rou,gh agents from Europe who
are constantly reoeiVi ng his directives.
Dudenz was amazed to find. that the Communist Party
does not parmi t democratic discussion or democratic procedures in it a m.ee tinga,

Members of the Party learn parlia-

mentary le.w and even· b~oome experts at using it, so· that
they will be able to dominate or

con~use

other. groups which they inf11 trate.

the unions and

They are forbid dan

to use parliamentary law in any na tiona 1 or state Party

committee meetings or conventions. ·Meetings held in the
Party are more like classrooms with teachers instructing
pupils, with the exception that the Red pupils ruust never
argue or dis agree in any way with their instructors. 811-

84 Budenz, Men Withgut li'aoes, pp. 23-211-
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o,ommunist IptarnattonaJ,. Reprasent@tives;

ttmyster~
'

man,"

Where do these Party leaders or instructors get

their infallible pr eoepts and o.ninisoient deoisi ons for
the oonduot and operations of the Party?

JJireotly from

the horse's mouth, and in this oase the horse if Joseph
Stalin himself.

The orders are usuHlly relayed through

his personal representatives, called Communist Interne.tion...
al Hepresentati ves, 85 or "mystery men,'' or "men

of

·the .mist,tt

who are actually members of t.he Soviet Secret police. 86
Benjamin Gitlow wrote about these people: "Headed by the
Communist Internatiop.al Representative this g:roup of foreigners exercised absolute po11er over the American Party.
The Party leadership obeyed its vll shes and were in deadly

fear of arousing its animosity. ,.87
designed to

kEHBp

This arrangement 1;s

the Communist Parties throughout t.he

world under the personal domination a.n.d complete control
of Stalin. 88

It is so effective in controlling the lives

of American Communists ·that Budenz ·;refers to it as the

••Red

straight j a.oket. n89

. ~a5 Gi tlow, Benjamin, The Whol' .2,t

pp. 151-152

.

.

'Rhe~r L~ves,

.
86 Budenz; ~.I§ ~ ~. PP• 239-21t-0
87 Gitlow, ~ !(ibole ~i;t: LiV£)§, p. 150

88 "A.n organ1.zation ever under the thumb of a
f,oreign diote.tor, aooepting subsidies from him, agreeing
alw't:lys with him, idolizing him, directed by his agents,
refusing to permit any democratic life w.t thin its ranks-that is not a legitimate political party. That is a fifth
column. And that is Stalin's creature, the Communist party,
U.S.A.n Budenz, Me~ Witiiut Faces,· p. ft.9
89 Budenz, his. s Ml, Story, p. 276

Budenz makes it very clear t.ha t one of. the nmusts"
for a Communist is to realize that he is serving Soviet
Ru$sia anQ. its' leader, Stalin, to the exclusion of all
other loyalties.

The professional Communist is not per-

mitted to find any fault witb. the orders which come from
Stalin.

If he were to question the infallibility of

these orders he would be denounced and condemned as a
liar and an enemy of the Soviet Union.90

~

"f, -

b---~ll

Ste.~tn• § J2BYf~lr

9

.m.l!H!!i!! thereof.

Such complete

,r-----f:

~----

subserienoe to a foreign dictator was disgusting to

denz.

Bu~

He was even f'u.t'ther disgusted and disappointed

when he found that Stalin had and used the power to
change the fundamental teachings of Lenin whenever he

chose to do so.

Budenz had contended that Communism

would some <lay develop into democracy with the end of
dictatorsh.ip, as promised by Lenin in the withering
away of the ata.te.9l But Stalin changed this prospect in
193992 when, in his Hiratgg .21 tse Qgmmunts¥ fart:t; ,gt

the U§Sl!, he discarded the withering away theory as
outworn.93

Stalin justified this bold change in theory

by stating on page

358 ot his Htetorl that: "Stalin and

the other disciples of Lenin are the only Marxists capable

1:

r

ot int arpreting Communist beliefs. ••91J.

· Budenz wa.s

finding out, to his sorrow. that there 1s no assurance
of anything but slavery under the dictator ship of Stal1n.95
In cOD:l.lrl.enti ng on the dio·tja.torial nature of the

Oommun,.at Party, Budenz wrote:

"No one could say nay
;·

or ye a ... -or even sneeze should that be COl1Sidered impor-

i'j-

tant--with out the consent of the puppets of still other

'

puppets responsible directly to Mosoow.n96

When Budenz

became managing editor of the Dat lj!: Wgr@r in

l91J.o97 he

was in ol ose contact with the top leadel•s in the Amer:tcan Communist Party.

He

se.ya

that all of these leaders

had one common <}haraoteristio·-they w·ere all afrnid of
the "Mystery-Men" (Men without faces): the ~.gen·t>~l sent

from :M os cow to be their incognito bosses •
a.t'raid of the Soviet Seoret l?olioe flgants.

They were ul so
Builenz had

seen them threaten Staohel an.d.glve an ultimatum to B;rowder • thus showing clearly who bossed the Amertoan Com-

munist l?arty.9 8
Spaltn worshiaR•

Th.e croW'!ing insult to Budanz'

intellectual nature and Elesire for democracy was the

cult which set Stali.n befo:re the Coramunist faithful

---

1~~-

rr--!

~-----

~---

'~
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as an object to be revered and worshipped.

In Budenz'

words:
Stalin worship is a reality •••• Stalin worship
is the mighty dynamic foroe whioh is killing ott
Chinese peasants, murdering men of religion, making
great seoti ons of tm world huge concentration camps .99
Again, in referring to the magic ot Stalin's name, Budenz
wrote:
••• these hosannas to Stalin are not fantastic
ravings, but part ot a oold, deliberate program
designed to undermine any remnants or patriotism

~~!~a~:m:::~:;:ti: ~!~!i!!~~! :~:~;:~:;e~Soto
ln otba r words,

Marxis~-Leninist

ob-

theory is just
1:

what Stalin says it is, and he oan change it to suit himself whenever he sees f1 t.

He can make up the rules as

he goes along and the Party members must follow along in
worshipful obedience.

Eugene Lyons, referring to

Stalin~

wrote:
Having captured the greatest social revolution
in the history of mankind, he remolded it in his
own grotesque ~age ••• warped, handicapped, without
exceptional endowments of mind or spirit •• brutally
clawed. a path to the mastery of his world. 1Ol
Before entering the. Party. l:lUdanz did not reali2Se
that Stalin exercised oomple te and absolute power over
the Party an4 its members.

He did not realize what it

I
L.-._
t--

would. m:tan to live under e. totalitarian dictatorship,·
with worship ot the dictator throvm in tor good measure.
After experience in the Party taught him what such a
d!otatorsnip was like, he compared it to a straight

Jaok~

et from which he dea:t red ·to eaoa:pe.

1be

tml1i·l~3t,st gyq

a1ture .2t Jl!ll itu:',HX. In acld:t•

tion to being revolted by the dictatorial nature of' the
i'

t

Communist Party, Budenz we.s also offended by- its antirelie:i ous nature.

Ete soon foun<l that Oom.muniam was op-

posed to all relig!ona and moat strongly OI>posed to OathThe Oomm.un:tst poai tion is

•'

irt~evocably

built on
that obscure but malignant dictum. at Marx. "Religion
is the opiate of the people. n The folly of suob a
position is that history, experience end the aspirations ot all humem beings reveal Italigton as the
med1o1ne of the people; the Communists prsnose by
:toroe to dash it from the people 'a lipa.l a

He admits that the Oatholio Ohuroh had foreseen end prodieted the undesirable aspects of Oomrouniam, while he
learned them only through b1 tter exper1enoe. 10'3
:tg}tQ!

1----'--rI;
I

olioism. He wrote:

ltil At

~---

1.9 tJ'IPRtSHW

~ftJ.ts,oo.

He found that

the Soviet masters were determined to eliminate religion
by nd.litary foroo 11' 1t oould

meana. 104 When he wrote

not be accomplished by other

an art! ole

tor lll.!.

101 Budenz•~:~·
..Hx ~.·p. x11
103 Budenz; e ~
·. t, ~U.U,, P• xi
lOll- B\kl enz,
§)gr ~, p. 181

Q.~Ptt!1i

in
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1940 • in which he used the phrase ttrelig ion is a
private matter,tt one of the mystery men called him
into conference to· straighten, him out and told him
that suoit a phrase could not be used in any Oom!nuniat
theoretical organ.

Budenz was told that the Reds, when

they used the expression "separation of ohuroh end state,"
meant the complete control of religion by; the state so
that they might abolish religion entirely.

If persuasion

~
~

<;-~~
~-------

failed • they would use force•-the secret police and the
Red army.'10 5 This agent of Stalin's said.:."We oan•t 'SUf·
fer fmy false ideas among ourselves on this matter; religion has to be completely torn out by the roots.•tl06
This offended Budenz. for he had hoped that as a. result
of the People's Front policy there would be cooperation
between the forces of Oommun:t.sm and Oatholioism :tn the
war against Faso:tam.t 07
Again, in 1945. Budenz had this same i('lea, of
uprooting re1i$ion, expounded to him by Foster, who was
soon to be the American leader ot the l?arty.

In answer

to Budenz' question as to the possibility of' working
w1 th the Catholics •.

105

1

.1! 0ster

Budanz, This

1!. M:£

106 nM_·.
107
p. 119

llili!:.

rep lied:

Si;gr;z, pp. 184-186

~

z-~·-·~

~

'
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Oh, fiddleaticksl ~ •• The two chief enemies of
the Soviet Uriion and progress are American imperial•
ism and the Vatican. They are eternal .fc>es of socialism and have to be fought endlessly •. We've got
to get out of our heads some of the illUsions Browder planted there--and carry on war agatnst American
imperialism and the Vatican tcday and •torno:rrow and
until victory over them is ~ohieved •• ~.Every Leninist knows that rellgion iE.r a polson that has to be
eradicated by argqtnent or arms from the. bod.y politic--

~~ ~~~~i~e~;~~~!o:; !:Je·t~~ ~:~h~i~o ~r~~~~aiion.l08

0

'

This

.

..

'

conversation w1. th. ]foster is oredi ted by Bud en~ as

'

!>---

---

1

having 'been the . ''final straw" Wh ioh oaused him to break
w1 tb. the .:t?arty .1°9

"

IT

i·-·-··-

One of the methods used in

19~5 to.

weaken the

Catholic Ohuroh was to inoi te several groups of' Protestants against the Oatholios. 110 The idea was that
Catholicism was the stronger and Protestantism coul'd.

best be used to dupe its adherents into condemning
Catholicism end thus weakening religion.lll
As early as Ootober • 1943, Bud.enz h:ad definitely
decided to return to the Catholic Churoh even if he had
to leave the Communist Party.

He st:t 11 hoped. domrnuniam

a'ld Catholicism oould be brought into closer cooperation

with each

ot~er. 11 2

tater, while actually planning the

means of' returning to the Oath olio Church, he we.s still

108
109
llO
lll

112

"

L---~-

''l

~---

'
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trying for a ttoloser relationship between Communists

and Catholios."ll3

But it was a vain hope and a vain

try. as events were to prove.
"End j\&§:!ilfteg

~

means" doojripe ... Budenz,

imbued. as he was with Christian ethical princ:Lpl.es,
was further offended by the unethical principles and
'

practices of the ·communists.

There 1. a a special· brand

of Communist morali. ty • as set forth by Lenin. which re•
quires the Red to use any method • legal or i llegaJ., which
may be required to achieve' the ohje ctives of the Party .lllf.
Communists will violate the ethical oonoepts of civilization at any time when so doing will advance their ca\.\se.

In other words, "the and justifies the means. nll5 Whatever·
the Co.nununist Party does is light, no matter how criminal
or unethical it is in the ayes of decent people.ll6
Stalin's or'fia 1al !ies; ft!o ple 's front,
most common unethical practice of the Reds is

1:9.3.5.· . '!'he
lyin{~,

which

they do whenever it suite their purpose. The Ueds are past
11
.masters of the art of ly1ns. 7 The leaders lie to the mem-.

bers and the members lie to aa.oh other and to outei.de:r;'s.
An example of the official Communist lie was the "People's

~--_---=
I'
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Front policy," announced in

1935.

It was not Stalin's

purpose to be more ·tolerant of' people's religions and
national loyalties.

But he needed help against

Hitler~s

Germap.y, and used the ''People's Front" to deoe.tve people
and to lure them i~to becoming his allies against Faso118
. .
'
ism.
Budenz was particularly irked hy this lie, because he himself was taken in by it. 119
.

jtftl\n•g otfi9ial

~: Ieh!ran conference, ~·

Another example of official lying by Joe Stalin occurred

at the Teheran conference in 1943 w,hen Ohurchill, Roose-

~---

'

'I~~~
E_ _ _ _ _ _

~

~

~
~--

1;

velt, and Stalin signed a promise otJ peace. to be kept
after the defeat of' Germany. to keep the world free trom
war a.s long as poss1ble. 120 This solemn pledge of Stalin's

wa.s deliberately broken by him in

19~5

•dUen, acting U1rough

Duclos, 'he removed Browder as the American leader of' the

Party

&~d

quietly inf'o:r.m.ad the Party f'ai thtul that the

Soviets ware starting a long period of aggression, cold
war, and eventual conq\lest or the United Stat()a.l2l This
evidence of lying duplicity helped Budenz make up his
mind that 1 t was time for him to leave the Party.
Conflict between Oom,uumism and f@lision.
observ~d

BudeJnz

that Hitler's brand of Jascism and Stalin's

•
W

ll8 Budenz, ~rhis l! ~ Fttory,
119
I PP • ll3•lllf.
·
120
.; p. 283
121
• t
p. ?79

pp. llj-114·

.
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totalitarianimn were both founded on hate.

He decided

that such an anti-Christian doctrine as held by the Soviets oould not possibly be of any benefit to the world-that it was, in taot, paving the way for another warbafore the ashes of World War II had oooled"'l22 He felt
that the world would be better off following the ol.d
Christian pr inoi ple, "Love thy nei g}l.bor ." 123
He

now understood that Communism entailed a com-

plete disregard for the dignity and decency of the individual •. It seemed to him that there was a world wide con-

~---------

flict between the slavery of the Soviet state. which de•
prived individuals of their dignity, and the abiding faith.

~~ · - - - -

-----

of those vbo believed in a person God and the promise of

a future for the human soul.~ 2 ~ He was oonvinoed of the
r

truth of the Catholic scholars' predictions that slavery
would be the fruit of Marxist philosophy.

If Americans

under the Communist yoke in this country lived in suoh
fear and terror e.s he had seen, life in the Soviet Union

where the Reds held complete power over their people
be the worst kind of slavery.l25

m.u~t

Budenz had had his fill

of Communist subservience and was on his way out of the

Party.

..
11

122 Budenz, This It! Ml
12 3
p. 321+
12 4
~- p. 34'+

125 D.!S.·, p. 345

Stor~.

p. 323

'§t

. i
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.'!hi
Lenin's

ant:l-Amert<H:lQ na tm:2 ,!2l tp.e OQJW!l!!nts'G P~trt.x:

_m to oongqer tp.e

un~t

eg States,

Budenz was

dismayed by the anti-American nature of the Communist
He became thoroughly convinced that one of its

Party~

main objectives was the conquest of the United 8tates.12 6
When the Soviets first oame to power Lenin wrote in his
State and Revolution that the ohief' aim" of the Soviet re~

,~

gime is the violent smashing of the oivil, mi11 tary and

t

!

judicial apparatus of the "bourgeois'' states so tha.t they

i~--~-~~--~-~

t

~-----

may be ruled from Russia.

In this book, Lenin put the

question: "Does this apply to the United States of America?'' and answered that it surely did so apply.

In an-

other work. lllJ. ProJ:etar!Wl Revgluticm apd the Renesad!
Ke.U~skY;,

Lenin repeated this aim to oonquer·the United
These books a.re necessary

States end rule it from Russia..

texts which every Marxist-Leninist must study as guides
to his activities in the Party. 127
Sta;L!n' s ,pbjec'!£1 V§--19. oong!,!er thfit UotteQ

S~ateg.

This same objective • conquering all bourgeois nations inr
eluding the United States, was ·carefully written by Joseph
Stalin :tn his two most important works,
and The Histgry ,2! the

Cgmm.y.nts~

Part!

Founda~i Qn§
Sf!~

,2t };,emna&!m,

Sovtet Union

(BoJ:§h§Viks). These books are required reading for Oommunists

126 Budenz, This Is ~

12Y

Budenz, M~n

wlih out

s;o:r.z • p.

279

!i!O~s, pp.

6-7

~--~

t

h

I
I

1::::::::_::

17'+
all over the wprld. 12 8 'l'he I:tistorx "apeoit'ioe.ll.y urges
th~

1fiolen.t smashing of all 'imperialistic' governments,

of W:l ioh the United States is the outstanding example ... 129

In 191+8 the Communist convention referred to this book .
as· ••the olassio of our time" ·and directed. the oonventi on

members to study it v!u~orously. 1 3°

The aommunists in the

United Sta·tes are studying Stalin's books to prepa :re them-

selves to destroy by violence the United States government.

'i*hey may not be committing treason yet. aooording to strict

~------

.,
~---

legal de:f'in:t tion, but they a:re certainly getting ready to
Budenz wrote: "By its own banner, the Communist

do so.

party of the United States proolaims itself Soviet Russia's
fifth column and no·thing else." 1 31
.Fostmr' s

M'fai -Amertoaa Sliflliimen'fe·.

Foster made this

point unmistakably clear to Budenz in June,

191.!-5, when he

said:

Until the Soviet regime governs the earth, a
state of war w.t ll a xi st. Evefy Marxis t•Leni.nist
knows that •••• And the SO'Ifiet Union will have to
undermine and ooat;roy the chief ·axample of tha.t
capitalism, ~$rioan imperialism, and do a~thorough
Any other view is poppycock. 13 ,..

job of it.

Budenz knew tba t Foster was stating correctly the official

128

129

130
131
132

;m:,

Budenz, M.§Jl. Withoqt Frace,s, p. 7
P• 22

.

.lli,d •• p. 23
BUdinz. ~his

li Mt §tory,

pp. 339·3~0
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Soviet attitude.

The basic philosophy of Communism

calls for world conquest.

This point is repeated by

every Marxist prophet, including Ma1•x• Engels, tenin,
and Stalin.

World conquest is the most important ob-

jective of Oommunism.l33
j)uS}enz left Oogp.n~§t P{\ft!, J:9!1;5. Jmi re-fu).tftr!}d
Oathol;ig Ohm:cb.

BUd enz was painfully aware of being

',.r-

part of an infamous conspiracy to conquer the United States
and f'oroe 1 t to becutne one of Stalin• s slave-state satellites~

He f'e1t that it was his duty to stop this traitor-

ous activity, . to leave the
loyal citizen.

Party~

and to be one e more a

In October, 19~5, he left the Party and

re-entered the Oa.tholio Ohuroh.l314-, 1 35

!n a declaration

he made at the time he said: ••oommunism• I have found, aims
to establish a tyranny over the human spirit; it is in unending conflict w1 th religion and true freedom."l36

133 Btilenz, !{en Withouy F&ges, p. 293
134 l..lU...d., jacket
:·

He

135 ~ommenting on Budenz reaffiliat:ton with
the Ohruoh, Schlesinger wrote: · "And many once they have
made the break (from Sommunism) have beoome so dependent
emotionally on discipline that 1 ike t.ouis Budenz and
Elizabeth Bently • they rush to another form of discipline
in the Roman OatJlolic Churoh, moving from one bastion to
another in their frenzied flight from doubt." Schlesinger,
Arthur
Jr ••
Qenter, pp.
, 136 Budenz,
s 1§. Hz Storl, p. 31J.9

M.

·rhr.ai;ti;
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felt as if he had escaped from prison. 1 37

It had been

a long and .Painful ten ye·ars lesson, but he had learned
what Communism. is. · Now he welcomed the opportunity to

sha.re this 'knowledge with others, hoping that he might
help to stem. the Communist advance by exposing the Com-

munist ideo logy.
1V. SUMMARY OF BUDENZ O.AREER
~

;

~ ~

to

~t?k1 cow

and return.

Budenz has spent
w~rld

His first crusade was in the cause ot

organized labor. His seoorid crusade was in the cause of
the Communist Party, which he joined in the hope tha.t, by

so doing, he could work for world peace and the brotherhood
of man.

But he found that he had been duped.into joining a

totalitarian conspiracy which sought to abolish religion and

mo1•a11 ty, and subject the United States to Oommuniat slavery.
Communism was making human life worse instead of better

in thot?e areas where it was dominant.

There:f'ore

Buden~

left the party of Sta:Lin. returned to his Oh.urch, and became one e more a ·l.oyal o1 tizen of' the United States.

137 Budenz,

Th;t.,~

'

~---

most of his life as a crusader, trying to make this
a better pla.oa,

~-----

1!! Mz· f?to:r.t, p. 350

~
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Why did it take Budenz ten long years to find out
the true nature of Communism a.nd to. break vd th it1

Part

of the answer may be foo.nd in the allit-:.tnce between Russia
and the ·United States to defeat the Axis.

.Another part

of the answer '1.\hi.oh would hardly occur to one ':Vho had
~ever

been a Communist is explained by Benjamin Gitlow.

Thi.s answer $hould help make olenr the psychological ef-

fect of Party membership upon the individual.

Gitlow wrote:

.

••• the communist movement succeeds in doing what
no other organization has so far been able to do.
Upon the lll.Gm.bers it .takes into ita ranks, the Communist party performs a feat in psychological transformation by treeing them from frust:r.ations·and. a
sense of inferiori~y. What mental therapeutics has
accomplished only in a small way, the Communist party,
a a far as 1 ts membership is concerned, has aooompli shed' on a. large seale •••• The Communist man is convinced
of the messianic power of his way ot thinking, of the
su,.periority of his intellect and at tb.e ultimate
3U.$t1oe of his conduct. He is imbued with the idea
tha:U..·he is called upon. o .serve histoey, 'ltlat the
fut\;l;re belongs to him. In. 1h e Oomm.un:tst movement .
nol:>odies become somebodies W:t. th a purpose. The doldrums of lite are transformed into vi t>lent currents
which,. stimulate the emotions, and change life for
th• :Party member from a c;tull purposeless state ot
i~fiotivity into a ~tate oi' agitated p~poseful. activity and in tare st o 1 ;>lS
t.

Here iS the esprit de corps ot .a.n army in wartime, coupled
with missS.onary zeal.

It is not hard to imagine bow this

't
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psychologicml effect would be the ideal stilllulus to
a crusader--if he could overlooi: the Wldesirable aspects of tbe Party.

Budenz was too conaoj.entious ant\

intelligent long to overlook the Party defects.

;§usltmz' boog. Separation from the Party did
not put an elld to BUdenz career as a crusader.

Rather

it launched him into the most important crusade of his
lifa••a crusade against the Communist ooltspiraoy.
two books , This

h ]b:

parts of this crusade.

St9.,r2;, and

Mtm

His

W~ thop.~ P'ao.~..a,

So is the third book he is

ing, which deals with Communist ideology.

are
writ~

He gave val-

uable aid to the United States Government· in convicting
.
'

the eleven top Communists 11'1 the

Am.erj.oan

Party.

Now.· at

last. he is engaged in a useful and worthy crusade which
is of great value both to his Ohuroh end to his country.

OHAPTER VI
'
~~

SUMMARY AND

~

CONCLUSIONS REACHED

I

I. ATTRACTIONS OF COMMUNISM
PQli1; toal

~1«t:r:ag1;iona.

I
I'

The attractions of

Communism are many and varied, just as the baits and
lures used by fishermen to attract the unwary fish are
many and varied.

The poli tioal attraoti ons of Com...

munism. are an effective lure for many people who see
the faults of our present political system.
mise of Socialism has served to

at~raot

The pro-

many to the

Communist cause, including Ben Gitlow end Max Eastman , who had been Sooialis t s for some time before the
Russian Revolution and gave their support to Communism
at its inception in the hope that it would achieve
Soo.ialism.

The anarchists of the world and others

who disliked strong governments were caught by the
lure of Lenin • s promise of a "government of workers
and peasants" and his further assurance that the state
would "wither awaytt after Communism was well established.

Emma Goldman was in this group.

f,-

~~-

:=-=
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The attraction Communism has for Socialists and
anarchists is rather obvious.

A less noticeable group,

those who seek political power for themselVti!S, is also
attracted by the Communist power machine in which these
people are made to feel important and powerful even in
their early· and small posi ti ons, Vlh ile before thEnj, like
the carrot dangling

befo~e

the donkey's eye, is the pio-

ture of the power which they may someday hold over their
fellow men if

t~ey

are faithful in the l?a.rtylt

This lure

[---

'

of power to the power-hungry also serves to hol,d people

!-----~

in the Party after they have beoome members, and to quiet

'

any doubts W:lich might otherwise lead to disillusion-

~==- -=-~

ment,

.It is quite probable that the enjoyment of power

and the desire for mare power helped make Benjamin Gitlow the "most devoted Communist in America."

In his

words:
The gospel of control, of securing the actual
power--that is the heart end soul of Bolshevik
philosophy, that is the fascination that draws
suoh a varied assortnent of the disgruntled and
the dissatisfied to the banner of Oonununism ••••
It is a fascination virtually irresistable to the
power hungry ~l
'Max Eastman points out that people 'w.h o en tar the Communist camp full of high ideals and desires for a better

1

Gi.tlow, Benjamin,

!. Ognfess, p. l.t-73

~---

--
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political system are held in the movement by their
desire for power, aftar.they become disabused of their
ideals.

The early desire for political power for the

workers a.nd peasants is replaced by a desire for personal power.
892 j.al attraot!ong.

'l'he Communist: Pe.rty is . a

social organization as well as a political organization,
and its social attractions are powerful, partioule.rly to
·.

those who have not found a satisfactory social adjustment
in other institutions.

To those people who are lonely

and frustrated, to those mo have the feeling of not

be-'

ing accepted by the ordinary social institdlons of home,
family, church, lodge, team, and military organizations-to all these the Communist Party is a haven of refuge
where they find acceptance and fulfillment.

As l3enjam1n

Gitlow indicates, the Communist Party gives meaning and
purpose to those whose lives would otherwise be without
e.ny purpose or meaning.

Hare they find work to do and

the plaudits of t..beir oonrrades for doing it.

There is

also the added thrill which comes to those who engage
in conspiratorial activity.

If sexual fulfillment is

lacking, :tt, too, can be provided in the Communist
Party. 2 Dullness and monotony are banished for the

2

Schlesinger, A. M. Jr.,

~

Vita! Center, p. 101+

~~-
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Oomm.unist.

He

~s

a valued member of a consecrated

.brotherhood working for a revolltM.on vbioh :i.s supposed
to free mankind f:r.om. ita chains, and • incidentally, to
bring ·the individual into a position of power.

The em.o-

t:t.one.l stimulus and satisfaction which oome to those who

work and 11.ve with such. a group are among the powerful
a.ttraoti ons of Communism ..
Rgl!e;ic;Hl;SJ..

attraction~.

Olosely rela·ted to the

social appeal of tbe Oommun1.st move.trB nt is its religious
nature, which is an et:b:raot5.on to many people.
sent importance of thi.a

l~eligious

The pre-

attraction is stated

by Martin Ebon: "Communism today is less an eoonomio

school of thought than a mod.e:r.n cult.

It has the ohar-

aoterlstios of a religious ruovement."3

Different ob-

servers recognized the religious manifestation ot
munism in various ways.

oan-

Eugene Lyons saw it as a meana

used by Stalin to attain the virtue of infallibility
for his pronouncements:
B~ deifying Lenin, Stalin made himself the
mouthpiece of deity. To contradict him, even toquest! on his m6s t absurc!hilies a boo. t simple facts,
would soon beoome blasphemous aP,d"therefore punishable even t,lnto the death penalty.'1'

Louis Budenz saw it as worship of the leader: ·"Stalin

183
worship is a reality.

Stalin worship is the mighty

dynamic force which is killing off Chinese peasants,
murdering'men of religion ••• "5 ·. Gitlow had this to

say abcut

Oo~nunism

as a religion:

Communists to be understood must be taken
as .h.u.mfln beings to whom Communism, tl1 e Bolshevik
brand, with its idolizing of Soviet Statism, is
a religion to whioh they ac.lhere fanatically like
dogmatic religious zealots. b ·
·

!

G --------->

This r·aligious facet of Communism is not passive.

It expresses itself in an active crusade for power.

It

is an authoritarian religion, providing an answer to
every question and a ·discipline such as is elsewhere
found only in religious orders or in military organizations.

Such discipline is an attraction rather than an

obstacle to most of those who become enchanted by the
Oom1t1unist dream.

''The great majority of members in

America, as in Europe, want to be disciplined. n7 · East-

. man wrote:

"I have learned ••• how much infantile and

primitive yearning for dependence, for external

ity, for the

sovereign~father,

author~

there is in the average

human heart. n8
Suoh a two-fisted, aoti 'Ve, wel.l organized religion holds a strong appeal for people

V~Jho

have found

'·

L~

.j-~

ordinary religions too tame or. too slow or too pious

.for their zealous dispositions.

Budenz' conversion

t.o Qommunism is o. good exnmple of this..

'l'he fanatical

element in the Communist religion helps to insule.t<) the
consecrated member ngrrl.not fa.ota which might otherwise ·
di s:t.llusion h1m.9

Ecouomig §!ttraoti9J!.

The economic attractions

of Oonmmnism seem' to occupy a sttbord:t.nate position, ex-

~-E_ _

cept insofar as they serve to arouse the emotii ons of

;o··----··-----

~
~

'

~--

prospeoti;ve converts.

'.T.'ha ooonornio appeal wam strong-

est during the depreusio,n years when the capitalist ·
''·

system of production seemed to he felltng apa.rt of ita
own weight.

Then :t.t · appeared to many thinking people

that oapi talism' s failure to

pi' ovide

the me. sses with

enough buying power to keep the faot.ories

farms

ar1~

operating ,1ustif:tad f.lUpplanting the outworn system

with the social1.stic system of distr1.bution, where all
economic e.otivities wruld ba conducted by the government of workers and peasants for the
people •

berw~fit

of all the

The pr opaganda of the 0 Olllii1unis t s wa a most

skillfully. devised to ensnare idealistic people seeking

9 Massing,

Hade,~ Deoe;ptiog,

p. 83

h

a solution

to the recurring economic.

c;riso::~

and im-

perialistic wars whioh plague the oapi talist system.
V'lhi tte.ker Chambers has well expressed the lure v'rhioh
Oo.m.mun:tsm <:>f'fers to the middle-class idou;List:

The making of a good li vi. ng does not neoeasarlly
blind a man to a critical period Vthich he is passing
througl1. Suoh people, in f'aot • may :tael a special
insecurity and anxiety. They seek a moral solution
in a world of moral confusion. Marxism, Leninism
offers an oversimplified explanation of' the causes
and e. program for a.oti on. The very '\d.gor of. the project particularly apP,eala to ·che more c:ir less sheltered middle-class intellectuals. who f'eel tht;>.t the whole
context o:f.' their ·lives has kept them away from the
world of reality. I do not know whether I m:a:ke .this
very clear, W. t ·I am trying ·to. get a~ it. They 'feel
e. very natural concern, one might almost say a Christian concern , for underprivileged people. They feel
a· great intellectual concern at let:ls·t, for recurring
economic orises, the problem of war, which in our
litetime bas assumed an atrocious proportion, and which
always weighs on the. rflhat shell :t do? At 'Chat
crossroads the evil thing, com({l8nism, lies in wait
for ·them with a simple answer .1
The Communist regime set forth its "ideals of
equality and human liberation in its official deorees
and lawa.nll

This propaganda reaped a rioh harvest of

converts to Communism in the

1930's. Those who

in the cause during this period believed that

enlisted

"Cam~

munisrn was the wave of the future •• tha.t it promised a

10 J!rom the record of the House· Oommi ttee on
Un-American Activities, August 25, 1948, as quoted
:tn tha Saturdasr Eyenins t;~st, February 16, 1952. p. 21
, ll Hook. Sidney, ' . he Literature of Disillusion•
man~~rt Verdict~ Tnree n,2adea, edited by Julien Steinber&
p.

007

.
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better ooonomio order ••• n 12

Louis Budenz was one of

the thousands of idealistic people who joined the .
Party during the depression.

In recent years, however, the continuous fail.

'

ure of Communism to provide a decent standard of living
.

.

for its people has demonstrated 1 ts failure as an econo-

mic panacea.

The economic appeal

of

Communism to

t~e

intellect is ..!~light, while its appeal to ·the emotions
is great.

,.i~

1
~

-

L~

The downtrodden and exploited workers do not

~----

flock to Communism seeking economic blessings. 13 Those

i----··-

who seek.the Communist shrine are rather the lonely.

r------

thwarted people whose strong emotions have long been

tG~······

denied expression

r

I.

by

their drab and meaningless lives.

They want emotional. expression; they want to belong to

something greater than themselves; they want to feel
important; they want to be crusaders for an idealistic
scheme to.make a better world; they went power, or at
).east a prospeot of' power; ·they want e:x.oi ta.men·t and

activity.

These things Communism· either gives them

or promises them.

Suoh are the a.ttraotions of Communism.

12 DeVoto, Barnard "The E;r....;.Commun:t:sts,"
Tb.e Atlantic ~.9.Q~h1Yt February, 1951, P• 62
13 · lassing, Hede • This Deceptioq, foreword by
Morris t. Ernst, P• xi
·

r
f
r
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Of the four

d~~enohanted

individuals here

considered, each one was sincere in wanting a better form. of human society on this earth.

Emma Gold ...

man wanted to see suffering humanity tread f.rom the
tyranny of governments and employers.

Gitlow end Ee.st-

m:tn believed tm t a benign and paternalistic Socialism
would solve the problems of mankind.

Budenz wanted to

crusade for a bette):' life for the workers.

They sup-

ported Communism because they believed i.t would achieve

!l~____

these goals.

..
'
,~ _ _ _ _ _

Yet in the end the political im.pe.ct of

!:""--~--

F.

Oonununis.rn on these four people resulted in their oom.pl~)te

and .bitter disillum oruuent.
Each of these people was duped by the false prom-

ises of Communism. only to find later that the real objeoti ve oi' both Lenin end Stalin was personal power.
Once ·this power was in their hanc-1 s, they paid ,no further

attention to tho promises which they had used as ba.it to
get the support of the people.

Stalin's duplicity is

evidenced by the Const:ttut,.on. of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Hepublios, W:l ioh states in Article

3:

''All

power in the USSR belongs to the working pe oplo of town
and country e1s repreBented by the Soviets of Working
People's Dopu·ties.nllt

Spector • Ivar, .4n ,;r.rr~roduot:tQP.. lQ. &tsr:li~
Hietory ~ Culture, p. ~ll
.

l~·

In aotuat practice, all power in
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the USSR belongs to Stalin.

The Constitution is for

"show" and propaganda purposes.

Both in their pursuit

of power and in their exercise of power. Lenin and
Stalin continually us ad roo a au res of unprecedented brutali ty and terrorism which ware instrumental in disillusioning many idealistic comrades.

In evaluating the effective-

ness of brutality in causing disenchantment, Sidney Hook
wrote:

"What struck them most forcibly was the

cruel~z,

the unnecessary cruelty, wh:toh pervaded almost every as. pact of Soviet administrative practice •••• it was systematic, a .1.\Btter of State policy •• ,nl5

This cruelty was one

of the decisive disillusioning factors in the oases at
Goldman and Eastman, who saw their friends end associates
orue lly persecuted, defamed and killed 4!

Both Goldman and

Eastman saw the intelleotualo as a class being liq.uidated
in Russia.

The

terr~

was striking too close for them

to retain a detached and impersonal attitude,

Disillusion-

ment followed quickly.
It is regrettable that the four people here studied
learned so little from each other, exoept for Gitlow and
Eastrmn, who wero associates nnd contemporary in their
support of. Communism.

15

Eastman knew Jmma Goldman and

Hook, Sidney, Ierd~ct
'"
.

st

Thre~ Decades, p •.
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could easily have read her books, published in 1923
and 192~, nearly ten years before his own disillusionment with Communism.

If he read .them he does not so

state in his own books.

Her observations while in Russia

differed radically from his, for he e.ssoo:tated only with

the consecrated leaders of the Party.

He has written no-

thing of his observations of Russian living conditions
among the masses1 the obvious conclusion is that he waa.
shown only the "showtt schools • villages, factories, a to.

Louis Budenz, Who did not join the Communist Party

'

.~

-----

·--··--'~---

until 1935.- must have ignored all the "literature of dis ..

Gold-

illusionmant" which had bean written by that time.
man's

Mz

D~.s~lJ.ys:t on.m.E!B't

iJ.lHsignment
~mn1n

in

Rqsst~•

and .1bi. S,9!eng§

in

Rus§!ta ~;nd M;t Furtner

Eastman's

lUJ!-

Stnc~ ~~n~u ~ied; ~.

.21 Revolyt!oru and

'

Ar'!;~sts

1a

'

U'n1fgrm., to mention only a few titles, were available
to him.

Yet in his own writings he doas not inctioate

that he had read any 9f these.

He was too intent on

reading and re-reading Lenin's works to heed the warnings given by those

before him.

\~O

had taken the Communist bait

He had to learn by his own experience be·

cause he did not avail himself of the opportunity to
learn from· the experience of others.

- (
~----------

-·

II. THE FAILURES OF COMMUNISM

The principal reasons for the disillusionment
of iil ese four people may be summarized in two bried
statements: Communism is unsound in theory, end-Communism has failed in practice.
Oommyniwn !m@OW\d J:n ·th€1Qrx,

Max Eastman has

exposed·· the unsoundness ·of Communist theories in a most

,.
!~~

[---

capable manner.

The dialectic system of thinking used

f

'

~--·-

by Marx is ·unsound because it !.s based not on any scienti-

~~---~

fic or factual evidence, but on "disputation" or argument,

f

among several people, or by one man arguing with himself

'-=-:c=:c

and convincing himself that what he wishes to believe is
true. · The dialectic system is merely "wishful thinking"
without regard for facts or evidence of any kind.

Marx

also identified himself with the divine order· of things
by insisting that what he wished to oo our would inevi tably take place.

He set himself up as a prophet who

could not possibly be mistaken in anything he predicted.
His predictions included siezure of power by the worket"s,
a "dictatorship of the proletariat" which would set up
a

Socialis~

economic system so perfect that 1 t would run

by itself, at which point the state would "wither away",

~
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le~ving

a "society of the free and qual" in which there

would be plenty for all.

Services would be contributed

"from eaoh according to his' ability" and goods distri butad to "each acoord:i.ng to hj.a needs."
of any kind.

Marx gives no proof

Ee.stman says tha·t his whole aoheme is one

of "wish fulf:CI..lme:ht thinking ••• as crude and antiquated
as it is ingenious",

16·

and that its falsity is baing prov-

ed by the failure of the Russian Revolution. Most preposterous, Ea.stman wrote, is the assumption the.t the state
would "withe:r· away'' while administering all tb.e eoonomic

·---~-----

!
r-~-----.~

aotiv i tle s of a country.
Lenin tried to inject "a soienti fic revolutionary
attitude" into Marx-ism.

t _________ _
,.-~"···--·---

-

He believed that he was the

working class • and that his knowledge was "the

hi~eat

proo u.ot of Natura"--immune to the errors of ordinary human
beings.

Suoh oon~ei t, based on Marx.' theories, combined

with the idea. that "the end justified the means", made
Lenin a tyrant who enslaved the workers, robbed the
peasants, liquidated the intellectuals, and massacred the
Kronstadt sailors.
With the same conceit and bigotry, Stalin set himself up as the sole arbiter of Communist theory. He

16 Eastman, Sta;!;in's Russia, p. 167

r
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discarded the withering away or the state as outworn,
but followed the dialeot.io system, making up his own
rules as he went along, and making Marxism-Leninism a
religion, with himself as its authqrized prophet and
spoke s.man.
Communism failed ja practice.

A fu;rther proof

of the unsoundness of Communist theory was its failure
in practice to produce the benefits it promised.

This

failure has been instrumental in disillusioning many of·
the fai tht'ul.
ev~table

The ooonomic benefits predicted as in-

by Marx

a~d

was among the fir-st

Lenin have failed to appear.
t~

realize their failure.

Lenin

He proved

.. that Communism would not work out in practice when, in

1919 to 1921, he conducted an experiment in

'~ioh

he plac-

ed one province on a strictly Communist basis, a second
on a semi-Communist basis, and a

th~rd

on a se.til1-oapitalist

basis.

Economic progress was checked closely in each pro-

vince.

The success of the semi-oapi talist provinoe wt:ts

so outstanding that even Lenin was oonvinoed.

He con-

fessed to the Tenth Oongress in 1921 that his investigation had proven to him the. t a strictly Communist system
would not work suooeast'ully.

Having seen the advantages

I

r

I

l
t

I
I

Ii
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of the semi-oapitalist policy demonstrated in this ex...
periment, Lenin instituted the New Economic Policy,· which
esta.bliahed sem:t-oapi talist procedures throughout the
country.

Under this N.E •.P. Russia enjoyed greater pros-

perity than at any tinlll since tha Revolution, thus demonst:re.ting on a large soa.le, as tenin had previously proved
on a small soale. that Communism could not suooeed eoonom1
ioally • 7 Emma Gold.man quotes Lenin a.s saying: "Only tools
oan believe t.ba t CorMnunism is possible in

Russi~

~

now.ttl8

The eoonomio failure of the Communist scheme also

had its effeot on the four disenchanted here studied. Emma
Goldman wrote of t¥e famine of 1921, vttioh was due to the
bungling of Communist bureaucrats.

She was appalled d.ur-

ing her two years in Russia by ·the failure of the Oom.

.

'

.

.m.unist system to provide food • clothing and shelter for

the people.

Gitlow saw the same stark poverty on his

three ·o-rips to Hussie..

. ,,

Eastman read of the same poverty

in the bOoks of Lyons and others who had become disilluskn-

ad.
Communism also fai.led in that the "dictatorship
of the proletr:trio t" and the "government of workers anc1

~--~--~

~---~

f;

''

r-~~-

peasants" as predicted by Marx and
materialize.

~enin

failed to

Instead, Communism has beengoverned by

e. totalitarian dictatorship under Lenin and Stalin.

Under such dictatorship the will of the people meant
nothing, elections were farces in. Which the dictator's
candidates were unanimously elected.

Anyone questioning

the policies of the dictator could be liquidated without
trial.
Oommun~!UB

bege:J«s totalttgria;iam.

Eastman con-

cluded that Communism by its very nature begets total~tarianism.

Goldman, Gitlow, Eastman, and Budenz all

stress their

~bhorrence

F-

---

of the Red dictatorship as one

of the important factors in their disillusionment.
I

The "society of the free and equal'; •: which Marx
.predicted as inevitable, is further from achievement
~--

under Communism than it was under the Czars.
these disenchanted four record the

All of

disheart~ning

effect

of the mental and physical cruelty, oppression, and
slavery forced upon the people by Lenin and Stalin.
{';

Persecution, slavery, torture, starvation and death,
or the constant fear of these terrors, have been the
lot of the Russian people under their new masters.

---
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From its conception in the wishful thinking

of Marx to its maturity in the horror of Stalin's manmade famine, purges, and cold war against the free· world,

the Russian Communist experiment had given these four,
Goldman, Gi tlow, Eastman, and Budenz, ample reasons to
spend the remainder of their lives fighting against
Communism. -

THE END
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